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I Kentucky Windage(By P. W.)
I notice in a story from Ft. Campbell
this week that the engineers of the 101st
Airborne — with the blessing of the Com-
manding General — are going off-base and
doing various civic construction jobs in sur-
rounding communities, and I think that's a
welcome gesture that will surely be saluted
by all. There are some strings attached, such
as no competition with outside labor, and
the jobs are generally civic in nature, but
my goodness, with all of that know-how and
machinery available, the whole area can im-
prove itself.
After all, the U. S. armed forces spent
about ten years doing the same thing
throughout Viet Nam. We have in our files a
dozen pictures of Col. Paul Durbin super-
vising a civic-improvement bulldozer opera-
tion when he was with the MAAG over there
some ten years ago. (Just as a suggestion,
the 101st could really whip that new South
Fulton city park in shape.)
It was good to have another old friend
drop by the office last week. Howard
Strange, whom I haven't seen in years, was
here for a visit, and when he stopped in for a
chat I couldn't resist the opportunity to take
him back to our files and show him an old
"special edition" of a local paper dated Sep-
tember 3, 1937. That was the day the "new"
Warner Bros. Theatre (now the Fulton the-
atre) opened for business. . . and there was
his picture in the employee group . . . a
young curly-headed projectionist, alongside
another, younger wavy-haired assistant by
the name of Lewis Bizzle:
"They said they would send a couple of
experienced fellows up from Memphis to run
that new projection machine" Howard
smiled as he recounted some of the details.
"Burgess Waltmon, the new manager, told
the officials from Memphis they could just
keep their projectionists down there, that he
had a couple of young fellows up here who
could handle it just fine!"
"And we did."
Howard, who looks the same as he did
the last time I saw him years ago, has been
in Memphis for the past eleven years, and is






It looks very much like you'll be hearing
less and less from me as we near the Tenth
Annual International Banana Festival. My
greatest problem is cataloguing my mind as
to work I do in each hour of the day.
For instance on Monday and Tuesday I
close out, or try to block out any other pro-
jects but editing and publishing the Hick-
man, Caurier. The wonderful people who
work with me at Hickman and at the News
in Fulton try their best to screen all calls on
the first two days so that my feeble mind
won't stray to Banana Festival work but
poor mortals, they're about given up the en-
deavor as a bad job.
They're getting to the point where
they're afraid to make decisions as to which
is what, and what is which, but it's a hope-
less task.
For instance on Tuesday I closed my of-
fice door at Hickman to write an important
story for the paper and asked them to hold
all phone calls. I heard the phone ring on
several occasions, but dismissed the mes-
sages as being in good hands. And they were!
But when they handed me the notes
later, one call was from the International
Relations department of the American Uni-
versity in Washington and the other from
Mrs. Endicott Peabody also in Washington,
whose husband is making a serious bid as a
vice-presidential candidate on the Demo-
cratic ticket. I guess the people will call
back, but it's what I mean by saying I'm giv-
ing them a hopeless task.
The Banana Festival
But back to the Festival. From where
I'm sitting the program plans seem to be get-
ting in high gear. Committees are meeting
almost each day now and from what I can
tell, it's going to be, not only a fun Festival,
(Continued on page 2)
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await the winner of the Inter-
national Banana Festival Prin-
cess Pageant to be held August
17 in Fulton, Kentucky, and all
single girls between the ages of
seventeen and twenty-three
have opportunities to enter!
In addition to specific re-
quirements concerning age and
marital status, all entrants
must be of good character and
possess poise, personality, in-
telligence, charm and beauty of
face and figure.
Entry blanks may be obtained
by writing International Banana
Festival Headquarters, P. 0.
Box 428, Fulton, Kentucky
42041. After the entry blanks
are received and filled out, they
will be returned to the same
address with an entry fee of
$25.00 and picutre enclosed.
The winner of the Princess
Pageant will reign over the tenth
annual International Banana
Festival after her selection on
Thursday night, August 17. This
year's festival, a three-day
event, will be August 17, 18 and
19.
The festival will feature such
events as Saturday's Country
Western show, a battle of the
bands, banana bake-offs, free
street dances, and of course,




South Fulton City Manager
Thomas Fullerton attended the
Tennessee Municipal League
Meeting this week in Chat-
tanooga, Tennessee. The state-
wide meeting for city officials
was in session from June 11-13,
Mr. Fullerton's wife and their
two children accompanied him
to the convention and remained
occupied with tours of the south-
ern Tennessee city while Mr.
Fullerton was in business
meetings.
The South Fulton City Man-
ager will be back in his office





Ensign David A. Dunn, son of
Mr. and Mrs. R.G. Dunn, 405
Eddings Street, Fulton, re-
ceived his bars as a naval of-
ficer last week at Purdue Uni-
versity's annual commissioning
ceremonies In Lafayette, Ind-
iana.
Dunn, who graduated on the
Dean's List at Purdue, will be-
gin a four-year tour of duty
with the Navy July 3rd, when
he is scheduled to report at San
Diego for eight weeks of school,
followed by sea duty aboard a
destroyer.
This week he is spending
leave time at home with his par-
ents.
Present for the commis-
sioning ceremonies at Purdue
were his parents, his sisters
Carol and Mary Helen, and his
brother Bob, a mining geologist
employed in Missouri.
Shown above is Pete Holcombe, giant manager of the Hickman
Garment Company, holding the Century Club plaque. Individuals
or businesses, of which Hickman Garment Company was one,
who contributed as much as $100.00 were awarded an engraved
plague "Salute to a Guardian of Scouting."
Hickman Meets $1300 Quota
For Scouting's Century Club
For construction of dor-
mitory facilities on Jonathan
Creek to cost approximately
$75,000.00 which had been in-
itiated by the Mayfield, Ken-
tucky Lion's Club, Fulton Coun-
ty has been asked to launch a
campaign drive to raise $3.-
800.00, this being divided be-
tween the City of Fulton, $2,-
500.00, with Financial Chair-
man Gary Williamson, and the
City of Hickman, $1,300.00, with
Elbert Burcham, Jr., as Fin-
ancial Chairman.
Individuals or businesses
contributing as much as $100.00
are awarded an engraved plaque
"Salute to a Guardian of Scout-
ing" to be placed in their den
or office, and considered a
Century Club Member,
Quickly answering to the fin-
ancial campaign in the Hick-
man area, all of which will re-
ceive a plaque and be a Century
Club Member, are the following
individuals and businesses: The
Carborundum Company, Chaney
Funeral Home, Citizens Bank,
Goalder & Goalder Insurance,
Hickman Garment Company,
Hickman Hardware Co., E. W.
James & Sons, Fulton County
011 Co., Stokes Oil Company,
Roper Pecan Company, Great
River Shrine Club, C. P. Mabry,
Mildred Whipple & James A.
Whipple, Jr., and Elbert Bur-
cham, Jr.
Earlier this year the Lion's
Club underwrote the financial
expenses of scouting in Hick-
man for camping and cooking
equip:fent at a cost of approxi-
Iwo $350-$400.
Mayfield Golfer Wins Mystery Of The Missing Marker
Hickman Tourney
EDA Study Reveals River Port Al
Hickman Would Create 1200 Jobs
By Jo Westpheling
An indepth study as to the feasibility of de-
veloping a proposed river port and industrial
park at Hickman, Kentucky has been given an
enthusiastic and favorable report by the consult-
ing firm of Allen and Hoshall of Memphis, Hick-
man city officials learned last week.
According to the report the development of
Hickman harbor as a major river transportation
center would open up vast resources for potential
industry in the entire West Kentucky and West
Tennessee area.
Citing the growing demand
for waterfront industrial pro-
perty as the logical approach to
attacking the ecomomic and un-
employment problems of Fulton
County the report indicated that
the area would capture the in-
terest and location of many huge
manufacturing concerns that
are using river transportation
as the economical method of
transporting their products.
The study said that establish-
ment of the port would create
FHS Has Six Students
Named Outstanding
Bobby Snider, principal of
Fulton City High School, an-
nounced today the selection of
the school's students who have
been chosen as members of The
Society of Outstanding Amer-
ican High School Students, the
country's leading high school
honorary.
The students honored are:
Anits Cash, Mike Morgan, Mark
Owens, Bob Engel, Kent Smith,
David Thompson, and Georgia
Brock.
With the assistance of high
school principals and coun-
selors from across the nation,
The Society of Outstanding
American High School Students
strives to further the pursuance
of academic achievement and
civic responsibility on the part
of American youth.
The Society accepts for mem-
bership only young men and
women who have distinguished
themselves as their school's
highest achievers.
Members are now competing
for over $580,000.00 in renew-
able college scholarships of-
fered by The Society.
These scholarships consist
of unrestricted cash awards
to colleges of the students'
choice and renewable annual
scholarships to selected col-
leges and universities across
the nation. The Societ. of Out-
standing American High School
Students Awards Program is
one of the largest of its kind
in the country.
Society members are re-
cognized annually in a published
volume entitled THE SOCIETY
OF OU'TSTAND1NG AMERICAN
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS.
which is distributed nationally
to colleges, universities, cor-
porations and libraries.
Because of their accomplish-
ments, these students are most
deserving of recognition by the
school, the community, and the
nation. AS leaders of Amer-
ican youth they represent one
of thii most important segments
Continued On Page 8of our society.
a least 1200 new industrial Jobs.
The study was made with a
$28,000.00 grant from the Eco-
nomic Development admin-
istration. Governor Wendell
Ford has allocated approx-
imately $400,000.00 in his bud-
get to assist in the development
of the port facility.
The Hickman Development
Corporation has options on sev-
eral tracts of land for location
of industries seeking the West
Kentucky area as plant sites.
Here are some of the com-
ments made in the report con-
cerning the feasibility of estab-
lishing a river port at Hickman.
"It has been assumed in this
study that both stages of this
project, when completed, will
result in the creation of 1200
manufacturing jobs in the
waterfront industrial park.
Manufacturing will stimulate
growth in trades, services, and
non-manufacturing industries
and create many more jobs. The
facts presented in this study
emphasize the need for manu-
facturing growth to improve the
ecomomic situation in F'ulton
County. Since waterfront indus-
trial property is in great de-
mand today, the plan recom-
mended in this study is the most
logical approach to attacking the
economic problems of this
county.
"A slack water harbor at
Hickman would help complete
the overall inland waterway port
system along the Mississippi
River because it is strategi-
cally located on the east band
of the river between Memphis
Tennessee and Cairo, Illinois
and is near the mouth of the
Ohio River.
"In view of the facts pre-
sented in this report, it is the
consultant's opinion that the
project recommended in this
study is feasible and desirable.
"We believe the proposed
river port and waterfront indus-
trial park at Hickman will pro-
the economic growth of this
area. Further, we believe Hick-
man, which has already estab-
Defending champion Max Mc-
Dade of Fulton retired his post-
tion Sunday, June 11, to Fred
Lancaster of Mayfield who shot
a sizzling 147 in the second an-
nual Invitational Golf Tourna-
ment at the Hickman Country
Club.
Last week, 122 entrees quali-
fied for the championship, first,
second, and third flights. The
qualifying scores on an eighteen
hole round were added to the
eighteen hole round which was
Burchams, McBrides
Are Going Abroad
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Bur-
cham, Jr., left Tuesday, June
13, for an extended vacation
which will take them to Zurich
and Geneva in Switzerland and
Paris, France for a meeting
of the Kentucky Bankers As-
sociation.
Prior to their departure they
visited in Texas with Elbert
Burcham, III. and family. Mr.
and Mrs. L.M McBride of
Fulton will also be members
of the bankers traveling to
Switzerland.
played Sunday as nearly 200
persons looked on.
Second place, Bob Hunts-
berger of McKenzie, Tennes-
see, finished with a 150, three
strokes ahead of third place
Jasper Vowell of Fulton. Mc-
Dade finished in a fourth place
tie with Harvey Jeffrey of Ful-
ton, both shooting 154.
The first flight wlnnerswere:
Darell Vowell of Memphis, fin-
ishing with a 157; Roy B. Hale
of Mayfield, 161; Dale Alexander
of Charleston, Illinois, 164;
Charles Binford of Fulton, 164;
and Charles Tyner of Martin,
Tennessee, 164.
Finishing as winners of the
second flight Were: Ed Haley
of Fulton, 172; Bridgie Miller,
Princeton, Kentucky, 173; A.G.
Campbell, Dresden, Tennessee,
Stanley Griffin of Clinton and
Bill Morrison, Jr. of Memphis,
all shooting 176.
The third flight was won by
Bill Scott of Fulton, scoring 184;
Paul Mollyhorn of Union City,
186: Eugene Faulkner of Union
City, Robert Major, Hickman,
Waynon Elliott of Dresden, Ar-
del Fields of Hickman and
James Green of Fulton all
scored 187.
Continued On Page 8
by Dona Martin
How could an unwieldy eight-feet tall Civil
War marker possibly be removed from the front
of a churchyard with no one's notice? Or, better
yet, how could the sturdy bronze monument be
totally removed with no trace of its previous ex-
istence?
The mysterious missing marker was placed
on the highway leading into Water Valley near
the Pentecostal Tabernacle Church there some
eight years ago by the Jackson Purchas Histor-
ical Society. It was erected in the remembrance
of the soldiers who died of disease at Camp
Beatireeard durin,.! the Civil War.
Lon Carter Barton, a member
of the Historical Society and a
resident of Mayfield, first no-
ticed the absence of the marker
on Sunday, June 11, while he
was visiting friends in Water
Valley. Since he is a member
of the Society, he remembered
its being placed there and the
size of it.
Somewhat alarmed at the
marker's disappearance, Mr.
Barton phoned the State High-
way Department and inquired
about it. He thought that the
Highway Department had pos-
sibly removed the marker but
was informed that the officials
knew nothing of it--they had not
noticed that it was missing.
Even more confused, Mr.
Barton then called Investigator
Milford Jobe, who owns a store
in Water Valley near the
marker. To his surprise, Mr.
Jobe was not aware of the ab-
sence of the monument either!
However, the investigator as-
sured Mr. Barton that he would
h k itc ec into .
Another incredible fact re- 
soon.lated to Mr. Barton was that Continued On Page 8
even the pastor, Wayne Owen,
of the Pentecostal Tabernacle
Church where the marker had
stood had not observed the ab-
sence of it.
Some may be wondering what
is so important about the Camp
Beauregard marker's dis-
appearance; but, actually, that
is not even the point....now.
The point is the mystery BE-
HIND its disappearance.
The marker was an eight-
feet tall construction that was
steadfastly mounted inconcrete
underneath the ground level.
The bronze monument had stood
on the highway-side for eight
years.
These facts cause one to won-
der how it could have possibly
been totally removed because
of its size and mounting. One
also ponders over the fact that,
thus far, not one person con-
tacted even noticed its absence;
therefore, no one even knows
how long it has been missing.
Although interested citizens
are completely bewildered with
the mystery, Investigator Jobe
is presently uncovering the hid-
den facts and hopes to return
the marker to its original site
LAST YEAR'S AMIGO—THIS YEAR'S HONOR STUDENT--
'I Learn Something New Every Minute I'm Here!' Says Elena
(Ed's note: In the nine years
that the International Banana
Festival has been staged here
in the Twin Cities, the ̀ friend-
ship through understanding"
theme early reached a pinnacle
of usccess with the visiting
Latin-American students, here
each year not only to see the
show----but actually to be a
part of it.
These students sometimes as
many as forty-five but never
less than fifteen, made special
group trips here from their
homes in the various banana-
producing countries; for many
of them it was their first time
away from their homelands and
for most Of them their very first
experience living for a week or
two with host "parents-away-
from home' in a small
community. They have loved it,
and have received a full
measure of love in return.
Many still correspond with
their "parents* here, as they
happily call them---and a great
endearment to them has grown
among the host families in this
area as well. Hospitality, often
beginning on shaky ground be-
tween people who could scarcely
understand each other's lan-
guage and mode of living,
quickly blossomed into genuine
friendships on both sides, as
countless host families here
will tell you.
The "Amigo" program, as the'
student visit is termed, has
truly been the pulse and the
cornerstone of all of the Fes-
tivals, but it has been even
more, in dozens of past in-
stances.
Just one little current
example of the happiness that
the Amigo program has made
possible is the experience of
Miss Elena Bucheli of Quito
Ecuador, who came to the Fes-
tival last year, was invited to
stay with the Elmer Hixson fam-
ily for two weeks....who, two
days before she was scheduled
to return to her native Ecuador
was given an academic scholar-
ship to Murray State Univer-
sity....and who has completed
her first year at MSU with the
tremendous grade mark of 3.7
Out of a possible 4.0....and who
will continue on with her studies
at Murray for another year
commencing this fall on a con-
tinuing scholarship.
Elena has become a part of
the Hixson family, and the en-
dearment is frank and geniune
on both sides, as a visit will
quickly convince one.
Following is an interview that
News reporter Dona Martin had
with Elena and Mrs. Hixson this
week):
By Dona Martin
"I learn something new every
minute I'm here!" says Elena
Buc hell, a nineteen-year-old
amigo from Quito, Ecuador, who
is residing with Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Hixson of Fulton,
Kentucky. She has been in the
United States for ten months--
since last year's international
Banana Festival in August.
Elena came to stay for two
weeks. She has not returned to
her home in Quito YET--she
has been too fascinated with
this country to leave it!
Since her arrival in Fulton,
Kentucky, last August, Elena
has become acquainted with
Continued On Page 8
ELENA SUCHELI, (left) A 141;Nya! "Amigo" Prom Quito, leuedor, came to the Pouffes!
last year to spend two weeks with Mr. and Mn. Elmer Hixson on the Hickman Highway, is
now in college at Murray, and has — for the time being, at least — become a happy member
of this happy family. (See story).
NOTEBOOK
Continued from Page 1
but an interesting and significant one, also.
The question most people are asking now
is: "Who is the big name talent going to be?"
At the moment we can't answer that one, but
we're dickering with such stars as "The Four
Seasons," "B. J. Thomas," who wrote "Rain-
drops Falling on My Head," "Duke Elling-
ton," "Pete Fountain," "Doc Severinson,"
and some others.
You'd be shocked to know what huge
talent fees these people get, so our selection
will depend on what the budget can stand.
Also, we're dealing with talent agencies who
are reputable and notable for delivering
their talent as per the contract we sign.
We're also going to select the talent whom
we know will make the appearance as con-
tracted.
Dress Rehearsal
What we're shooting for at Festival
headquarters is to have everything in tip-top
order about a week before the Festival so
that we can have something of a dress re-
hearsal for the actual show.
The gals who are putting on the fashion
show at noon on Thursday, August 17 are
proceeding as though the Festival was two
weeks from now; the Princess Pageant com-
mittee has started sending out applications
for entrants in the show for Thursday night
of the Festival; the YMBC is going to have
a horse show on the Sunday after the Festi-
val; the Governor's Day committee is mak-
ing up its invitation list and has already se-
lected a menu for the Friday luncheon; the
carnival has been booked, much, much larg-
er than any year we've had; only about
eleven persons need to become members of
the Top Banana Club before we have as
many as last year; the souvenir booklet is
almost ready for the printer; the Civitan
Club is refurbishing the decorations so that
we can know what else to buy; the sign on
the Avenue of the Americas has been re-
painted and we hope to have all new flags
to fly weeks before the Festival; the Banana
Bake-off committee has sent out it's applica-
tions for entering and the Art Guild is plan-
ning a very unique project for their area-
wide art show.
The retail merchants have agreed to
have all employees and themselves dress in
:Latin-American costumes two weeks before
-Ivo, the Festival and $1000 in cas:. wiil be, ,a00-
cated for give-away at most of the events
during the Festival.
Much Much More
There's really so much going on that I
can't specify everything, so if I left out any-
body or any group working on their pro-
gram, just remember my shallow brain can't
remember it all.
One thing I want to suggest now is that
EVERYBODY, but EVERYBODY start
planning wardrobes for Festival time be-
cause we want every program, every event,
every occasion so colorful that visitors can't
tell the local folks from our Amigos who will
also be dressed in their native costumes dur-
ing the whole Festival.
In other words we want these twin cities
to "go bananas" with everybody dressed "a
la Latin-American" during the entire event.
One bank we know of has called its entire
staff together and selected the materials for
the Latin-American costumes they will wear
during a week before, and the week of the
Festival.
Yep, we're really going bananas so
how's about getting with the bunch right
away. And if you've got some leisure time.
won't you please volunteer your services at
headquarters? You'll Like It.
Frustration
Frustration is: That feeling you get
when a reader asks for "all the free publicity
we can get" with all the information on a
program printed by an out-of-town firm.
Compounded frustration is: When a
reader tells everybody in town about the ex-
citing trip they are going to take and then
chews up the editor because the item was in
the paper.
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Do You Remember This?
From Our Picture Album
SCHOOL SCENE FROM THE FHS CLASS OF 1915- 16 SCRAPBOOK: Bottom Row (from left)
Annie Lucille Goldsby, Lois Callahan. Top Row (from left) Blanch* Weifforrelt, Mary Gre-




New books at the Fulton Pub-
lic Library:
THE GREEN FLASH, by Joan
Aiken. A small self-contained
child who dreams reality; the
ghost of a love-struck, bicycle-
riding night watchman; a canary
who bears an acute resemblance
to the younger sister of Charles
II; an old lady, hard of hearing,
blind, but with a murderous
sense of smell--these are Just
a few of the characters you will
encounter in this spine-tingling
mind-boggling story.
GANDHI, by Olivia Coolidge.
To his people he was the Ma-
hatma. or 'Great Soul.' and
to the Western world he was
the saint of non-violence. But
Gandhi, like all saints, was a
human-being capable of rages,
arrogance and error, and unlike
other saints, he was living in a
time when it was possible to
record all this about him. From
photographs, newspaper art-
icles, pamphlets, and personal
letters, a portrait of Gandhi
emerges.
THE DEFENSE NEVER RESTS,
by F. Lee Bailey. This man is
probably the most contro-
versial—and certainly the most
talked about--American lawyer
since Clarence Darrow. He is,
by his own admission , a 'ma-
verick", an outspoken critic of
the system of justice within
which he has played such a
prominent role. A brilliant trial
lawyer, Bailey has himself been
the target of criticism from all
sides--the press, politicians,
and sometimes his own pro-
fession. In this book, In 13talley 's
own words we read lw ••• be-
came involved in each of his
famous cases.
MASTERS OF THE OCCULT,
by Daniel Chohn. Mr. Chohn
explores the myth and reality
of some of the most enigmatic
and fascinating characters in
history. He examines the life
and works of legendary figures
of the Middle Ages and the Ren-
aissance. Here is a lively and
authoritative account of renow-
ned masters of the occult, men
and women whose careers were
TWENTY YEARS AGO
JUNE 13, 1952
Ed Phipps has accepted a position as indus-
trial arts instructor and basketball coach at South
Fulton High School. He was formerly manual
arts instructor at Fulton High School.
Nancy Wilson, Anne Latta, Ann McDade,
Cissy Murphy, and Jane White left Monday for a
two weeks vacation at Daytona Beach, Florida.
They will join a group of their CHIO sorority sis-
ters from U. K. there. Jane is a student at Gulf
Park, Mississippi.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling, of the News
are in attendance at the 83rd annual mid-sum-
mer meeting of the Kentucky Press Association
today being held at Kentucky Lake Village.
Fulton's lady golfers who attended the golf
tournament in Mayfield Wednesday literally
burned up the course with their slam-bang play-
ing and came away with the lowest net score for
the entire tournament. The 18 golfers who at-
tended made an avarage score of 54, which
brought them a crystal goblet as a trophy to
adorn the mantle at the Country Club here.
Mrs. Buren Rogers was medalist for the Ful-
ton players and placed second for the entire
tournament. Mrs. C. H. McDaniels won low putts
and Mrs. Uel Killebrew was adjudged the winner
of the "poker hand."
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Johnson were hos-
tesses to a delicious barbecue supper at their
home on Cleveland Avenue Wednesday night in
honor of their nephew Jimmy Sisson who is
home on leave from the Navy.
as dramatic as they were con-
troversial.
800,000,000. THE REAL
CHINA, by Ross Terrill. This
is the most sensitive and in-
formed eyewitness study yet
written of the people, govern-
ment and leaders of China.
JUNGLE COWBOY, by Stan-
ley E. Brock. Stan Brock, first
became known through his ap-
pearances on 'Wild Kingdom.'
He began his daredevil out-
doorsman career as a runaway
British schoolboy, arriving in
British Guiana from England
with only fifty dollars and a
hunger for adventure. Stan
signed on as a cowboy on the
Dadanawa Ranch, and by the
time he left, he had become a
range-hardened vaquero and
general manager of the huge
Dadanawa spread. He also
raised an amazing assortment
of wild animals without resort-
ing to cages and had written
two outstanding animal books
Leemo and More About Leemo,
both about his beautiful, savage
pet puma. This is a true story
a man whose skill, daring and
unique experiences as an out-
doorsman few can hope to e-
qual.
EARTHQUAKES AND EARTH
STRUCTURE, by John H. Hodg-
son. Large earthquakes always
attract public attention, pro-
bably because there is some-
thing fascinating about force
out of control. The student
however will not be content to
stand in awe before these
forces; he will want to know
where they come from what we
can learn form them, and what
we can do about them. It is the
purpose of this book to answer
these questions—to contrast the
negative aspect of earthquake
devastation with the positive
scientific information we gain
from them and to point to the
time when we may, through our
knowledge, combat their des-
tructiveness.
TEACHER & CHILD, by Haim
Ginott. This book offers tools
and skills for dealing with daily
situations and psychological
problems faced by all teachers.
The author writes with grace
sod humor. This book is rich
with anecdotes, stories, dia-
logue, and short but sharp
scenarios. Reading it is an
intellectual pleasure and an
emotional delight.
THE MAKING OF RUSSIA,
by Joan Hasler. Anyone wishing
to comprehend the emergence of
Russia into the modern world
must be prepared to consider
a broad panorama of geography,
peoples, ideas, changes, and
growth.
Col. Jim Isbell who, with his interesting
family, arrived in Fulton from England after a
three-year tour of duty in that country, will be
the speaker at the regular weekly meeting of the
Rotary Club next week.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
JUNE 17. 1927
Councilman Hannephin called the attention
of the "city dads" that warmer days were com-
ing on and that some steps should be taken to
have dogs running at large over the city muz-
zled before some child was bitten by a mad dog.
Plans are under way to widen Fourth Street
bridge and build a sidewalk on the south side.
This is a much needed improvement and will eli-
minate the hazardous risk of pedestrains crossing
the street opposite Little & Read's Garage.
Plans are being perfected for an up-to-date
white way for Fulton, in keeping with the pro-
gressive street improvements in the city. The
Kentucky Utilities company has ordered the wir-
ing for the new white way and the installation
and will be extended to the depot. The old style
globe lamp, will be replaced with the newest im-
proved model, giving five times the lighting
capacity.
S. C. Smith, who has been associated with
the U-Tote'Em grocery store since it opened for
business in Fulton. has sold his interest in the
etablishment to the U-Tote'Em Grocery Com-
pany.
Mr. I. B. Cook of Dresden, succeeds Mr.
Smith as manager and will make Fulton his fu-
ture home with his family
The American Legion baseball club of Ful-
ton has been giving some good exhibitions at
Fairground ball park. They started off the season
with a three game series with the fast Hall-
Moody Club of Martin. They beat Fulton two out
of three games, but they were all close and hard
fought games.
WINDAGE
Continued from Page 1
an electrician with the 
Ganno Electric Com-
pany.
According to figures released this week
by the government, th
ere are 2,842 bene-
ficiaries in Fulton County rece
iving current
monthly cash benefits from the 
old-age, stir-
vivors, disability and health in
surance fund
. . . . and that's over 23 
percent of the popu-
lation of the county.
Total monthly funds paid out, says the
report, are $264,000.00, with $158,000 a
month going to retired workers, $20,0
00 to
disabled workers, and $86,000 to others
.
The above may, or may not explain why,
with all of the people around here, •good
tradesmen in a number of fields are so hard
to find. I am thinking specifically of peopl
e
who do good roofing work, good air condi-
tioning repair, painters, carpenters, masons
and the like. One often has to wait for
months before one can get ANYONE to
tackle any kind of a job, and then gets a dis-
appointing performance. I have been trying
for two years to get a fireplace rebuilt, six
months to get a roofing insurance job done,
two years to get some outbuildings painted.
and air conditioning repair . . . or service???
I'm sure you have the same problems.
I'm not knocking the good tradesmen,
mind you. They're busy because they're
good; we just don't have enough of them to
go around. If one-fourth of the population is
too old, one-fourth is too younglone-fourth is
on relief and only one-fourth working, and
half of that group are female. And by the
time you subtract the men who work for
Goodyear, Pure Milk, Ferry-Morse, Lear-
Siegler and other big firms and then subtract
another 50 percent who are farming, you
barely have enough left to keep the morning
coffee business booming.
And wouldn't you know it .. . latest na-




THE HARD ROCK SCENE
This week I've decided to talk a little bit
about music. Not classical, country-western
or bubble gum, but good ole rock-hard
rock. As I write this I can almost see the
shaking heads and the sick look that comes
into the eyes of the members of the older
generation. If I'm lucky, maybe some of you
have read this far. If you have I hope you
read on. If you haven't, well then you should
have — you rnight have learned something.
Now you may shake your sagacious
heads and say as I have often heard older
people say, "How could noise like that be
called music. You can't understand anything
for that screaming!" But that's where you're
wrong. If you listen, you CAN understand
and today's music says a lot more than the
music of your generation.
Today's music expresses the disgust of
the younger generation with its country and
Its government. Their deep disgust goes as
far back as to the very founding of this
country when our forefathers envisioned a
country and a government where men could
live without fear and enjoy "life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness." For example, I
would like to cite the words of a song record-
ed by Steppenwolf, music and words written
by John Kay and Jerry Edmonton. Titled
"Monster", the song consists of three parts,
"Monster," "Suicide" and "America" and
expresses in a bitter, satirical fashion their
view of America and its government and
ends with a plea for Americans to sit up and
take notice. The song is as follows:
'Once the religious, the hunted and weary
Chasing the promise of freedom and hope
Came to this country to build a new vision
Far from the reaches of Kingdom and pope
Like good Christians some would burn the
witches
Later some bought slaves to gather riches
And still from near and far to seek America
They came by thousands to court the wild
But she patiently smiled, and then bore
them a child
To be their spirit and guiding light.
And when the ties with the crown had been
broken
Westward in saddle and wagon it went
And till the railroad linked ocean to ocean
Many the lives which had come to an end.
While we bullied, stole and bought our
homeland
We began the slaughter of the red man
But still from near and far to seek America


































































































































































































SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wendell Cook, Sr.
Beautiful Afternoon Ceremony
Unites Vava Finch, Paul Cook
On Sunday, June 4, at three o'clock in the
afternoon, at the First United Methodist Church
in Fulton, Kentucky, Miss Vava Elizabeth Finch,
daughter of Mrs. Guy Watkins Finch and the late
Mr. Finch of Fulton, became the bride of Paul
Wendell Cook, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cook,
Sr. of Memphis, Tennessee.
The Reverend William G. Adams, pastor of
the church, officiated at the double ring cere-
mony.
Greenery and white summer
flowers netichanced tba Cliothie
beauty of the church sanctuary.
Jade greenery flanked the altar
centered by a large arrange-
ment of stock, killian daisies,
and white roses intersped with
leather leaf fern. Family pews
were marked with egg shell
satin bows.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Wayne Duggin,
organist, of Memphis, Ten-
nessee. Selections included
'Moonlight Sonata' by Bee-
thoven, 'Morning Moon' by
Grieg, 'If With All Your
Hearts", Mendelssohn, 'Noc-
turne, Op. 9 No. V', Chopin,
'Jesus, Joy of Man's Desiring,




The lovely, petite bride, es-
corted by her brother, Stephen
A. Finch of Memphis, and given
in marriage by her mother, was
wearing a gown of white silk
organza over taffeta, styled with
a high scalloped neckline and
long Bishop sleeves with a but-
toned cuff. The bodice and prin-
cess line of the gown was
accented with peau d'ange lace
and seed pearls. A sweep train
fell from the empire waist and
a chapel length mantilla bor-
dered in matching lace fell from
a profile headpiece of lace and
pearls. She carried a nosegay
of phalaenopsis of orchids with
picot satin ribbon streamers.
Attending the bride as maid
of honor was Miss Kathryn Staf-
ford, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Bridesmaids were Miss Carol
Copple of Ithaca, New York and
Nashville, Tennessee and Mrs.
Stephen A. Finch, Memphis,
sister-in law of the bride.
They wore identical floor
length dresses of apple green
voile. Bands of white pique
trimmed the scooped neckline
and defined the slightly raised
waistline attached to a gathered
skirt. Tiny white pique buttons
accented the bodice and the long
full sleeves had deep cuffs of
white pique. They carried nose-
gays of gardenias with picot
satin ribbon streamers.
Serving the bridegroom as
best man was his father, Paul
Wendell Cook Sr. Ushers were
Michael L. Cook, Memphis,
brother of the broom, and Jon-
athan J. Green, also of Mem-
phis.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Finch chose a pale cream
jacket dress of Raschel knit.
The short sleeveless jacket was
worn over a bodice of pintucked
batiste in light taupe with long
full sleeves and a neckline bow,
attached to a straight pleated
skirt. She wore matching acces-
sories and her corsage was a
white orchid.
The bridegroom's mother
wore a dress of sapphire blue
polyester fashioned with pleated
sleeves and deep buttoned cuffs.
The bodice featured a tie neck-
tirid 'the flared skirt had a
matching wide belt. She were
accessories to match and her
corsage was a white orchid.
Mrs. Elizabeth Wallace, ma-
ternal grandmother of the bride,
was dressed in a jacket dress
of blue and white knit and wore
a corsage of yellow cymbid-
ium orchids. Mrs. Homer
Parks, maternal grandmother
of the groom, wore a pale blue
jacket dress design accented
with white, and Mrs. Carrie
Cook, paternal grandmother of
the groom, selected a blue dress
with a matching long coat. Both
wore corsages of yellow cym-
bidium orchids.
Following the ceremony a re-
ception was held in the church
dining room. The reception
table was centered with a beau-
tiful arrangement of yellow
roses, stock, and babys ,)reath
in silver candelabra. The white
tiered wedding cake was topped
with a nosegay of yellow roses,
and,was served with salted nuts
and mints from silver appoint-
ments. Green punch was served
from a crystal punch bowl.
Assisting in serving were
Mrs. Harry Williams of Martin,
Miss Betsy Cook of McKenzie,
and Mrs. William McDowell of
Memphis.
Mrs. Elizabeth Wallace pre-
sided at the guest register.
For traveling the bride chose
a pink and white checked poly-
ster dress overlaid with white
cotton lace. The dress featured
a scooped neckline, a bowed
belt and a deep bias band of
self fabric at the hemline. She
wore white accessories and a
white orchid from her bride's
bouquet.
Following an eastern wedding
trip they are at home in West
Haven, Connecticut. The groom
will enter school for the sum-
mer at the University of New
Haven and the bride will resume
her duties as home economist
for General Eelectric in
Bridgeport, Connecticut.
REHEARSAL DINNER
The groom's parents enter-
tained with a rehearsal dinner
Saturday evening, June 3 at the
Holiday Inn in Fulton. Guests
enjoyed a delicious meal. An
arrangement of white glads and
yellow daisies centered the
table. Guests for the affairs
were members of the wedding
party, Rev. William G. Adams
and Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gore.
RETURN HOME
Mr. and Mrs. James Mann
and children, Jill and Penny,
have returned tome from Fort
Bliss, Texas, where they visaed
their son and family, Mr. and





Mrs. Lawrence David Wat-
son, the former Rita Craven,
was honored at a gift tea Sun-
day afternoon, June 4, in the
parlor of the First Baptist
Church.
Mrs, Watson chose for the
occasion a gray pleated chif-
fon skirt with a pink linen over-
blouse. Mrs. Watson's gift
corsage was of white carna-
tions trimmed in pink.
Receiving the guests with
Mrs. Watson was her mother,
Mrs. Harlan Craven, Mrs.
Brooks Watson of KirkseY,
Kentucky, mother of the groom
and Mrs. V. L. Craven, grand-
mother of the bride. Each was
presented a gift corsage by the
hostesses.
Guests calling between the
hours of 2:30 and 4:30 p.m were
served punch, wedding cookies,
nuts and mints from a table,
overlaid with white. The cen-
tral appointment was a minia-
ture bride and groom sur-
rounded by magnolia blossoms
with greenery. On either side
were single crystal candelabra
with pink tapers. The mantle
held magnolia blossoms and
greenery with pink tapers in
triple candelabra.
The lovely gifts were dis-
played on tables, overlaid with
white.
Presiding at the register was
Miss Cynthia Craven, sister of
the bride, Miss Jen Brady of
Mayfield, Mrs. Jimmy King of
Murray, and Miss Carole Heith-
cock of Fulton assisted the
hostesses in servingthe guests.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. William Moss Kim-





Miss Carolyn Jean Richie of
Atlanta, Georgia, whose mar-
riage to Second Lieutenant Ron-
ald Lee Wall will be performed
on June 19, 1972 in Scottsboro,
Alabama, was honored at a gift
tea Sunday afternoon, June 4.
The affair was held in the home
of Mr. J. V. Henry, 913 Forest-
dale. South Fulton, Tennessee.
Hostesses for the event were
Mrs. Charles Moon, Mrs.
James Wall, Mrs. Mack Ter-
rell, Mrs. James Hazelwood,
Mrs. Marshall Fisk of Benton,
Kentucky and Mrs. Henry.
Miss Richie was wearing an
attractive navy blue and white
knit. Receiving the guests with
her was Mrs. Robert Wall, mo-
ther of the groom -elect. Both
wore gift corsages of white
pompons.
Mrs. David Hazelwood of
Clinton presided at the guest
register.
Special guests for the oc-
casion were grandmothers of
the groom-elect Mrs. Raymond
Wall and Mrs. Homer Hazel-
wood of Martin, Tennessee.
Guests calling between the
hours of 2:00 and 4:00 p.m. were
served individual cake squares
Miss Ginger Edwards
Mr. Bard To Claim Hand
Of Miss Ginger Edwards
Mrs. Cornelius DeMyer Edwards of Fulton
is today announcing the engagement of her dau-
ghter, Ginger Lee Edwards, to William Roy Bard,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bard, South Fulton,
Route Three.
Miss Edwards is a 1971 graduate of Fulton
City High School and will be enrolling this sum-
mer at UTM as a sophomore.
Mr. Bard is a 1970 graduate of South Fulton
High School and is presently employed at Miller
Company in Martin. He will be enrolling at UTM
this summer as a junior.
The maternal grandparents of the bride are
the late Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Maddox. Her paternal
grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs. Foster
Edwards.
Maternal grandparents of the groom are Mr.
and Mrs. William Smith, South Fulton, Route 3.
The groom's paternal grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Bard of FultonrRoute 5.
The wedding is planned for Friday, June 30,
at the Trinity Episcopal Church.
Mrs. Paul Cook Inspiration
For Pre-Nuptial Courtesies
Mrs. Paul Wendell Cook, nee
Vava Finch, was the inspiration
for three delightful pre-nuptial
courtesies in Memphis re-
cently.
A recipe shower was given
May 30 in the lovely home of
Mrs. James B. Thurston, 355
Sequoia Cove. Each guest
brought a favorite recipe and
one of the ingredients and equip-
ment used in preparation.
Lovely refreshmenls were
served. For the delightful
affair, the honoree pinned a
decorated in blue and pink rose- daisy gift corsage to her pretty
buds, mints, salted nuts and pink red and white pique sun dress.
punch from a table covered with Another courtesy extended
pink under a white lace cloth. Miss Finch was a bridal tea
The central appointment was an Thursday afternoon, June 1 in
attractive arrangement of blue the home of Mrs. Neal Stafford,
and white pompons w i t h 216 Montrose Drive. Miss Kath-
greenery. On either side were ryn Stafford presided at the tea
tall pink tapers in double crys- service and Miss Margaret Mil-
ts.' candelabra. Mrs. Charles ler poured punch. The refresh-
Moon and Mrs. James Wall ment table was beautiful with an
served the guests, arrangement of colorful sum-
The many lovely gifts were mer flowers and was laden with
displayed on tables draped in n„,.,43, delicacies. The lovely
pink and overlaid with gathered 
skirts of white net.
A silver serving tray was
presented to Miss Richie by the
Miss Roberthostesses.
SUMMER VISIT
Mrs. J. C. Clapp, of Central
to Spartanburg, South Carolina, Wed On June 2Avenue in Fulton, has tnvelled
with her son, Dr. W. H. Clapp
for a visit with him and his
family who reside there. Dr. Mr. 
and Mrs. Hunter Roberts,
and Mrs. Clapp were here in 505 
Vancil Street, South Fulton,
Tennessee, announce the mar-
Fulton prior to their return
home in South Carolina and 
riage of their daughter, Cynthia,
to Morris Gale Mendenhall,son
stayed with Mrs. Clapp. of Mr. and Mrs. Morris Men-
denhall of 512 Orchard Drive,
South Fulton, Tennessee.
The vows were exchanged
Friday, June 2, at eleven o'clock
in the morning at the South Ful-
ton Baptist Church. The Rev-
erend Gerald Stow, pastor, of-
ficiated at the double ring cere-
mony.
Miss Kay King and Jackie
Woods were the attendants.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Menden-
hall are graduates of South Ful-
ton High School. Cindy is
presently enrolled in the As-
sociated of Arts Nursing Pro-
gram at U.T.M. and will enroll
as a sophomore this summer
quarter. Gale is presently em-
ployed by Office Outfitters of
Fulton, Kentucky.
Following a wedding trip to
the Smoky Mountains they are




Mrs. Howard Adams, of 305
Second Street in Fulton,
visiting ber daughter in Nash.-
VWe, Tennessee.
EUROPEAN TOUR
Mr. and Mrs. James Warren
recently returned front a Euro-
pean tour on which they visit-
ed Belgium, Holland, and Ger-
many.
HAVE GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. John Coving-
ton, of Second Street, Futton,
have as their gue.sts this week
their daughter, tMrs. Robert
Hoeft, and her children from
Dexter, 'Michigan.
young bride-elect pinned a gift
corsage to her becoming orange
and white knit dress.
Mrs. Stephen Finch, enter-
tained Friday, June 2, with a
bridesmaid's luncheon in her
home at 1563 Vance, honoring
Miss Vinch.
Flowers for the affair were
freshly cut roses centered on
the dining table, at which the
guests were seated. The color
motif was blue and white.
The honoree pinned a gift
corsage to her attractive white
knit with a navy anchor trim.
She presented the bridesmaids
and her maid of honor with
initialed sterling silver pins.
Her gift from the hostess was a
sterling butter knife in her
chosen pattern.
Guests included Miss Kathryn
Stafford, Baton Rouge, Lou-
isiana, Miss Carol Copple, Rh-
hace, New York, Mrs. Guy
Finch, mother of the bride-
elect and Mrs. Paul Wendell





Miss Joyce Inez Wilson, dau-
ghter of Mrs. Robert Wilson of
South Fulton, Tennessee, has
completed plans for her mar-
raige to Donald Pickering, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Pickering of South Fulton, Ten-
nessee.
The wedding is planned for
seven o'clock in the evening at
the Chapel Hill Methodist
Church on Saturday, June 17.
The Reverend Paul R. Wright
will perform the ceremony.
There will be a reception at
the home of Mrs. John Wayne
Boyd after the wedding.
All friends and relatives
of the couple are invited to






nee Vikki McClanhan, was hon-
ored with a miscellaneous
shower Friday night, June 2,
in the annex of the Crutchfield
Methodist Church.
Mrs. Birmingham was pre-
sented a colorful corsage made
up of a chore girl and kitchen
gadgets.
Delightful refreshments of
cake squares, punch, nuts and
mints were served following the
opening of gifts.
Those present and sending
gifts were:
Mrs. Birmingham, her mo-
ther Mrs. Lee McClanahan,
Mrs. Charles Holes, Mrs. J.
W. Holes, Mrs. Moss Batts,
Mrs. Ira Sadler, Mrs. Cloyce
Veatch, Mrs. Delma Shelton,
Mrs. Dixie Walker, Mrs.
Olene Klutts, Mrs. Lillian
Craven, Mrs. Alene Howard,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mc-
Clanahan, Mr. and Mrs. Rich-
ard Birmingham, Mr. and Mrs.
Arnold McAtee, Mr. and Mrs.
Cleo McClanahan, Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
Tunny Overby and Brenda.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Briski, Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Slayden, Mr.and
Mrs. James Sublette, Mr. and
Mrs. John E. McClanahan, Mrs.
Gussie Bowen, Mr. and Mrs.
W. F. Roberson, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Graham, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Luten, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Moss,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Harrington,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Perry, Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Champion,
Mr. and Mrs. Finis Cathy, Mr.
and Mrs. Aubrey Bondurant,
Mr. and Mrs. Roper Jeffress,
Mr. and Mrs. Steve McClan-
ahan.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Parnell,
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Cloar, Mr.
and Mrs. James Autrey, Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Bryant, Mr.
and Mrs. W. W. Shelton, Mr.
and Mrs. Darell Shore, Mr. and
Mrs. Billy McClanahan, Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas Lunsford, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. MichealJeffress,
Mr. and Mrs. Carrot Hubbard,
Rosie Harrison, Ann Durham,
Mildred Stallins, Jana Kyle,
Archie Kyle, Danny Kyle, Mike
McClanahan, and the hostesses,
Mrs. Burnie Stallins, Mrs.
Jerrol Kyle and Mrs. R. A.
Brown,
ATTEND CAMP
Lana Moss, Paige Vowel!,
Thula Pope, and Cathy and
C.-zoime Taylor attended GA
Camp lat - Linden, Tennessee,
last week. They are ell from
the McConnell Baptist Chureti.
Miss Brooks Henderson
Miss Henderson, Mr. McClure
Plan Late Summer Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. James Brooks Henderson of
Woodstock, Georgia announce the engagement of
their daughter, Brooks Henderson, to David S.
McClure, son of Dr. and Mrs. John Neil McClure,
Jr., also of Woodstock.
Miss Henderson is the granddaughter of
Homer L. Ferguson and the late Mrs. Ferguson,
and Mr. and Mrs. Brooks B. Henderson, all of
Fulton, Kentucky She attended Shorter College
where she was a member of Pi Sigma.
Mr. McClure is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry S. Stockdale of Mount Lebanon, Pennsyl-
vania, and Mr. and Mrs. John N. McClure of
Bradenton, Florida. He attended the University
of South Carolina, and is now attending DeKalb
College. He will enter the University of Georgia
in the fall. He was a U. S. Army officer for three
years.
A late summer wedding is planned.
Miss Weatherford, Mr. Shelton
Plan Early July Nuptials
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy 'Wea-
therford of Clinton, Kentucky
announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Annell, to Steve
Moore Shelton, son of Mrs.
Delma Shelton, Route 1, Ful-
ton, and the late Macon Shel-
ton.
The bride-elect is a 1967
graduate of Hickman County
High School, attended Murray
State University and has been
employed at Peoples Bank of
Murray, Kentucky for the past
two years.
Clinton and the late Bynum
Jackson and Mrs. Myrtle Wea-
therford of Clinton and the late
Lindsey Weatherford,
The groom-elect is a 1967
graduate of Fulton County High
School. He is a recent graduate
of Murray State University and
is now employed by Friendly
Loans in Dyersburg, Ten-
nessee.
He is the grandson of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Moore and
the late Mr. and Mrs. Mack
Shelton.
She is the granddaughter A July I wedding is being
of Mrs. Gertrude Jackson of planned.
Dear Ann Landers: I hate
possessive mothers andl swore
I would never be one. It's easy
to say until it hits home. Please
give me some encouraging
words so I can let my only
daughter move away with a light
heart.
Mary will be married soon
and they are moving to Vermont.
This is like the end of the earth
to us. We are of modest means
and will not be able to visit them
very often. Tell me to be happy
for them and to stop thinking
about US. I took care of my aged
mother and mother-in-law until
they died. How I envy them their
later years! They were near
their children and grand-
children, a joy that will be
denied me. I am heartsick over
this and I'm trying not to show
It. Now I know why so many
mothers cry at weddings.
My husband said last night
that maybe we weren't very good
parents or Mary wouldn't move
so far away. I admit, Ann, the
same thought has crossed my
mind. Are we failures as par-
ents? What do yu think? We'll
be looking for your answer.--
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
B. Wn.
Dear B. Wn.. On the con-
trary. Successful parents pro-
duce children who CAN move
away without falling to pieces.
But why do you view this as a
permanent separation? Life is
unpredictable. We are living in
a highly mobile society. Your
daughter and her husband might
be back next year. Or perhaps
you and your husband will move
to Vermont after retirement.
(It's beautiful there!) Cheer up
and be glad your little wren can
leave the nest. Healthy birds
fly away.
• • •
Dear Ann Landers: That Har-
vard professor of medicine is
off his rocker. He signed him-
self Soporific In Cambridge.
Who is HE to tell me that I
don't love my husband just be-
cause I don't care to be up all
night listening to him snore?
His theory that a woman who
cares about her man would con-
skier snoring as music to her
ears because 'he is getting his
rest" is too crazy for words.
What about HER rest? The
notion that snoring can be a
reassuring sound is absurd.
And then that other nut from
Canton who agreed with the doc-
tor and said, "When he snores
I know he is THERE," sounds
like the relieved compromise
of a wife whose husband is run-
ning around.
Leonard and I have been mar-
ried for 34 years. I love him
very much. He is a great talker
and well known teller of jokes--
mostof them I have heard at
least 25 times. I listen to him
plenty during my waking hours.
I don't want to listen to him all
night, too. I resent that pro-
fessor's arrogant statement.
And since you did not print his
name I hope you will print this
letter so he can see it. Who was
it that said, "You can always tell
a Harvard man, but you can't
tell him much?'--Stanford
Graduate
Dear Graduate: Probably a
Yale man. Thanks for writing.
• • •
Dear Ann Landers. Here's
a perplexing dilemma with
brand new wrinkle. One of my
husband's utterly-ex lady
friends is harrassing him for
money she feels is due her. It
seems she laid out some cash
for plane tickets to accompany
him on several rather expen-
sive trips. She wants to be re-
imbursed.
My question: Shouldn't a
"frees woman be expected to
carry her own weight finan-
cially? What's your opinion?--
Baby It's Cold Outside
Dear Cold Baby: Never mind
MY opinion, what was their
agreement? If he promised to
, reimburse her, he should do so.
If they had no such under-
standing, the doll has no right
to dun him at this late date.
• • •
Is alcoholism ruining your
life? Know the danger signals
and what to do. Read the book-
let, "Alcoholism—Hope And
Help,' by Ann Landers. En-
close 35C in coin with your re-
quest and a long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope to this
newspaper.
June 1 Formal Ceremony
Unites Miss Fields, Mr. Cain
Miss Teresa Fields and Mr. Robert Arthur
Cain were joined in holy matrimony in a candle-
light ceremony performed in the sanctuary of the
First Baptist Church in Fulton, Kentucky, on the
evening of Thursday, June 1, at seven o'clock.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Maxie Fields, 312 Broadway, South Fulton, Ten-
nessee, and Mrs. Janie H. Cain, Greenwood,
Mississippi, and the late Mr. Leland Oakley Cain.
Greenery and twin baskets of
gladioli and Marguerite daisies
were used along with twin brass
cathedral candelbra, entwined
with greenery. The focal point
was a white kneeling bench, with
candle of Ruth at the immediate
left.
The double ring ceremony
combined with the ceremony of
the Candles, was performed by
Reverend James Best.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. J. U.
McKendree, organist of South
Fulton, Tennessee, and Miss
Alison Cross, Milan, Ten-
nessee, sang "Wither Thou
Goest", "One Hand, One Heart"
and "The Wedding Prayer."
The lovely bride, ascending
steps at the center of the altar,
escorted and given in marriage
by her father, was wearing a
Bride]lure gown of silk organza
over taffeta, featuring a tucked
bodice with a partial overlay
of peau d'ange lace. At the slight
empire waist was a pale blue
velvet ribbon and the high lace
neck was adorned with three tiny
blue rosebuds. These were also
accented on the lace covered
cuffs of her bishop sleeves.
The chapel length mantilla,
bordered in matching lace, fell
from a profile headpiece of lace.
Her Edwardian bouquet was
of white rose buds and gla-
melias, complimented by moss
green velvet leaves and satin
streamers.
Mrs. Larry Smith, Martin,
Tennessee, college roommate,
served as matron of honor, Miss
Ginger Lea Fields, South
Fulton, youngest sister of the
bride, served as maid of honor.
Other sisters, Mrs. Curtis Han-
cock, Jr., Calhoun, Kentucky,
Mrs. Jerry Rice, Nashville,
Tennessee and Mrs. Vernon
Hoyle, Jr., Douglas, Georgia,
served as bridesmaids. Their
formal gowns were powder blue
combination of pucker and crepe
Layna Veatch,
Gary Bowlin
To Wed July 17
and their colonial bouquets were
of blue Marguerite Daisies with
moss green streamers.
Little Miss Andrea Rhae
Fields, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Mac Fields, Hen-
derson, Kentucky and Little
Miss Michelle Marie Fields,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mor-
gan Knox Fields of Marietta,
Georgia, nieces, carried the
bride's train. Their dresses
were matching blue dotted
swiss, styled similar to those of
the bridesmaids.
Before ascending the altar,
the bride paused to give her mo-
ther a rose from her bouquet
and as she descended the altar
she paused to give an identical
rose to the groom's mother.
Preceding the entrance of the
wedding party, honorary
bridesmaids, wearing formal
gowns and each carrying a long-
stem carnation, were seated in
a reserved section, to the right
of the altar. They were: Misses
Kathy Walker, Memphis; Donna
Luckey, Humboldt; Dianne Mil-
ler, Memphis, Vickie Walling,
Union City; Pam Herrin, Ripley,
Tennessee, Louanne Rains,
Ripley, Tennessee, Mrs. David
Jennings, Ripley, Tennessee,
Mrs. David Perry, Fulton, Mrs.
Rick Hatter, Martin, Mrs.
Wayne Swilley, Collegedale,
Tennessee, Mrs. Tom Dame,
South Fulton, Mrs. Tommy
Arnn, Union City, Mrs. Donny
Armour, Carthage, Tennessee;
and Mrs. James Terrell, Lake
Charles, Louisiana.
Serving Mr. Cain as best
man was his brother-in-law,
James Barretine of Greenwood,
Mississippi. Groomsmen and
ushers were Joe Tenhet,
brother-in-law, from Winona,
Mississippi, John Pavletic,
Jerry Little, Phillip Jackson,
and Louis Jennings, all of Rip-
ley, Tennessee and Bubba Stal-
lins of Martin, Tennessee.
ror her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Fields chose a cream lace
knit with bane accessories.
Her corsage was a green cym-
oorrvs WOWaa:• 19eige lace tittle withjnicerce' 
bone colored accessories. Her
corsage was also a green cym-
'Actium.
Mr. and Mrs. R.Q. Moss,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Veatch uncle and aunt of the bride,
of Fulton, Route I, announce the were hosts to a reception in
approaching marriage of their Fellowship Hall of the church,
daughter, Layne Gaye Veatch, following the ceremony. There
to Gary Lynn Bowlin, son of the guests were greeted by the
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Bowlin of bride and groom.
Fulton, Route 4. Central interest was the
Miss Veatch is a 1972 honor bride's table, draped in white
graduate of Hickman County net over satin and topped with
High School. a three-tiered wedding cake.
Mr. Bowlin is presently em- the bridesmaids bouquets were
ployed at the Martin Brothers laid around the cake for added
Box Factory in Martin, Ten- beauty.
nessee. Serving were Mrs. Joe Tenhet
The wedding is planned for and Mrs. James Barrentine,
six o'clock in the evening on sisters of the groom. Others
Saturday, June 17, 1972 at New assisting Mrs. Moss at the
groom's table and punch tableHope Baptist Church.
No formal invitations are were Mrs. Ray Graves, Misses
being sent. Joe Ellen Pickett, Linda Patter-
son of Ripley, Mrs. Larry
Watson of Murray, Kentucky,
Mrs. Morgan Fields, Marietta,
Georgia, Mrs. Boyce Heithcock
and Miss Carol Heithcock of
South Fulton, Tennessee.
Miss Dixie Creswell of Milan,
Tennessee, served at the reg-
ister.
For their wedding trip to East
Miss Joyce Wilson, bride- Tennessee, the bride chose a
elect of Donald Pickering, was two-piece forest green knit Jer-
the inspiration for a miscellan- sey, featuring white collar and
eous shower at the Fulton Corn- cuffs and white accessories.
munity Center on Friday night, Upon their return they will
June 2, 1972. reside at 182 Jefferson Street,
Hostesses for the occasion Ripley, Tennessee, where they
were Mrs. John W. Boyd, Mrs. are both employed by Lauder-
James Wilson and Mrs. Don dale County School system.
Mann.
For the occasion, Miss Wil- 
REHEARSAL DINNERson chose a navy blue and white
Mrs. Janie H. Cain was hos-knit dress. A gift corsage of 
tess to a back-yard supper, fol-kitchen utensils was presen- 
lowing the Fields-Cain weddingted by the hostesses. 
rehearsal, Wednesday evening,Two games were enjoyed by May 31. Barbecue and all thethe guests with the winners 
trimmings were served In thepresenting their prizes to the 
yard of the Clyde Fields home tobride-elect, 
the following:Refreshments of punch and 
Miss Fields and Mr. Cain;cookies were served from a Mrs. Larry Smith, Martin; Missbeautifully appointed table with 
Ginger Lea Fields, South Fi-e color scheme of lime green 
ton•. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Rice,carried out in all the decor- Nashville; Mrs. J. V. Hoyle, Jr.,ations. 
Robbin and Heather Hoyle,Guests attending the shower Douglas, Georgia; Mr. and Mrs.were: Miss Wilson, her mother, 
Morgan Knox Fields, Morgan,Mrs. Robert Wilson, Mrs. Ber-
Jr., and Michelle of Marietta,nard Pickering, mother of the Georgia; Mr. and Mrs. John T.groom, Mrs. John King, Mrs. Hicks Greenwood, Mississippi,Calvin Stover, Mrs. Howard Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tenhet, TerryLawrence, Mrs. Irene Camp- Lane, Tommy and Terrell, Win-bell, Miss Linda Pickering, ona, Mississippi; Miss Lou AnnMrs. Benny Brown and Tina, Rains Jerry Little, Mr. andMiss Tammy Wilson and the m--s.r John Pavletic, Philliphostesses. Many gifts were re- Jackson and Miss Jean Wright,ceived from people unable to Mr. and Mrs. David Jennings,attend. 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Jennings,
all of Ripley, Tennessee; Mr.
and Mrs. Bubba Stalling of Mar-
tin; Mr. and Mrs. J.U. McKen-
dree, Rev, and Mrs. James
Best, Mark, Mary Beth and Lee
Ann Best, Mrs. R.Q. Moss, Mr.
and Mrs. Fields, all of Fulton
and South Fulton, and the






Mrs. Dollie McGuire, sister
of Mrs. Allie Roberts of Water
Valley and formerly of the !Ful-
ton area, is hospitalized at
Children's Hospital. Iowa City,
Iowa. Her room number is
A-112.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Arthur Cain
Pre - Nuptial Events In Jackson
Compliment Miss Janice Henson
Miss Janice Henson, bride-
elect of Robert Page, Jackson,
Tennessee, was the inspiration
for two pre-nuptial events held
recently in Jackson.
The first was a miscellaneous
shower held in the lovely home
of Mrs. Jack Murchison. Co-
hostesses for the event were
Mrs. George Patterson, Mrs.
Kenneth McAlexander and Miss
Joan Page.
Miss Henson chose for the
occasion a yellow double knit
a-line dress from her trous-
seau. Pinned at her shoulder
was a gift corsage of yellow car-
nations.
Delightful refreshments of
cake squares, ptmch, nuts and
mints were served from the
dining table, with green cloth,
overlaid with lace. The central
appointment-was a centerpiece
of shaded Oven carnations. On




The home of Mrs. Rupert
Hornsby was the setting for a
delicious luncheon given by
Mrs. Pies Fields and Mrs.
Hornsby in honor of bride-
elect, Miss Nancy Sanger.
A delectable menu of chicken
salad in pastry shells, fresh
strawberry' jello, peas, carrot
and water chestnut casserole,
asparagus spears, hot rolls and
a dessert of meringue shells
filled with peach ice crean was
served to those in attendance.
The guest list included: the
honoree, Mrs. Robert Sanger,
mother of the bride-elect, Mrs.
William Sheehan, mother of the
groom-elect, Mrs. Bob Sanger,
Mrs. Ruth Sanger Butt, Miss
Ellen Sanger, Mrs. Ron Strong,
Mrs. W.C. Hale, Mrs. Guy Hale,
Mrs. Mike Alexander, Mrs. Bill
Jennings, Mrs. Brenda Owens
Cherry, Mrs. Joe Bolin, Mrs.
Monroe Bellew, Mrs. Mike
Major, Miss Pam McNeill and
Miss Nancy Jo James.
The head table was overlaid
with a white linen cloth. The
table featured a lovely yellow
lily arrangement. Each of the
smaller tables was centered
with a red rose.
Miss Sanger was presented
with a white carnation corsage
which complimented her multi-
colored sleeveless pique dress.
The hostesses also gave Miss
Sanger vegetable dish in her
everyday china pattern.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing the following friends
*Happy Birthday"!
Ricky Mendenhal, J. B.
Nanney, June 15; Dona Halley,
K. M, Winston, June 16, Alan
Ray Terrell, June 17; G. B. Rice,
Sandra Huddle, Jeffrey Swear-
ingen, June 18; Mrs. Ruth
Grooms, June 19; Mrs. Emma
Butts. Cathy McKinney, June
20; Dickie Gossum, W. B. Lan-
caster, Mrs. VivianJones, June
21.
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDED
'William Walton Mitchell, a
1972 graduate of Fulton City
High School, has been awarded
a $150 OBotard of Regents
scholarship from Murray State
University. The son of Mr. and
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell of Dog-
wood Lane, William will begin
his study of industrial educa-
tion at MSU this fall.
candelabra with burning green
tapers.
The guest of honor received
many lovely and useful gifts.
The second event was a bridal
shower held at the home of Mrs.
Richard Douglas. Co-hostesses
for the occasion were Mrs.
Charles Isbell and Mrs. Tommy
Austin.
The honoree wore a lovely
green and white double knit
dress and was presented a gift
corsage of shaded green car-
nations trimmed with white.
Games and contests were en-
joyed by all attending with the
winners presenting their prizes
to the guest of honor.
Party fare of pink cake
squares, punch, mints and nuts
were served after the opening
of the many lovely gifts. The
refreshment table was pink,
overlaid with lace, csnItieked




Miss Jan Curtis, who be-
came the bride of Jay Johnson
on June 3, was the inspiration
for a breakfast given at the
Holiday Inn on Friday, June 2,
at 9 o'clock.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. James 0. Butts and
Mrs. Wendttll Butts.
Miss Curtis chose from her
troussear a muted orange print
long dress. Her corsage was of
white miniature mums.
The T-shaped tables were
overlaid with white linen. The
centerpieces were fashioned
around a five taper can-
delabrum. The summer flowers
were in shades chosen from the
bridesmaids' dresses.
Invited guests included. Mrs.
Charles Curtis, mother of the
bride-elect, Mrs. Virginia Aus-
tin, Mrs. Emma Butts, Mrs.
Harold Curtis, Mrs. K. P. Dal-
ton, Jr., Mrs. Mike Butts, Miss
Debbie Butts, Miss Kathy Butts,
Miss Jami e Butts, Mrs. Ed-
ward Wolberton, of Memphis,
Tennessee. and Mrs. Shirley
Witherspoon, Mrs. Ada Mor-
row, and Mrs. Mary Cardwell,
all of St. Louis, Missouri.
The hostesses presented




Lane B. Douglas, son of Mrs.
Dorothy Douglas of 412 Smith
Street, South Fulton, was re-
cently named Outstanding Upper
Division Student for the past
academic year in the Depart-
ment of Engineering Technology
at UTM. He was selected by the
faculty and received a Certifi-
cate of Merit in the Honors Day
program.
The salutatorian of the 1970
South Fulton High School class,
Douglas is employed by the Gen-
eral Tire and Rubber Company
in the cooperative engineering
program.
James 0. Jones, head of the
UTM engineering department,
presented the award to Douglas.
HAS SURGERY
Mrs. Helen Nicholas of Wate;
N. alley had surgery Friday,
June 9, at Obion County ilos-





Continued from Page 2
They came by thousands to court the wild
But she patiently smiled and bore them a
child
To be their spirit and guiding light.
The Blue and Grey they stomped it
They kicked it just like a dog
And when the war was over
They stuffed it just like a hog
But though the past has its share of injustice
Kind was the spirit in many 'a way
But its protectors and friends have been
dReping
Now it's a mcmster and will not obey
The spirit was freedom and justice
Its keepers seemed generous and kind
Its leaders were supposed to serve the coun-
try
But now they don't pay it no mind
Cause the people got fat and grew lazy
Now their vote is a meaningless joke
They babble about law and order
But it's all just the echo of what they've
been told
Yes a monster's on the loose
It's put our heads into the noose
And just sits there watching.
The cities have turned into jungles
And corruption is strangling the land
The police force is watching the people
And the people just can't understand
We don't know how to mind our own
business
The whole world has to be just like us
Now we are fighting a war over there
No matter who's the winner we can't pay the
cost
Yes amonster's on the loose
It's put our heads into a noose
And just sits there watching.
American, where are you now
Don't you care about your sons and daugh-
ters
Don't you know we need you now
We can't fight alone‘against the monster."
My generation is begging ALL Ameri-
cans to wake up and realize what's happen-
ing before it's too late. Can you be a real
American and do your part to keep this
country free? Or will you take the easy way
out and slowly automize your way into ob-
livion? Is it really THAT hard to stand up
for America? Do yourself, your children,
your grandchildren and your great grand-
children a favor — think about it and then
take a long hard look at America. Ugly. isn't
it?' •
Notes and News From—
Haws Memorial
Last Thursday we enjoyed a
visit with the four and five year
olds attending Vacation Bible
School at the First Baptist
Church,
They distributed scrap
books they had made during the
week. The lively boys and girls
entertained us with songs they
had learned during Vacation
Bible School. Those visiting
were: Amy Fulcher, John Ful-
cher, Susan Morrow, Jimmy
Pate, Clark Duncan, Courtney
Snider, Beth Cruse and Danny
Steele. Adults accompanying the
children were Mark Fields,
Kathy Burrow, Mildred Greer
and Vicky Cruse.
On Friday the Elementary I
Department of the First Baptist
Church Bible School also de-
lighted us with a puppet show,
songs and Bible verses. Those
attending were: Dans Russell,
Lea Ann Best, FrankieCarItce,
Paula Cox, Kelly Cheatam. Kim
Campbell, Betsy Morrow, Mary
Ellen Meacham, Boyd Temple-
ton, John Gambill, Allan Ly-
dick, Greg Hamlin, Scott Mor-
row, Johnny Vaughan, Steve
Williamson and Dickie Long.
Teachers were: Mrs. Alice
Williamson, Mrs. Gloria Cox,
Mrs. Maudine Cruse, Mrs.
Shirley Nelms and Cheryl Kay
Nelms.
Tuesday, June 13th, the Tr -
County Homemakers gave an-
other super birthday party Mo-
oring Mrs. Lu Della Cruse,
Mrs. Dora Lingle, Sie Stark and
Mary Williams. Clever invita-
tions were delivered on Monday
inviting all to attend the June
party.
The homemakers attending
Tuesdays party were: Mes-
dames Gerald Cooley, James
Jackson, George Ray Gunter,
Billy Pirtle, Jack Haddad, Ro-
bert Hancock, Wayne Lawrence
and Lester Patrick.
Yellow rose corsages were
presented to the honorees. Each
was also given a useful birthday
gift. Happy Birthday was sung
as the birthday cake candles
were lighted. Refreshments
were enjoyed by the large group
attending.
Some of the homemaker
children attended the party and
delighted everyone with their
cute songs led by Mrs. Gerald
Cooley, Dickie and Rusty
Cooley, Joey and Tony Griffith,
Nan and Dan Pirtle, Christy
and Lori Haddad and DavM Gun-
ter sang • Zacchaeus Wan a Wee
P-4 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, June 15, 1972
Local Students Receive
Degrees At UTM Last Week
Don't let history play tricks
on you, warned Dr. David Mat-
hews, president of the Univer-
sity of Alabama, in his address
to the graduating class of the
University of Tennessee at
Martin Friday evening, June 9.
"History never repeats it-
self,' he said. "But here in the
South in the 1970's one is com-
pelled to wonder if we are about
to relive the 1870's."
"The seventies of this cen-
tury began with the feeling that
the South had come through its
second reconstruction. And the
banner of another new South
has been unfurled over every
new political face and phrase
intoned from an increasing
number of platforms," Dr. Mat-
hews explained.
"Our new South comes when
the nation is far from peace-
ful, in fact perhaps for the first
time the nation is experiencing
the social unrest and the econo-
mic frustration thought to be
peculiar to our section. It comes
when the South is actually en-
joying greater economic growth
than many sections and far less
distress from such plights as
chronic unemployment," he
continued.
"Rather than seeking to re-
make the South over in the image
of the North, there is now an
amazing consensus among all
types of southerners that this
is the one thing we must not
do," Dr. Mathews said. "If the
next great national Issue is to
be the quality of life, then the
next century may indeed belong
to us. The collateral for the
future is not so much in our
natural resources--we have
changed our position on that
issue—but in ourselves, our
sense of place and community.,
our tradition of civility and
warmth and our legacy of caring
and comm it ment."
Chancellor Larry T. McGe-
hee presided over the com-
mencement exercises held in
the University Stadium at 7.30
p.m. Dr. Edward J. Boling,
president of the University of
Tennessee, conferred degrees
on the 593 graduates.
Receiving degrees from this
area were:
South Fulton-James Leonard
Faulkner, M. S. in Education;
Linda i., Faulkner, B. S. in
Education; .Amanda Faye New-
ton, A. A. In Nursing; Beatrice
Deloach Owen, M. S. in Educa-
tion; Jean Neeley Reeder. B. S.
in Education; Janice Bell Sharp,
B. S. in Business Administra-
tion; Oran Charles Walker, Jr.,
B. S. in 1.iberal Arts.
Fulton-Jane Graves Blood-
worth, B. S. in Education,
Robert W. Bushart II, M. S. in
Education, Lady Walker Crad-
dock, A. A. in Nursing; Sallie
Williams Turbeville, A. A in
Nursing.
Hickman-Peggy Jean Isbell,
B. S. in Education.
Brown and Luman To Sing At
Banana Festival Music Show
Two nationally famous Conn-
try Music entertainers, Jim Ed
Brown and Bob Luman, will head
the list of Grand Ole Opry stars
to perform at the tenth annual
International Banana Festival
sing-in, the Saturday night
Country Western Show to be held
August 19. This talent-studded
performance will climax the
three-day festival that is an
annual event in the Fulton, Ken-
tucky--South Fulton, Tennessee
area.
Jim Ed Brown, one of
Country Music's most sought-
out performers who is a bar-
itone singer and a self-taught
guitarist, proclaims, "Country
Music is any life and enter-
taining you is my goal.' He
possesses a special appeal Mat
makes him It "natural* for teen
 audiences and a genuine musical
I
ability that attracts adult list-
eners. His accompanying com-
bo, "The Gems," is composed
of Buck Evans, bass guitar;
Earl Ebb, lead guitar; Gary
Edwards, drummer; and Hank
Corwin, steel guitar—all com-
Little Han*, "Jesus Loves the
Little Children", "Farmer In
the Dell", "This Old Man" and
"Old McDonald Had a Farm."
Mrs. Wayne Lawrence led the
games which included famous
nursery rhyme sayings, favorite
birds and flowers.
Everyone joined in singing
"Love Lifted Me" and "Row,
Row Your Boat." Mrs. Billy
Pirtle played the piano. Thank
you again ladies for another
wonderful party.
RECEIVES MD DEGREE
Paul D. Blaylock, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Blaylock of Oki
Williams Street, South Yukon,
recently received his M. D. de-
gree at the University of Ten-
ressee Metkcal Units. A grade-
ate of LJTIAI in 1968, he will in-
tern at Ben Tauib Hospital in
Ihmston. Texas.
patent musicians and enter-
tainers. Jim Ed's top record-
ings Include 'Pop A Top,"' The
Three Bells," and his most re-
cent, • Evening."
Bob Luman, or "Mr. Show-
manship," is a versatile young
Country singer and guitarist
who also possesses talents in
golf and baseball. The Texas-
born entertainer has recorded
such hits as "Five Miles From
Home," "Can't Take The Boy
From The Country,' and 'The
Best Years Of My Wife."
Adult tickets for two dollars
and other Banana Festival in-
formation my be obtained at
the Banana Festival head-
quarters on Main Street in Ful-
ton, Kentucky, prior tothe mid-
AUCuitt' event. Tie1q.14,zely [Ilse
.iairchased The kteitf thqt
show for $2.50. IV
The tenthannual International
Banana Festival, which will also
feature such events as the battle
of the bands, banana bake-offs,
beauty pageants, free street
dant es, and free bananas, will
be held August 17, 18, and 19,
'Heart Of Dixie' Camp To
Be At MSU In Late June
The Heart of Dixie All-Star
camps for baton twirlers and
cheerleaders from throughout
the Southeast will be held on
the Murray State University
campus in Murray, Kentucky
June 25-29th.
The camp will be under the
direction of Shirley Ross, for-
mer featured twirler with the
Ole 'Miss Rebel Band and a
nationally recognized teacher,
Judge, and authority on twirling.
Designed to provide a com-
plete training program for be-
ginner, intermediate, and ad-
vanced students, instruction
will be offered for baton twir-
lers, drum majors, color-
guards, pompom corps, flag
and rifle bearers, dance-
drill teams, cheerleaders, pep
squads, and song leaders.
Top name teachers in the
various fields will conduct clas-
, ses. Some of these will include
Bruce Smiley, Troy, national
drum major champ, and Susan
Huntington, of Norwich, Conn.,
the 1971 national hoop baton and
flag champion.
Heading the cheerleader staff
will be Susan Moseley from Au-
burn University and Jeannie
Lynn Tankersly from Wet-
umpka, Alabama. Other In-
structors include champions
from Massachusetts, Rhode Is-
land, Florida, Georgia, Tennes-
see, Louisiana, and Alabama.
Information regarding camp
registration may be obtained
by writing Shirley Ross, Tal-
lessee Highway, Wetumpka, Al-
abama 36092.
Langdan S. Unger (left), associate professor of history at the University of TIIIIMI1100 at Mar-
tin, was the recipient of • $RO Outstanding Teacher Award at commencement exercises held
Friday night. The award was made possible by the UTM Development Committee and was
_presented by Hardy Graham of Union City, president of the organization. Mr. Unger Ia
chairman of the UTM Academic Senate and is a member of the Faculty Advisory Committee
to UT President Edward J. Boling. Mr. Unger started the archives at UTM and was named
recently by the Tennessee Historical Commission to assist in conducting a historical survey of
HI West Tennessee counties. He holds the bachelor and master of science degrees In history
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VVEO STORES. Coupon good thru Sat..
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Green Onions, Green Peppers
Or Red Radishes (Lad Year 2 for 29c) 2/25
A&P FROZEN
(LIST YEAR 43°)




Reynolds Wrap LAST YEAR 33'
BIG 11/4 GAL. SIZE
Purex Bleach (SPECIAL SALE) 50T.53BTL.
WITH COUPON IN AD
Jello Gelatin (L
LAP CULTURED or REG,
Buttermilk 
A&P
Cottage Cheese (LAST YEAR 79')
AST YEAR 2/27°)
(LAST YEAR 55°)
Golden Rise Biscuits 
SAFEGUARD
DEODORANT SOAP
3 cBA -AR.P.29 C
With this coupon. Good only at ASP
WE0 STORES. Coupon good thru Sat.,
June 17, 1972. Rag. Nee* without
coupon. Limit 1 coupon per cUitOmIW.
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grams, garbage pick-up and
employment of an auditing firm
for the annual city audit were
the topics of discussion at the
regular session of the F'ulton
City Commission that met Mon-
day night, June 12.
The city engineer, Jim Hufft,
stated that the cost of a new
overhead water tank would be no
more than the cost of extending
the present one on Eddings
Street or of tearing it down and
rebuilding it in an industrial
area. He recommended adding
a 500,000 gallon tank to the
present 200,000 gallon one to
provide for better fire pro-
tection.
The Commission received
three advisory suggestions for
water system improvement
from Mr. Hut& reenforcethe
old system at downtown loca-
tions; looping of outlying dis-
tricts (more than has already
been done); expanding for 
in-
creased service, thus making
water available to planned s
ub-
divisions, housing projects, and
industrial locations.
Fulton Mayor Nelson Tripp
urged that the survey be com-
pleted as quickly as possible
in order that application for
FDA funds can be turned in.
In response to urging by the
City of South Fulton, City Man-
ager David Peace was in-
structed to solve the untreated
sewage problem from Fulton
lines in South Fulton,
The City Manager also re-
ported that problems in trash
and garbage pick-up are being
solved.
Action will take place at the
nest meeting regarding the
employment of an auditing firm
following the investigation by
the City Manager.
In order to pay for the new
garbage truck, the Commission
gave the City Treasurer the
authority to borrow $14,468
from the Fulton Bank that will
be paid back with $5000 Pay-
ments for the next three years.
STATE FFA AWARD
Doug Goodman of Fulton
County was honored at the FFA
state convention by winning the
soybeans contest In Louisville
last week. Fulton County, along
with Lone Oak and Lowes,
was named a gold emblem
chapter.
Taking Applications For




(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale, South
Fulton.)
Date High Low Precip.
JUNE 1972
1 82 45 Or,
88 52 00
3 94 60 .00
4 96 63 ,00
5 100 66 .01
G 97 66 trace
7 90 66 .00
fi 96 58 .00
9 101 68 .00
10 76 6.1 .00
11 88 50 .00
12 88 64 .04
'3 92 71 UI
Dickson Employees
Turn Down Union
Employees of the Dickson
Manufacturing Company Plant
No. 1, a unit of Red Kap In-
dustries and Blue Bell Incor-
porated, turned down repre-
sentation by the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers Union AFL-
CIO by a vote of 265 for the
company and 92 for the union,
in balloting on May 25.
Clayton E. Walls, plant man-
ager, in making the announce-
ment of the outcome of the
voting said he "deeply appre-
ciated this expression of loy-
alty and confidence on the part
of the employees.'
Walls also said he "assured
all employees that he and all
members of management would
strive to continue to conduct
their affairs so as to merit
the continued fine working re-




Registration for the first
term of summer quarter at the
University of Tennessee at
Martin will be held Thursday,
June 15, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
On Wednesday, June 14,
orientation for new students,
including freshmen and trans-
fers, was conducted from 8 to
5 o'clock, Dean of admissions
Henry C. Allison announced.
Following a welcome by
Chancellor Larry T. McGehee,
the beginning students received
instructions about registration
and counseling from their re-
spective school and department
heads.
Robert J. Brower, President of Hadley Adhesive and Chemi
cal Company, is shown receiver) a
certificate of appreciation from Governor Wendell Fo
rd at the Governor's Industry Apprecia-
tion Luncheon in Louisville on May 18. Hadley Adheesive 
and Chemical was honored as mut of
the 71 new industries announced in 1971. The plant, which move
d to Fulton from It. Louis,
occupies a new building complex adjacent to the IC
RR New Yards in West Fulton.
A total of 977 students at Mur-
ray State University earned re-
cognition on the Dean's List
for the spring semester.
Included among the students
on the Dean's List are 18 from
Fulton County:
Fonda S. Adams, Gideon
Bransford, Carol D. Cardwell,
Ann W. Carter, Johnny D Clay-
ton, Vickie Covington, Charles
R. Dixon, Wanda C. Everett,
Barbara A. Harris, Phyllis
Heithcock, Nancy J. James,
Dennis E. Lohaus, Jen L. Mc-
Alister, Pamela McNeill.
Regina Statham, Cynthia M.
Terrett, Paul L. Wilson, and
Raymond M. Yates.
To be named to the Dean's
List at Murray State, a full-
time student must make at least
a 3.30 grade point average of a
possible 4.00. Grade point
averages are figured on the
basis of 4.00 for A, 3.00 for B,





Pinto up to $346* less than other
little cars. Ford Pinto gives you a lot for less.
An engine with American expressway power,




Maverick less than VW 113, Nova,
Hornet, Duster.., by up to $211•*.
Roomy, reliable, lower-priced Ford Maverick
saves you all the way. .. on gas, oil, easy
do-it-yourself service features. Its tight turning
circle makes it easy to park.
Special Ford Gaiaxie 500 now
price-cut ... plus free vinyl roof
and power brakes! When you order
option package including Color Glow paint,
accent stripes, bodyside molding, deluxe wheel
covers, tinted glass, air conditioning, and more.
'Based on a comparison of sticker prices for base 2-door
models of Pinto, Datum 510, Toyota Corolla 1600, Chevy Ve
ga.
"Based on • comparison of sticker prices for base 2-door 
models.
See the Ford Team and save
Ford Maverick
2-Door Sedan
Ford Galena@ 500 4-Door Sedan
VARDEN FORD SALES
FULTON, KY. PHONE 472-1621
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
on Wednesday, June 14:
HILL VIEW
Kimberly Rice, Effie Mor-
gan, Theola Dysart, Hickman;
Mayrene Reed, Dukedom; Jan-
ice Turner, Sedalia; Sandra
Franklin, Water Valley; Larry
Jackson, Fancy Farm; Jennie





Baker, Fred Evans, Union
City; Thelma Bugg, Clinton;
Dale Cummings, Martin; Allie
Mae Duke, Lottle Boyd, Robert
Leath, Jr., Helen Hopkins,
Water Valley; Lillian Holland,
Hickman; Sue Lamb, Linda
Neale, Wingo; Ed Work, Vi-
vian Young, Dukedom; Frances
Branch, J.E. McNatt, Bud Ma-
theny, E.E. Page, Virginia
Clark, South Fulton; Donna
Ashmore, Jim Burke, Robbie
Carter, Joe Chenisie, Johnnie
Graves, Leona Hamilton, Jack
Harrison, Nellie Hodges, Will
Mathis, °rule Moody, Myrtle
O'Brian, Rene Penis, Arna Par-




Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Olds,
South Fulton, on the birth of
twins on Thursday, June 8. A
baby girl was born at 6:15 p.m.
weighing 7 pounds and 4 ounces
and a baby boy was born at 6:33
p.m. weighing 7 pounds and 12
ounces.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Woods,
South Fulton, on the birth of
baby boy at 4:12 p.m. Saturday,
June 10. He weighed 9 pounds
5 1/2 ounces.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Frank-
lin, Water Valley, on the birth
of a baby girl at 9:20 a.m.
Monday, June 12. She weighed
8 pounds and 4 ounces.
GETS SCHOLARSHIP
Martha Shea 'Moon, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles M.
Moon of Fulton, Route Three,
has been awarded a 9150 Board
of Regents Scholarship front
Murray State University. Site
was a 1972 honor graduate'
from Hickman County High
School and %Oil study home


























The Fulton County ASCS
Office, Hickman, Kentucky, an-
nounces that July I, 1972, is
the final date to file for a 1979
new grower wheat allotment.
Producer eligibility require-
ments are: Owner or operator
must not own or operate a farm
with an old wheat allotment.
Must have equipment and fac-
ilities for production of wheat
and the operator must expect
to obtain more than 50 percent
of his yearly income from farm-
ing. Wheat may be produced
whether or not an allotment is
approved for a farm. However,
wheat produced on a farm with-
out an allotment is not eligible
for price support.
Further information and of-
ficial application may be
obtained from the Fulton County
ASCS Office, 701 Moscow, H ick -
man , Kentucky.
July 8 Horse Show
To Be Presented
Horses from several states
will be participating in the ho
rse
show to be held Saturday ni
ght
July 8, at Sanger Fi
eld in Hick-
man. Over 100 hors
es will be
competing, and awards 
and
trophies will be given 
in each
of the 12 divisions.
Andel Fields is this year's
general chairman. He is work-
ing closely with Barney Spe
ight





Mr. H. S. Miles, a Contact
Representative of the Bureau
of Veterans Affairs, will be
present on Friday, June 16, at
the Chamber of Commerce on
Math Street in Fulton.
He will assist veterans and
their dependents with claims
for benefits due them as a
result of their military ser-
vice. Those who need this type
assistance may see him from
9:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m.
THUR.. FRI.. SAT..
JUNE 15-16-17
— PLUS — —
SHED' WICKS • mrnrnrnItIONDSON.
WIN SEW
AUNTIE ROD?
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Two Local FHA Members
Attend State Meet At MSU
Fulton County FHA Chapter
was represented at the 27th
Annual State Meeting of the Ken-
tucky Association of Future
Homemakers of America at
Murray State University June
6-8 with 820 FHA members
and 310 advisers from all over
Kentucky attending the meeting
Attending from Hickman
were: Shirley McClellan, D
eb-
bie Castleman, and Mrs. Carole
Loftus, advisor.
-FHA-Gateway to New Hori-
zons" was the meeting theme.
The Kentucky Lake and Mad-
isonville FHA districts served
as hostesses for the three-day
meeting.
Two hundred eighty-two FHA
Chapters were 'recognized as
Honor Roll Chapters for out-
standing accomplishments dur-
ing 1971-72. Miss Shirley Mc-
Clellan accepted the award for
the Fulton Counts Chapter.
Fulton County was 
recognized
as one of the top 13 
perfect Honor





SAD POME: Joint 
funeral
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— In Operation 68 Years
• Large Display *
* Well Lighted At Night
' Open Sunday Afternoons *











60% Dacron polyester, 40% Avril rayon
in a neat diagonal twill. Haggar's
Forever Prest finish never needs
ironing. Flares with flap pockets and
fashion belt loops. Your choice of a
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DEATHS
Mrs. Belie Taylor
Mrs. Bettie Taylor, 78, Route
2, Wingo, died Sunday, June 11,
at 9.30 a.m. at the home of her
son, Gordon Taylor.
Survivors include two dau-
ghters, Mrs. Ravenell Wilkins,
Westland, Michigan and Mrs,
Lenora Hayden, Mayfield; three
sons, W. P. Taylor, Morgan-
field, Gordon Taylor, Wingo
and Allen Taylor, Water Valley;
three sisters, Mrs. Era Good-
win, Dukedom, Mrs. Ruth Wray,
Akron, Ohio and Mrs. Lucille
Breedlove, Mayfield; two bro-
thers, Jack Hicks, Dukedom and
Coy Hicks, Dayton, Tennessee,
fourteen grandchildren and 16
great grandchildren.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Tuesday, June 13, at Poyner's
Chapel Methodist Church with
the Rev. Larry Breedlove and
the Rev. Bill Baldwin officiat-
ing. Interment was in Dobson's
Cemetery.
Mrs. McKinnis
Mrs. Minnie Lee Bell Mc-
Kinnis, 39, former resident of
Hickman, was killed in an auto
accident near Independence,
Kansas, Saturday afternoon,
June 10. She had lived in Col-
feeville, Kansas for the past
three years.
The daughter of Mrs. Zelma
Baker Bell of Plymouth, Mich-
igan and the late Boone Bell,
she attended Dixie School in
Obion County and was married
to Woodrow McKinnis of Hick-
man in 1951.
Besides her husband and her
mother she leaves a son, Barry
McKinnis, Hickman; a daughter,
Mrs. Larry Cox, Union City,
three brothers, O'Neal Bell,
Lavoy Bell and Wilford Bell,
all of Plymouth, Michigan, two
sisters, Mrs. Laura Lester,
California and Mrs. Mary Dye,
Plymouth, Michigan, one grand-
child.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Tuesday, June 13, at White-
Ranson Memorial Chapel with
the Rev. George Pressler of
Kenton officiating. Interment
was in Antioch Cemetery near
Hornbeak, Tennessee.
Pallbearers were Gary and
and Larry Hicks, Johnny and
Danny McKinnis, James A. and
Timmy Bell.
• CAYCE NEWS
Mrs. J. W. Amnions
06,VtaS 
.14111toftltm -
We welcome Rev. Charles
Dtuicy and family to our com-
munity. He is the new pastor
of the Methodist Church.
We are glad W.A. Campbell
is back home from the Baptist
Hospital in Memphis.
Keith Menees is recovering
at home from a tonsillectomy.
Irby Hammons is in the
hospital in Union City. We hope
he will be home soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Koonce
and daughters Mary Lois and
Imogene of Mayfield visited
friends here Sunday.
Mrs. Lois Dunn and brothers
Jim and Clyde High of Kevil
visited their sister, Mrs. A.B.
Overby and Mr. and Mrs. Bu-
ford Campbell Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Counce and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Counce of
Murray visited Mr. and Mrs.
Rob Harrison Thursday.
Jim Workman and family of
Paducah were Sunday visitors
of Mrs. Roy Wade.
Mr. and Mrs. W,C. Sloan of
Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Sloan visited Charles A. Sloan
and family in Little Rock this
weekend. They ate breakfast
with Hugh Mack Sloan in
Memphis Saturday morning.
Nancy DeMyer and Wanda
Everett started to summer
school at Murray Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Har-
rison visited Mr. and Mrs.
Elmus Houge at Dyersburg Sun-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Hack-
ett of Ohio were visiting friends
here recently.
Mr, and Mrs. Romey Aycock
Of Union City and Mrs. Fred
Covington of Martin visited Mr.
and Mrs. Glen Covington Sat-
urday. Mrs. Covington's son,
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Alex-
ander of Martin, visited with
them Sunday.
Mrs. Joe Woodside and sons
of Mt. Vernon, Illinois were
Sunday visitors of her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Ardell Simpson.
Mr. and Mrs. PhillipAmberg
of Sassafras Ridge visited Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Davis Sunday.
Also they were there Wednesday
for a fish dinner. They had Mrs.
Ona Mae Hicks of Union City




A dedicatory service will be
held Sunday, June 18, at three
o'clock at the Thomas Chapel
CME Church in Hickman. Ber-
nard Otey of Melber Baptist
Church will be the guest
speaker.
The Reverend J.R. Moody,
pastor of the church, urges
everyone to attend the special
services.
Willie Brooks
Willie Brooks, 76, retired
cook at Smith's Cafe and re-
sident of Fulton for over 60
years, died Saturday, June 3,
at 3 a.m. at Nesbitt's Rest
Home, 109 Norman Street.
Survivors include a daughter,
Mrs. Helen Carmen, Racine,
Wisconsin, a son, Clarence
Brooks, Evansville, Indiana, a
sister, Mrs. Elizabeth McNeil,
Long Beach, California, two
grandchildren and two great
grandchildren.
His wife, Mrs. Nannie
Brooks, preceded him in death.
Services were held Thursday,
June 8, at 2 p.m. at the Vander-
ford Funeral Chapel, with the
Rev. J. D. Thomas officiating.




of John Daniel of Fulton, died
Monday, June 12, at his home
in Crawfordsville, Arkansas.
Survivors include his wife,
Jessie Morgan; a daughter,
Mrs. Pat Joiner, Crawfords-
ville; three grandchildren Me-
linda, Beth and John Joiner.
Services were held at the
Citizens Funeral Home in West
Memphis Wednesday, June 14,




bers, son of former Fulton re-
sidents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Chambers, now of Knoxville,
was killed Sunday afternoon,
June 11, in a freak tractor
mower accident.
Besides his parents, sur-
vivors include his wife, three
children, an uncle, Jim Cham-
bers, Memphis; an aunt, Mrs.
Aileen Chambers Evans, Rus-
sellville.
Funeral services and burial
were held in Knoxville on Tues-
day, June 13.
Mrs. M. L. Chambers of South
Fulton is a great aunt of the
deceased and he also has other





The regular second Sunday
services were held at Old
Bethel Primative Baptist
Church Sunday with Elder Bobby
Crouch preaching and a good
crowd attended.
Visitors are always welcome
at Old Bethel where preaching is
every Sunday morning but first
Sunday.
Sunday afternoon Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Winstead visited with
Mrs. Banda Winstead and Mr.
and Mrs. Non Simmons in the
rest home in Dresden. Then
they attended a gift tea for Miss
Linda Penecost and on the way
home visited with Mrs. Flossie
Underwood in Latham.
Those visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Williams Sunday after-
noon were Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Williams and Mr. and Mrs.
Newman Croft.
Elmer Cannon is in the Bap-
tist Hospital in Memphis for
surgery. His room number is
15 80 Union East, Baptist Hos-
pital, Memphis, Tennessee. We
wish a speedy recovery for him.
We missed the rain last week
through this part of the com-
munity. The little late gardens
sure could use a good rain.
Little Amy Brann spent
Saturday with her grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. P.J. Brann. No
use to say the grandparents en-
joyed the day.
Mrs. Aleta Simpson had her
daughter visitng with her this
last week.
We wish a speedy recovery
for J. B. Nanney who had surgery
at the Jackson Hospital last
week,
A couple of nights we had
to get out the blankets it was so
cold.
Rev. Bill Cannon visited with
his parents Mr. and Mrs. W.A.
Cannon a few days last week.
One of their grandsons is visit-
ing with them now.
I got a laugh out of Ouida
Jewell's poetry she had in the
paper last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Dalton
and sons were in Fulton Satur-
day.
The wheat through our neigh-
borhood is a beautiful golden
color now and looks like
harvesting time is near at
hand.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Emily
visited with Mr. and Mrs. P.J,
Brann a while Thursday even-
ing.
Elder Bobby Crouch and
family had Sunday dinner with
Mrs. Mary Cavender and all
drove to Memphis to visit El-
mer Cannon who is in the Bap-
tist Hospital there and found
them both blue as he was to
have surgery Monday morning.
Mrs. Cavender visited with
Mrs. Stella Jones while there
and she was not feeling too
good and she also visited Ches-
ter Bennett there and he did
not feel good. We hope they
are all much improved by now.
We heard Harvey Vaughan
was to enter the hospital in
Memphis Monday. We wish the
best for Harvey.
Good Springs CPW met at
the home of Mrs. Winnie Cun-
ningham Thursday afternoon
with only four members pre-
sent. Mrs. T.L. Ainley, pres-
ident called the meeting to
order. The group voted to send
$10 for the Convention offering.
Mrs. Durell McCall conducted
the Bible study rrom tlis4
il Esther. Mrs. Winnie Cun-
ningham presented the program
"The Church and Missions.'
This was an interview with per-
sonnet from the various mission
fields—Colombia, Hong Kong,
Choctaw Nation, and Japan.
Next meeting will be July 6 at
the home of Mrs. Duren Mc-
Call. Members are expected,
visitors are welcome at all
meetings.
Gay Loveall, Austin Springs
merchant, returned home last
Monday after being in Memphis
several weeks for heart sur-
gery. He is doing well, con-
sidering the extent of his ill-
ness.
Friends of Mr. aiiii Mrs.
Howell Jones will be happy to
hear that their son Edmond
Jones of Erin, Tennessee has
surrendered to the call of the
ministry and is already con-
ducting some very successful
revival services.
Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell re-
turned on Monday from a visit
with her daughter Ruth at Neoga,
Illinois,
Mrs. Rata Sergent was dis-
missed from Fulton Hospital
last Wednesday and is recuper-
ating at the home of her daugh-
ter Mrs. Dedmon.
Lewis Cole went home with
his son 011ie last week for a
visit with his family at Nash-
ville.
Mrs. Roy Puckett went to
Memphis last week for her past
operation check up. Mrs. Gar-
rett Bailey made the trip with
her.
Henry Davis also returned to
the Baptist Hospital in Mem-
phis for his check up and is
doing all right.
Mrs. Essie Powell, Mr. and
Mrs. Gordon Powell and child-
ren visited Mrs. Winnie Cun-
ningham Thursday afternoon.
Also went to see George Cun-
ningham at Clinton on Friday
which was his birthday.
Bill Matthews was carried to
the Fulton Hospital Saturday.
He is very sick but rested some
better Sunday night.
Ed Work is also a patient at
Fulton Hospital.
Good Springs Sunday School
has adopted a little 7 year old
boy Maynard Klenzing who now
lives at the Cumberland Pres-
byterian Childrens Home at
Denton, Texas. A box is being
sent to him this weekend and he
will be remembered at other
times especially his birthday
and Christmas. A monthly cash
donation is also sent to the home
to help out in his keep.
Mrs. Arvetta Watkins Harris
reported by phone that they were
all O.K. They live near Rapid
City, South Dakota, in fact her
son Jerry was in school there.
They got him out before the flood
waters inundated the town and
all is well with them. Our sym-
pathy to many who were not so
fortunate.
PAP TESTING CLINIC
Monday, June V, a free pap
&sting clinic will be held at the
heal* departments in Fulton
and 'Hickman from abe hours
of 8 a.. m. to 4 p. on. This test
is very important for all wo-
Retarded May Be More Api
To Develop, Survey Finds
FRANKFORT, Ky.--Are
the mentally retarded more
open for development of
creative ability, such as art,
than are persons of average
intelligence?
Jim Asher, who teaches art
at Outwood State Hospital and
School near Dawson Springs,
believes this may be the case.
Asher believes the retarded
person's innocence or frequent
cushioning from social and
personal expectations often
leaves him more open to
creative progression than
others who many times have
this drive snuffed out by the
demands of everyday living.
As an example, Asher
points to Margaret Cooper. A
highely energetic girl just a few
months shy of her 20th
By Jim Parman ways is still a chum
Ky. Dept. of A resident of Outwood, she
Mental Health is a 19-yearold with a mental
age of seven-and-one-half who
radiates a love for life in her
beautiful, full smile and her
sensitive, highly original
drawings.
A scene of an African fairy
tale and a unique feet-to-head
view of her art instructor,
Asher, are two contrasting
drawings from her collection.
The fairy tale sketch shows
a tree-dotted plain surrounding
a fluffy-faced lion next to an
African child. The child's face
is only a profile of the head
and the cheeks with tiny dots
for eyes. Both lion and child
are peeping from a screen of
reeds.
"Portrait of Teacher"
presents her art teacher from a
feet-first angle as he sits with
feet propped up on a desk.
men. Call Fulton 472-1982 birthday, Margaret in many 31.41a.seas_her,sfacecQ el911" Asher explains
with the featureless face of the
African child and other human
figures drawn by Margaret.
"Art expression is a kind of
gut reaction," Asher explains.
"It has a compelling force very
much akin to the development
of language skills.
Achievement in a creative field
will hopefully • lead to higher
overall development and
increased ability to function in
the community," the art
instructor continued.
"Of course every Outwood
resident is not an artist. All do
not excel, but many do."
Margaret's drawings are a
good example of the
imagination, feeling and
originality often latent in the
retarded. Her desire to "draw
comics for the funny paper" is
being explored by those
responsible for educational
publications of the Kentucky
Department of Mental Health.
"That peculiar innocence
often attributed to residents
like Margaret has slowly
become the innocence of a
much more perceptive humanThe remarkable accurate detail
I Monument of the Ascension, containing the sacred rock from
nwhence Jesus rose to heave, and which retains the impression
of his feet. iJ
THE disbeliever suffers as much mental tor-
ment, as he does spiritual anguish. Let us
all believe, and profit by the faith in God and the
life eternal. Visit your church, and you will know
true contentment.
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Promotion In New Jersey
Dr. Harmon B. Pierce, who
has served Burlington County
College during the past two
years in the capacities of Ed-
ucational Reasearch and Eval-
uation Officer and as Acting
Dean of Instruction has recently
been promoted to the position of
Dean of Instruction, according
to Dr. N. Dean Evans, President
of the College. Burlington is
one of fifteen comprehensive
two-year colleges opened in
New Jersey during the past six,
years, and has gained national
recognition for its innovative
approach to teaching and
learning.
The new dean is a native of
Obion County, Tennessee and a
1951 graduate of South Fulton




Changes in some staff titles
and assignments, appointment
of a successor to the retired
director of program develop-
ment, and creation of a to-be-
filled post of assistant execu-
tive secretary have been an-
nounced by the Kentucky As-
sociation (KEA) board of dir-
ectors.
Named director of program
development to succeed Mrs.
Beulah Fontaine was Robert
Summers, who heads UniServ
Unit 9 with headquarters in
Owensboro. He was director of
admissions and registration at
Owensboro's Kentucky Wes-
leyan College before joining the
KEA staff in February, 1969,
to head a Western Kentucky
office then in Madisonville.
Summers will have charge of
the UniServ program, a co-
operatively financed project of
KEA, the National Education
Association (NEA), and local
education associations to pro-
vide 14 field representatives
at various locations in Ken-
tucky. He is a former super-
intendent of Fulton County
Schools and former principal
of Fulton County High School.
Born in Greenville, Kentucky
he graduated from Western
Kentucky University in 1951,
where he majored in biology
and physical education. He re-
ceived his master's degree in
educational administration
from Western in 1954.
Mr. Summers is married to
the former Betty Payne of
Greenville. They have two
children, Susan and Scott.
MAYFIELD GOLFER
(Continued from Page One)
The longest drive was hit by
Jasper Vowell of Fulton while
the closest shot to the pin on
four was driven by Fred Lan-
caster.
Prizes presented to the win-
ners of each of the four flights
were the same: first place win-
ner received a set of woods,
second place received a set of
irons, third place a large golf
bag, fourth place were pre-
sented a golf umbrella and six
golf balls and fifth place fin-
ishers received one dozen golf
balls.
Children of country club
members assisted as ball spot-
ters.
EDA STUDY
(Continued from Page One)
lished commercial ties to the
river is one of the better loca-
tions for sport facility along the
Mississippi River in Kentucky
and would serve a large section
of Kentucky as well as a portion
of Tennessee.
"To reiterate, we believe the
port development to be a key to
the future development and eco-
nomic welfare of this area of
Kentucky."
eran, he received his baccal-
aureate degree from Murray
State University, Murray, Ken-
tucky. He taught seventh grade
for one year at Belmont School
in Hopkinsville, Kentucky, and
was for two years a science
and math teacher at Fulton
Junior High School, Fulton,
Kentucky. He received his Mas-
ter's degree through a National
Science Foundation program at
the University of Mississippi
and then returned to Murray
State for three years as a super-
vising teacher in the University
School. He then returned to Ole
Miss to complete a Ph. D. in
Higher Education with a con-
centration in college and uni-
versity administration. While
at the University, he was an
N.D.E.A. doctoral fellow and
graduate instructor. He joined
the staff at Burlington during
the summer of 1970 after com-
pletion of his doctoral program.
Dr. Pierce has recently pub-
lished articles, based on his
research, in three national
Journals.
Dr. Pierce resdies in Med-
ford Lakes, New Jersey. He
is the son of Mrs. Christine
Pierce of Pierce, Tennessee,
and is married to the former
An n Warterfield Caldwell of
Union City, Tennessee. Ann also
holds a bachelor's degree from
Murray State and Master's and
Advanced Master's degrees in
elementary and early childhood
education from Ole Miss. She
currently teaches kindergarten
at Twin Hills Elementary
School, Willingboro, New Jer-
sey, a demonstration school
affiliated with Trenton State
College.
Dr. Pierce will have primary
administrative responsibility
for the entire instructional pro-
gram at the college, including
the major academic divisions of
Business Studies, Humanities,
Mathematics, Biological and
Physic al Sciences, Social
Sciences, the library, media
and printing services, techno-
logical, paramedical, and phy-
sical education programs, and
continuing education both on-
campus and at four off-campus
centers. He will supervise a
staff of some two hundred full-
time instructional and non-
instructional personnel, and





The Jackson Purchase His-
torical Society will hold its
summer meeting Saturday
evening, June 17, at 6:30 in
Winslow Cafeteria at Murray
State University.
It had been previously an-
nounced that the dinner meeting
was to be held at the Student
Union Ballroom, but due to re-
modeling the site has been
changed to the Winslow Cafe-
teria, one block due north of
the Student Union Building.
Robert B. Ligon, Mayfield
business man and President
of the society, has announced
that the meeting will be in honor
of the Fifieth Anniversary of
Murray State.
Dr. Robert L. Burke, As-
sociate Professor of History at
MS(1, will speak on "The Im-
pact of Murray State Univeristy
on the Jackson Purchase.' M. C.
Garrott, Director of Public
Relations at Murray State, will
have a display of photographs
and historical materials depict-
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on the keen-- FLORIDA
STATE DEGREE HONOREES-- These young ladies were the
honorees at the annual FHA Obion Sub-Region Banquet held
Tuesday evening for State Degree earners and their parents.
Attending were (back row, from left) Debbie Smith, Union
City; Marie Martell. Union City; Joy Harrell, Kenton; Carol
ELENA
(Continued from Page One)
many American customs and
has learned". . .what a beau-
tiful, wonderful country it isl.•
She entered Murray State
University last fall on an aca-
demic scholarship and has suc-
cessfully finished her freshman
year by being named to the
Dean's List both semesters. She
has achieved a 3.7 academic
standing (based upon the perfect
4.0 scale) and is presently en-
rolled in the summer session
at the university.
In addition to her outstanding
academic record, Elena is sec-
retary of the International Stu-
dents organization at MSU and
is a member of the Sigma Delta
Pi honorary Spanish fraternity.
Elena resides on campus in a
dormitory and has had quite an
experience adjusting to living
on her own. In Ecuador, she
lived in an antique three-story
home with her grandmother,
mother, and brothers--along
with four maids that served
them (that many servants are
customary in her home coun-
try!).
However, living on her own
with all her own chores to do
for herself, Elena learned as
much at home here as she did
in the classroom. With her
friends' assistance, she quickly
became accustomed to doing her
laundry in the dorm. On winter
weekends, when she visited the
Hixsons in Fulton, she learned
to sew and to cook with Mrs.
Hixson's help.
Elena says that she is grate-
ful for her learning exper-
iences. "Living at home in Quito
with the many maids, I was
DEPRIVED,--I am happy to be
able to learn how to do things
for myself,' proclaims the
petite Senora in remarkably
good English.
The Hixson farm has totally
captivated Elena. She is thrilled
with has 'close contact with
nature." She remarked that she
had never touched a cow before
and the many other animals on
the farm were quite unfamiliar
to her also.
Elena loves her American
"family' and was recently the
maid oLhonor for her "sister's'
(Patti Hixson's) wedding. How-
ever, she misses the formality
and closeness of families that
she experienced at home in
Quito. For example, they
ALWAYS had three meals a day
TOGETHER in formal tradition.
In regard to meals, Elena
explains the difference in Ecua-
dorean and American habits.
Although the foods are quite
similar. the Ecuadoreans have
their heavy meal at noon with
only a light meal at night. In
America, the order is reversed;
therefore, Elena prefers the
Ecuador tradition because she
has gained several pounds on
the new schedule!
Elena declares that she would
like to tell all her friends in
Quito what an impression that
America has made upon her.
She says, 'The country is beau-
tiful; the education is fantastic;
and the -people are wonderffil!*
Elena is expecting her bro-
thers to visit her for the tainth
annual International Baitana
Festival in Fulton on August 17,
18 and 19. They will come on a
similiar amigo program upon
which she came to us last year.
The seemingly legend-like
story of Elena Bucheli is only
one example of the favorable
results of the International
Banana Festival that has as its
theme—Project Unite Us—the
Nabors, South Fulton; (front, from left) Diane Bryant, Union
City; Beverly McCollum. Obion Central; Karen Harrington,
Union City; Charlotte Corley, Kenton, and Cathy McKinney,
South Fulton. The banquet was sponsored by Sears and held at
the Downtown Restaurant in Union City.
two Americas!
Knowing that past delegations
from the Festival—and particu-
larly the annual visit of each
Festival "Princess' have been
warmly received on their
Central American trips, I asked
Elena just what the people of
Ecuador thought of the Festival.
"Why it's famous in my
country,' Elena said. "Every-
body knows about the Banana
Festival, and everybody hopes
that they can get a chance to
visit it. Last year, for instance,
I had a chance to take a trip
either to Mexico or to the
Banana Festival, and I chose the
Festival without question 
and I have been very happy
that I did!"
Which brings me to the obser-
vation that, perhaps, many of us
here in the Twin Cities don't
realize what fine goodwill we
have built with our South Amer-
ican neighbors these past nine
years and just how mucn
these fine students anticipate
their trips here to visit us.
There will be another
Festival, soon, and more
Amigos will be coming to share
the home experiences of living
among us for a week or so. More
students like Elena, eager
to see, to learn, to develop
friendship and share new-found
happinesses with us.
If you have never partici-
pated in this particular aspect
of the Festival, perhaps you
have missed something of the
real flavor of it all.
HAS SURGERY
r..1mc: Cannon, of Route
Three, Fulton, ..!s a pi:tient in
the 13,.!ptizt 211.6moriut Lctipital
in whe,z4;
lie had surgery this week. Hi,
room number is Room 1580,
Union East.
MARKER
(Continued from Page One)
After all, Camp Beauregard
must not be forgotten!
BULLETIN
At press time, the News was
notified by a reliable source that
the marker was found Wed-
nesday afternoon, June 14.
The news source reported
that a construction company that
was laying water lines through
the area had damaged the
marker and had, therefore, re-
moved it several weeks ago.
The company promised to




Jimmy Neal Gurley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. 0. K. Gurley of
705 West State Line in Fulton,
recently received his Doctor
of Pharmacy Degree at com-
mencement exercises at the
University of Tennessee Med-
ical Units in Memphis.
A pre-pharmacy major at
UTM, Gurley is a member of
Kappa Psi, American Pharma-
ceutical Association, Tennes-
see Pharmaceutical Associ-
ation, and Rho Chi Honorary
Society.
He plans to be a clinical
pharmacist in a hospital or
take an academic poisition at
a university.
HAS SURGERY
Mrs. Ellen Hooker is in Obion
County Hospital, where she un-
derwent surgery last week.
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, June 15, 1972 Page 8
Letters Of Interest
Dear Jo and Paul,
I am enclosing a check for a
subscription to The News, to be
sent to my parents, Mr, and Mrs.
Covene Hastings of Ferndale,
Michigan.
They lived in the Dukedom
area prior to moving to Mich-
igan thirty years ago. I mail
bundles of my copies of the
papers to them occasionally,
and they enjoy reading of the
activities of old friends and rel-
atives. The historic articles are
very interesting also, and they
would especially enjoy the one
on the Dukedom community in
last week's issue.
lean identify five of the seven
South Fulton Cheerleaders from
your picture album in the April
13th paper. One is our daughter,
(Karen), Mrs. Jimmy Argo of
Hickman, Kentucky. Left to
right: (I) Molly Alexander; (2)
Karen Frields; (4) Mary Eliz-
abeth Fields; (6) Carolyn Colly;
(7) Dianne Clement, captain.
Numbers 3 and 5 look so






As a mother and a pastor's
wife, I have watched the gra-
dual deterioration of the Amer-
ican home Over the past few
years. Much of this comes
from the denigration of the
father.
Many television programs
still picture the father as a
bumbling, do-gooder whose
half-hearted efforts somehow
turn out all right.
As we approach Father's Day,
I think we should give just due
to the fathers of our land. It
should be a day of serious re-
flection on the place of the fa-
ther in the home.
The father supplies much of
the strength of a home. In
leadership and discipline he
should be the head of the
household. Children with heal-
thy mental attitudes come from
homes where the father exerts
positive leadership.
He is the spiritual head of
the home. In Biblical times the
father was recognized as the
priest of the house. This sit-
uation should be the same to-
day. The parents should ac-
company_ their children to
church and not send them.
The heavy pressure of work
cut into the time spent with
the family, but the father needs
to recognize the importance of
spending time with the family.
This especially true of the chil-
dren in their formative years.
An hour or two on a Sunday
afternoon at the zoo or on a
family outing pays heavy div-
idends in family unity.
In our household I am going
to give special attention to my





James Paul Wade, of aoos
West Fourth Street Fulton,
was awarded a Quiarter Century
Club emblem and a pen and
pencil set for h'is 25 years ser-
sIce with the 'Illinois Central
Railroad last Tuesday, June 6,
by Trainanaster C. L Colyer.
CLASSIFIED ADS
DX Service Station for rent.
l'aion Oily on busy corner.
Virile to 792 Russell Road.
Jackson, Tennessee stating
qualifications.
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON
1972 STREET IMPROVE-
MENTS LEGAL NOTICE TO
BIDDERS
Scaled bids for Street lin-
Provements. South Fulton.
Tennessee will be received .by
the Mayor and Board of Coun-
cilmen at the office of thr.• City
Manager, City Hall, South Ful-
ton, Tennessee until 3:00 p.
o'clock 23 June. 1972 at which
time bids will be opened and
read aloud.
The work involved in this con-
tract includes the construction
of curb and gutter. construc-
tion of drainage lines. construc-
tion of catch basin inlets, con-
verting existing catch bisins to
junction boxes, grading mid the
preparation of subgrade and the
placement of the base aggre-
gate.
The Information for Bidders,
Form of Bid, Form of Contract.
Plans and Specifications, and
other contract documents may
be examined at the following
places:






Copies may be obtained at
the office of NICHOLS ENGI-
NEERING SERVICE, INC., P.
0. BOX 628, UNION CITY,
TENNESSEE 38261, upon pay-
ment of 850.00 -per set. Any un-
successful bidder, or non-bid-
der, upon returning such set
promptly and in good condi-
tion will be refunded $35.00.
The OWNER reserves the
t rani me s. gerai pht typeatht oncern oht tofwoaoobi b.
with his bid, security in the
ll 
City Manager




of preparing bids is contained
scheduled closing time for re-










Pick the Frigidaire Freezer that fits Your Style of living.




















26.6 cu. ft., 932-lb. size
36%." H., 71" W., 28,f," D.
Snowcrest White exterior
• CF 220N ;not showr.)
22.0 Cu. ft., 770-lb. size

















17.2 cu. ft., 601-lb. size
36%" H., 48%" W., 28)(," D.
Snowcrest White exterior
CF-150N (not shown)
15.0 Cu- ft., 525-lb. size
36%" H., 48,4' W., 28)(," D.
Snowcrest White exterior
COME IN AND SEE the new POPPY COLOR APPLIANCES! Also REGISTER for Frigidaire's 54th Birthday
gills: 85000 cash, a houseful of Frigidaire appliances and fifty other big prizes. No purchase required ... winners
will be announced August 15th.
GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
301 WALNUT



















































and a pen and















Thee of the City
Hall, South Ful-
until 300 p. m.
1972 at which
be opened and







































I may be with-
0 days from the
ng time for re-
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Textile Sales To U.S.
By Germany Rise
BONN - U.S. textile imports
from West Germany topped $200
million Its 1971, a rise of more
than 30 per cent over 1970. U.S.
textile exports to Germany grew
nearly 50 per cent but totaled
only $37 million. -FULTON, KENTUCKY THURSDAY JUNE 15, 1972
The Big Needle" At Fairview Still








Red - Gold - Blue
We Maks Keys That Fit
PRISONERS-Atty. Gen. Ed
Hancock says a House-passed
bill allowing prisoners to work
and study outside prison is
unconstitutional. Hancock said
in a legal opinion the bill
violates sections of the
constitution dedgned to









Rog 5 for 119c
Now 69c
























Thiirs. -Fri. - Sat., law 15-16-17
iant 5"Maxbur er
Fresh-grilled 4-os. pet-




REGULAR PRICE 2 For $1.30





Both For _ 25c
Burger Bar
West State Line Fultou
NEW SUMMER HOURS (for night-owls!)
on. - Tues. - WO  rii iim telnldnig
ursda ...: 1 Lein
Fri..   li: ant to k
uncle
K y - Motorists traveling
outskirts    of Fairview in
Highway US-68 along the 
president of the Confederacy 
was born. Every June,
hundreds of Civil War buffs
Western Kentucky are usually gather at the foot of the great
surprised to see a towering structure for an old-fashioned
"dinner on the grounds andobelisk reaching out of the
rolling Kentucky farmland. apealdn'."
At first glance, the tall Experts on the War
spire app ears to be the
famous Washington
monument, hundreds of miles
from its rightful place in the
nation's capital.
However, there's been no
transplanting. The
351-foot-high structure, fourth
tallest monument in the
United States, honors
Jefferson Davis, first, last, and
only president of the
Confederate States of
America, who was born in
Christian (later Todd) County,
Ky., on a frontier farm in
1808. celebrate the tradition of the
The Davis monument,
erected by the people of the
South through the United
Daughters of the Confederacy,
was dedicated June 7, 1924.
It is more to many
Southerners than just another
historical marker. It is a
monument of remembrance.
Annually, thousands pause
to visit the grounds where the
Between the States, the
Confederacy and Jefferson
Davis come to compare notes
and pay oral tribute to the
century-old traditions of the
South.
Many descendants of those
Southerners of a hundred
years ago still meet as the units
that fought the Union Army.
They carry the antique
muskets, pull the cannon and
wear the uniform in much the
same manner as the men led
by Robert E. Lee.
Fairview is an ideal place to
Confederacy. It is only a short
distance from Bowling Green,
the city that served briefly as
the Confederate capital of
Kentucky. And roughly a
hundred miles east is
Hodgenville, where Abraham
Lincoln was born and where
the log cabin that was his first
home still stands.
Like Lincoln, Davis moved
CALL US M 479-9082
9- Pieces of Fried Chicken ____ $1.99
Sirloin Steak Sandwich 70c
12 - Inch Pizza Made To Order _ $1.85
Bay's Hamburgers 25c
Shrimp Plate $1.60














4 - Reg. $2.50 Reg. $3.50, 1r eg.. ,
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St. Joseph Aspirin
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PHONE 479 2262 SO FULTON TENN.
Hours: Monday thru Thursday 8:-6:
Friday-Saturday 8:-8: Sunday 9:-11:
Free Parki Drive-In Window
from his birthplace at an early
age, his family taking residence
in Mississippi. But he returned
to Kentucky as a young man
to be educated at St. Thomas
College near Springfield and
then at historic old
Transylvania College in
Lexington It was from there
he was appointed to the U.S.
Military Academy at West
Point.
Davis was a field officer in
some Indian battles and entered
the political world soon after.
He went to Washington, first
as a representative and then as
a senator, became secretary of
state and again a U.S. senator.
When the great controversy
between North and South
became crucial he was elected
President of the Confederacy
0 * * UPE * 4- 4,*




* Come Save for Yourself. *
Thousands & Thousands 99
8 - Track Car Stereo Tapes
$17.50 Men's Billfolds 3.49
Spaulding Golf Balls 1 doz. 4.95
25 - Jewel Waltham 27.95Automatic Watch
8 - Track Tape Case
Holds 24 Ta es 
L.
8 - Track Car Stereo Player29 •95
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT TILL 8 PM
-4-
DIXIE PRODUCTS
NEX1 DOOR 10 CONNER S IN UNION WY
)4" 4ig














Short Sleeve, Knee Length
Of interest to Homemakers
by acclamation. Captured in
Georgia at the close of the
war, he was held prisoner for
two years. He died in New
Orleans in 1899.
Fairview's monument offers
elevator rides to the top of the
tower for expansive views over
the Kentucky countryside
where Davis spent his early
childhood.
A picnic and playground
area is located at the foot of
the monument. In the 20 acres
of Jefferson Davis Monument
State Shrine there is also a
reproduction of the log home
of Capt Samuel Davis,
Revolutionary War officer
and father of Jefferson Davis.
121/2" Bread or Hot Biscuit Tray
Special purchase arrangements
with International make this low
price possible. Handsome Gadroon
border. Versatile as celery dish, too.
Quantity limited at this special price. Buy now.
famous
PIEWm. ROGERS.* SILVERPLATE
-41- INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY















Kedi - Tied & Four-In-Hand
$1.50 -- $2.50
as' a test center for the exami-
nations will give prospective
teachers in the area an oppor-
tunity to compare their perform-
ances on the examinations with
Teacher Examinations
To Be Held At Murray
MURRAY, Ky., —Men:candidates throughout the coun-
ray State University has been try who take the tests, Rowan
designated as a test center for said.
administering the National Designed to assess cognitive
Teacher Examinations July 15, knowledge and understanding in
according to Robert Rowan, di- professional education, general
rector of national testing at the education and subject-field spe-
university. cialization, the examinations are
College seniors preparing to limited 
to assessment of these
aspects of teacher education thatteach and teachers applying for
positions in school systems are validly 
and reliably mea-
which encourage or require the sured 
by well constructed pa-
Nit are eligible to take the 
per-and-pencil tests.
tests. Last year about 116,000 
"Bulletins of Information" de-
candidates welt the examina. scribing registration procedures
and containing registrationtions, which are prepared and
f
admin istered by E
ducationalorms as well as sample test
questions may be obtained from
Testing Service, Princeton, N.J.
Designation of Murray State
Testing Center, Room 350, Ede-
ion Building, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky. 42071,
or directly from the National
Teacher Examinations, Educa-
tional Testing Service, Box 911,
Princeton, N.J. 08540.
Give Dad the Gift
he is sure to like!
because he makes the choice himself,
ANbift icARrmtificatt
The only "problem" about giving him a Jarman gift
certificate is that we have so many good-looking
"wear-tested" styles from which he will have to choose,
But that is not your worry — and it's •a ci,x,h he will
appreciate the opportunity to make his own selection',
In his own good time. So take the easy route and make
him happy with a Jarman gift certificate from our store.
)ctrt"tc‘h
BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE




Mrs. Dessie Williams Coltharp,
sixth grade teacher at South
Fulton Elementary School, has
retired after a teaching career
that spanned 33 years.
Although she commuted in
recent years about 15 miles to
work each day, South Fulton
school officials say she was
always early and never minded
staying late or assuming extra
duties.
"She was the type of teacher
who wanted her students to learn
to be ladies and gentlemen," said
a fellow teacher
One of the better qualified
teachers in Obion County, Mrs.
Coltharp received her master's
degree from Murray State
University in 1960.
She first entered Murray State
in the fall of 1924 and received her
bachelor of science degree after
being graduated from Cuba High
School. Her teaching career
began at the Wiley School, a two-
room school in Graves County.
She later taught in other Graves
County Schools, at Williams and
Pilot Oak
Coming to South Fulton in 1943,
Mrs. Coltharp taught under the
following principals--Mr.
Adkison, Edd Eller, Slayden
Douthell, Mac Burrow, C. D.
Parr, Lester Betty, K. M. Win-
ston, Virgil Yates and James
Faulkner.
Mrs. Coltharp was born in
Graves County, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wade Williams. In 1927
she was married to the late
Vestal Coltharp. She has one
daughter, Mrs. Martha Elaine
Maynard.
She is a member of the Pilot
Oak Homemakers Club, which
she helped organize, and past
matron of the Order of Eastern
Star at Cuba which she presently
serves as secretary. She also is a




Leaders in the Obion County
Fair Association and members of
the Obion County Tractor Pull
Association already are hard at
work in preparation for the Vol
State Tractor Pull to be held
Friday and Saturday, July 7-8, at
the Obion County Fairgrounds.
Jim Rippy Jr., president of the
fair association, said the tractor
pull event has been sanctioned by
the National Tractor Pull
Association and winners will be
recognized as state champions.
Four hundred reserved seat
tickets already have gone on sale,
Mr. Rippy said, at $5 each. The
tickets will be good for both
nights of the competition. To
obtain tickets, persons may
telephone the fair office. 885-5361.
or go by personally and select
their own seats. Mail orders also
will be accepted. The request
should be accompanied by a
check or money order and mailed
to Box 126, Union City, Mr. Rippy
said.
General admission bleacher
seats will be sold at the gate only,
at $2 per night.
Mr. Rippy said $7,500 in
premiums will be available to
winners of the various events.
"There will be three classes
each night, with approximately
20 to 25 tractors in each class.





Let Dad be a sport in easy
care shirts ... colored






machines in competition each
night," said Mr. Rippy
Entries from all over the
United States are expected. Mr.
Rimy said entry forms already
have been mailed to top con-
tenders in some 15 to 20 states,
many of them top-ranked
nationally and winners in state
and regional contests.
A number of outstanding area
tractor pull enthusiasts also are
expected to compete.
"We already have built a new
track in front of the grandstand
at the fairgrounds," Mr. Rippy
said. "New lighting equipment
has been installed, at a cost of
about $2,500, for both the tractor





B. Douglas of South Fulton has
been selected outstanding upper
division student for the past
academic year in the depart-
ment of engineering technology
at University of Tennessee, Mar-
tin Branch,
He was selected by the vote
of the faculty and received a
certificate of merit at the re-
cent Honors Day program.
Douglas, son of Mrs, Dorothy
Douglas, was the salutatorian of
the 1970 South Fulton High
School class. He is employed by
the General Tire and Rubber
Co., in its co0 rative engineer-
ing program.
Presentation of the award was
made by James 0, Jones, head
of the UTM engineering depart-
ment._
The Port of New York Au-
thority collected a record $279.9
million at its bridges, tunnels,










Go In Comfort with Auto
Air-Conditioning
SAVE 830 199
Regular $229. 00 Shipping Included
Installation Extra
Sears takes the sizzle out of summer driving.
This unit features an adjustable thermostat to
automatically give you the coolness you want.
Direct the refreshing breeze from the 3-speed
fan right where you want it with three movable













I'm 3 year. or 36.000 miles of car opera..
um, whichever occurs first. upon return.
,.ill repair the conduioner. Imo of
awn*, if defocus* in material or work-
markup.
or Your Money Back
Sears Catalog Sales Office
Broadway, South Fulton, Tenn.







MANY OTHER GIFT ITEMS!
FOR FATHERS DAY GIFTS SHOP
BIEN FR/A NJ K LI IN
LAKE STREET FULTON





















































































CUBE BEEFSTEAKS 16-oz BREADED CNUCKWAGON18-o KLEENEX TOWELSBREADED PORK PATTIES18-0zBREADED VEAL PATTIES 18-oz










LAST TEAL LB. 75c
HALVES
LB.7 9 c
Bacon LAST YEAR LBPKG 
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
Fryers L ALSBT. Y3E9A. R
HIS FROZEN
LB. 23c
LIMIT 2 WITH $5.00 PURCHASE
Codfish  LASI9 YEAR
JUMBO
1 0STEAKSIN PKG.
Eckrich Smorgas Pak. 1 pkg. 99c
Eckrich Beef Smorgas 12-oz. pkg. 99c
Eckrich
Smoked Country Sausage lb. 99c
Eckrich Polish Sausage lb. 99c
PESCHKE SLICED BOLOGNA
.4
PARAMOUNT POLSKI-WYROB 6 OFF LABEL-BATH BARS





































Blue Bonnet Margarine.(....I . stick)
Chiffon Margarine (Whipped Cup) PKI: 45c
B&B Chopped Mushrooms  
30?. Ale
PKG.
Lipton Beef Stroganoff  
602. -me
CAN 6 
Jello Pudding Treats  
4 CT. gce
PKG. %Ow
Wishbone Calif. Onion Dressing. Vt. 43c
Starkist Chunk Light Tuna  'Ca 38c
Knox Orange Gelatin Drink  
1,..cT. 98.
Woolite Cold Water Wash  
mz. 9 29














































Duncan Hines Family Brownie Mixa 49c
Open Pit Barbecue Sauce  1?s° 39c
Party Pak Pickles P.r."K"'" Wh°1. Sweet 
3 j240RZ 49e
Libbyland Frozen Dinners  EA. 69c
Sail Detergent 4:0X2 59C
Our Own Tea Bags  17KCGT 89`





To Be Held At Murray
MURRAY, Ky., —Mur:candidates throughout the COM-
ray State University has been try who take the tests. Rowan
designated as a test center for said.
administering the National Designed to assess cognitive
Teacher Examinations July 15, knowledge and understanding in
according to Robert Rowan, di- professional education, general
rector of national testing at the education and subject-field spe-
university. cialization, the examinations are
College seniors preparing to limited to assessment of these
teach and teachers applying for aspects of teacher education t
hat
Palittions in school systems are validly and rel
iably mea-
which encourage or require the aired by well 
constructed pa.
Nit are eligible to take the per-and-pencil tests.
teats. Last year about 116,000 "Bulletins of information" de-
randidates took the examine- scribing registration procedures
dons, which are prepared and and containing r
egistration
fadmin istered by Educational orms
 as well as sample test
Testing Service, Princeton, N.J. questions
 may be obtained from
Testing Center, Room 350, Ede.
Designation of Murray State cation Building, Murray State
as, a test center for the exam!. University, Murray, Ky. 42071,
nations will give prospective or directly from the National
teachers in the area an oppor- Teacher Examinations, Educe-
(unity to compare their perform- tional Testing Service, Box 911,
mutes on the examinations with Princeton. N.J. 08540.
Give Dad the Gift
he is sure to like!













The only "problem" about giving him a Jarman gift
certificate is that we have so many good-looking
"wear-tested" styles from which he will have to choose.
But that is not your worry—and it's a cinc.h. he will
appreciate the opportunity to make his own selection-.
In his own good time. So take the easy route and make
him happy with a Jarman gift certificate from our store.
c"Alt"
BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE




Mrs. Dessie Williams Coltharp,
sixth grade teacher at South
Fulton Elementary School, has
retired after a teaching career
that spanned 33 years.
Although she commuted in
recent years about 15 miles to
work each day, South Fulton
school officials say she was
always early and never minded
staying late or assuming extra
duties.
"She was the type of teacher
who wanted her students to learn
to be ladies and gentlemen," said
a fellow teacher.
One of the better qualified
teachers in Obion County, Mrs.
Coltharp received her master's
degree from Murray State
University in 1960.
She first entered Murray State
in the fall of 1924 and received her
bachelor of science degree after
being graduated from Cuba High
School. Her teaching career
began at the Wiley School, a two
room school in Graves County.
She later taught in other Graves
County Schools, at Williams and
Pilot Oak.
Coming to South Fulton in 1943,
Mrs. Coltharp taught under the
following principals--Mr.
Adkison, Edd Eller, Slayden
Douthell, Mac Burrow, C. D.
Parr, Lester Betty, K. M. Win-
ston, Virgil Yates and James
Faulkner.
Mrs. Coltharp was born in
Graves County, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Wade Williams. In 1927
she was married to the late
Vestal Coltharp. She has one
daughter, Mrs. Martha Elaine
Maynard.
She is a member of the Pilot
Oak Homemakers Club, which
she helped organize, and past
matron of the Order of Eastern
Star at Cuba which she presently
serves as secretary. She also is a




Leaders in the Obion County
Fair Association and members of
the Obion County Tractor Pull
Association already are hard at
work in preparation for the Vol
State Tractor Pull to be held
Friday and Saturday, July 7-8, at
the Obion County Fairgrounds.
Jim Rippy Jr., president of the
fair association, said the tractor
pull event has been sanctioned by
the National Tractor Pull
Association and winners will be
recognized as state champions.
Four hundred reserved seat
tickets already have gone on sale.
Mr. Rippy said, at $5 each. The
tickets will be good for both
nights of the competition. To
obtain tickets, persons may
telephone the fair office, 885-5361.
or go by personally and select
their own seats. Mail orders also
will be accepted. The request
should be accompanied by a
check or money order and mailed
to Box 126, Union City. Mr. Rippy
said.
General admission bleacher
seats will be sold at the gate only,
at $2 per night.
Mr. Rippy said $7,500 in
premiums will be available to
winners of the various events.
—There will be three classes
each night, with approximately
20 to 25 tractors in each class.





Let Dad be a sport in easy
care shirts ... colored
14 








machines in competition each
night," said Mr Rippy
Entries from all over the
United States are expected. Mr.
Rippy said entry forms already
have been mailed to top con•
tenders in some 15 to 20 states,
many of them top-ranked
nationally and winners in state
and regional contests.
A number of outstanding area
tractor pull enthusiasts also are
expected to compete.
"We already have built a new
track in front of the grandstand
at the fairgrounds," Mr. Rippy
said. "New lighting equipment
has been installed, at a cost of
about $2,500, for both the tractor





B. Douglas of South Fulton has
been selected outstanding upper
division student for the past
academic year in the depart-
ment of engineering technology
at University of Tennessee, Mar-
tin Branch.
He was selected by the vote
of the faculty and received a
certificate of merit at the re-
cent Honors Day program.
Douglas, son of Mrs, Dorothy
Douglas, was the salutatorian of
the 1970 South Fulton Higb
School class. He is employed by
the General Tire and Rubber
Co., in its cooperative engineer-
ing program. Fulton, Ky.
Presentation of the award was
made by James 0, Jones, head
of the UTM engineering depart-
menL
The Port of New York Au-
thority collected a record $279.9
million at its bridges, tunnels,














Regular $229. 00 Shipping Included
Installation Extra
Sears takes the sizzle out of summer driving.
This unit features an adjustable thermostat to
automatically give you the coolness you want.
Direct the refreshing breeze from the 3-speed
fan right where you want it with three movable





MAAS, ROMUCIC AND OD.
Sears





For 3 years or 36.000 mile. a
U.nwhir/rev.. occurs fort. upon ',Horn.
wra will nip.. the air condition.. I,....'
ch..P., If defective in rostarul or work-
manship.
or Your Money Back
Sears Catalog Sales Office
Broadway, South Fulton, Tenn.
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TIES ¶1.50
BLACK&DECKER




MANY OTHER GIFT ITEMS!
FOR FATHERS DAY GIFTS SHOP
BE NJ •FRANIK L.I NJ
STORE
LAKE STREET FULTON
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AP OVER 2000 PRICES REDUCED
PRICES BETTER


















c1YOU SAVE ... 6
09
KINGSFORD FROZEN STEAKS
CUBE BEEFSTEAKS 16-oz BREADED CNUCKWAGON18-o KLEENEX TOWELSBREADED PORK PATTIES18-0zBREADED VEAL PATTIES18-oz
it?












..‘•NSI.h 4 1 _.
.Wr& 
LAST YEAR, LB. 7k
1.
ALLGOOD SLICED
LAST YEAR 1 LB. 75Bacon The PKG. 
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WNW.
Fryers LAST. T3E91.IR LB.23
LIMIT 2 WITH $5.00 PURCHASE
NAG FROZEN




Eckrich Smorgas Pak. 1- lb. pkg. 99c
Eckrich Beef Smorgas 12-oz. pkg. 99c
Eckrich
Smoked Country Sausage lb. 99c
Eckrich Polish Sausage lb. 99c
PESCHKE SLICED BOLOGNA2 pLKBG.. 4
PARAMOUNT POLSKI-WYROB 6 OFF LABEL-BATH BARS

















































Bluebonnet Parkay Margarine... 49c
Blue Bonnet Margarine (Whippad Stick) 3 piKies. $100
Chiffon Margarine 'W"5" C") 
B&B Chopped Mushrooms 
Lipton Beef Stroganoff 
Jello Pudding Treats 
Wishbone Calif. Onion Dressing
Starkist Chunk Light Tuna 
Knox Orange Gelatin Drink 





















































Duncan Hines Family Brownie Mix&
Open Pit Barbecue Sauce 
Party Pak Pickles 
Libbyland Frozen Dinners
Sail Detergent
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BREAST   Lb. 69c
LEGS & THIGHS _ Lb. 39c
WINGS Lb. 29c























EGGS1. Dozen Per. Week For 52 - Weeks
To Be Given Away
JULY 5th
MARBEL STICK
OLEO 5 Lbs. $1.00
MERIT
SALTINES 1 Lb. Box 29c
HONEY SUCKLE
MEAL 5 Lbs. 49c
FOLGER'S
COFFEE  1 Lb. Can 89c
HYDE PARK
DINNER ROLLS 4 Pkgs. _ $1.00
FUNNY FACE 6 1/2 OZ. SIZE
DRINK MIX 2 Pkgs. 29c
MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE 1 Lb. Bag 83c
WESSON
OIL  32-oz. 95c
JACK SPRATT CHARCOAL
5 - Lbs. Bag 39c
10 - Lb. Bag  75c
20 - Lb. Bag $1.29
FREE
PEPSI - COLA
9: A. ft TO 6 P. M.





NECKS ___ _    Lb. 10c
LEGS Lb. 69c
CUT-UP FRYERS Lb. 33c
ROASTING CHICKENS __ _  Lb. 39c
FRYER - HALVES Lb. 33c
FRYER • QUARTERS   Lb. 33c
BARBECUE
SANDWICHES 5 For $1.00



















EXTRA LEAN BONEL 5
STEW MEAT Lb. 99c
BEEF
SHORT RIBS Lb. 59c
REELFOOT
BEEF PATTIES Lb. 99c
REELFOOT (6 to Lbs )
SMOKED PICNICS Lb. 59c
REELFOOT














FRESH WATER — FROZEN
CATFISH Lb. 8k
SWIFT EMPIRE
HEN TURKEYS Lb. 4k
FRESH
PORK NECK BONES Lb. 2k
SMOKE JOWL Lb. 4k
MILLER'S COUNTRY
SLICED HAM 12-oz. Pkg. _ $1.80
BY - THE - PIECE
















12 OZ. BOX 394
Nabisco — Peanut Patties 10-oz.






Shortening 3 lb. can
Richtex 48-or- Bottle
Cooking Oil
Green Beans 5 for $1.








Allen's 303 Size Can
Shellie Beans 5 for
General
AM-FM Ra
; TO BE GIVEN AWAY WEDNESDAY JULY 5th ec8 g NO OBLIGATION REGISTER WHEN YOU
Ai VISIT OUR STORE,....,......w.
5 Cans OREO COOKIES 59
SWEET — Mary Lou 303 Size 16-oz. Nabisco 19-oz. Size Pkg.
EE I.
BASKETS OF GROCERIES
To be given away, no obligation you
win on the Wonder Treasurer Hunt
Thur. 25 Fri. 35 Sat. 40









E. W. JAMES & SONS
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE WITH THIS COUPON
DCHAUX POE CANE
A
PARK LANE OR FESTIVAL
ICE CREAM 1/2 Gallon
SWIFT'S OR TURNER'S
ICE MILK 1/2 Gallon 4k
MINUTE MAID — FROZEN
7kORANGE JUICE 16-oz. 
ALL PURPOSE
MERIT CRACKERS 29c
THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY JUNE 15th THRU
R AND ADDITIONA$7.50 PURCHASEEXCLUDING MIL'TOBACCO PROD




















FRIES  Lb. $1.29
SLICES
RAG BOLOGNA Lb. 65c
FRESH
PIG FEET Lb. 29c
MILLER'S COUNTRY
Ice4.11 C KS Lb. 49c
HAM SKINS Lb. 19c
DIXIE BRAN!)
BOLOGNA  Lb. 59c
FAT BACK Lb. 29c
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FRESH GROUND
HAMBURGER
59cLB. 1'l VSQUALITYNI I'S
END CJT
PORK CHOPS Lb. 79c
LOIN CUT
CHOPS  Lb. 99c
BREAKFAST
CHOPS  Lb. 99c
SWIFT PREMIUM —BONELESS




RIBS  Lb. 89c
LEAN - BONELESS
PORK CUTLETS Lb. 99c
SWIFT PREMIUM — BONELESS — White or Dark Meat
TURKEY ROAST 2 Lbs. ___ $3.39
BRUNDIGE
SAUSAGE Lb. 69c _ _ _ 2 Lbs. $1.38
PORK















2 LB. BAG $129
KREY CARVEMASTER BONELESS
COOKED HAM









• Solid state amplifier with
AM/FM/FM Stereo tuner
• Six speaker sound system,
front-mounted, with two 10"
woofers and four 3" tweeters





• Repeat play option
• Positive selection
• Diamond stylus
• Extension speaker and
tape jacks













E. W. JAMES — BRAND
 5k TEA 1/2 Lb. Box  59c
HYDE PARK
 4k BISCUITS 6. Cans 59c
LIGHT CRUST
 7$c PANCAKE MIX 2 Lb. Box _ 39c
 29e PURE LARD 4 Lb. 75c
SOUTHERN BELLE
IRU WEDNESDAY JUNE 21st.
LIMIT 1 COUPON
PER FAMILY










CAN 1 0 t
SCHOOL DAY 17 OZ.
SWEET PEAS
4 SEIVE 5 CANS $ 
303 SIZE
- Beans& Potatoes 
Allen's 303-Size 16-oz. Cl
Salad Bowl 
90Salad Dressing at. 4
Kraft - 
Morton's Fromm 
Meat Pies 5 for $1
$1
Allen's 303 Size 151/2-os.
Tomatoes 5 for
Sausage 4 for $1Armour — Vienna 4-oz. Can
Snowdrift
Shortening 42-oz can 890
Morton's Frozen






A YEAR SUPPLY OF REELFOOT
SLICED BACON
1 - Pound Per Week For 52 Weeks
To Be Given Away
JULY 5th
Nestea 3-oz. $1.21 Jar
Frozen French Fried -mit Scott
Potatoes 5 lb. bag I Napkins 160ct 3 for $1
NESTEA Seald Sweet Frozen




To be given away Wednesday July 5th













U 990 AND UP
PERSONAL SIZE
IVORY SOAP 4 Bars 35c
THANK YOU




BATHROOM TISSUE 4 Rolls __ 49c
KOZY KITTEN
CAT FOOD 15-oz. Can • 8 Cans for $1.00
HUNT'S
TOMATO SAUCE 8-oz. Can 7 Cans MOO
IVORY
LIQUID 32-oz.  85c
PREAM NON-DAIRY
COFFEE CREAMER 16-oz. _ _ 79c
510K ELY'S
SOUR PICKLES 22-oz. 39c
MRS. K. M. HERNDON
SORGHUM 4 Lb. Can  $1.49
MIRACLE
SALAD DRESSING Quart ____ 59c
HYDE PARK
BREAD 16-oz. Loaf 5 for _ $1.00
HOT DOGS
EACH
9 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
MU Is Site For Camp
MURRAY, Ky.-Murray State
University will be the site for
"Heart of Dixie" camps for
cheerleaders, twirlers, major-
ettes, drum majors and preci-
sion groups beginning June 25.
The camp for cheerleaders-
to include instruction for song
leaders, pep squads, drill teams,
dance teams and porn -porn
corps-is one of 15 during the
summer in nine states.
A total of 21 camps for twir-
lers, majorettes, drum majors
and precision groups are
planned during the summer in
the same states, many of them
running concurrently with the
cheerleading camps.
Both camps at Murray State
are being planned under the di-
rection of Shirley Ross, a for-
mer featured twirler with the
Ole Miss Rebel Band and now a
nationally known judge and
teacher and authority on twir-
ling.
Fees are $47 for the camp for
cheerleaders a n d $52 for the
camp for twirlers, majorettes,
drum majors and precision
groups. Both figures cover the
costs of meals, dormitory lodg-
ing and instruction.
PUBLIC SALE
Antiques - Curios - Primitives - Collectibles
JUNE 17, 1972 — 9:00 A. M. to 3:00 P. M.
Selling at the home of Mr. & Mrs. Roy Webb
Turn south off Hwy 124 between Greenfield and McKenzie,
Tenn. Crowley Road. Proceed approximately 11/2 mile to sale.
Watch for the large auction sign.
Reason for Selling, Our Collections Have
Overflowed our Storage Space
Terms: Cash or personalized check
Plenty of Shade — Lunch Available
For further Information contact —
MR. or MRS. ROY WEBB, Owners
Greenfield, Tenn., Phone 235-3392
Sale Conducted by
Ainley's Auction Service - Dukedom, Tenn,
Col. Rubert Ainley, Auctioneer: Lic. No. 6
Phone 822-3593, 472-1371 Dukedom, Tenn.
Real Estate For Sale
COUNTRY CLUB COURTS, three bedroom brick,
Air, Bath and 1j, Excellent neighborhood. VACANT.
THIRD STREET, 6 bedrooms, if needed, full
basement, a beautifu; living room and one of the
top locations in Fulton. VACANT.
LARGE OLDER HOME, Ideal for two families
or can be used as a DUPLEX, upstairs, full basement,
two beautiful fireplaces. HAS LOAN THAT CAN BE
ASSUMED BY PAYING OWNER'S EQUITY. WILL
TRADE OR CONSIDER YOUR CAR, BOAT OR WHAT
HAVE YOU IN ON DOWN PAYMENT. VACANT.
WALK OUT YOUR BACK DOOR TO ONE OF
FOUR CHURCHES. Good brick home, located on
Eddings Street. Call us for more details on this one.
TWO BEDROOM TRAILER, located in Chap
Taylor's Traller Park. Completely furnished Including
dishes and Television. This is a 12 by 50 ingt one
year old. Ideal for anyone needing instant living
with everything included.
C.WICK SMITH, REAL ESTATE BROKER
Night or day — 472-1292
KNOW HOW AND HUSTLE SOLVES
MOST REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS!
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GRAVE MARKERS- These two giant cedars grow in Hornbeak
Cemetery, one at either end of the grave of an Indian child. The
child died about 1900 while traveling the old Hornbeak-Troy road
with its family. The parents later returned and planted the two
trees to mark the burial spot.
By HAROLD J. NORRID
Early this spring, near tornadic winds struck parts of Obion
County. The damage I heard about from the storm winds at that time
included some 10 to 15 old cedar trees which were blown down in the
Hornbeak Cemetery.
Like most Obion Countians. I didn't think too much about that
particular incident: Citizens of Hornbeak, however, were concerned
about two particular cedar trees in tile cemetery -and therein is our
story crying and asking for help for her
There is an Indian grave in the sick baby. Mrs. Hornbeak was
Hornbeak Cemetery that I had touched and furnished the Indian
never heard of before a few days family with milk and other
ago when Bruce Cashon, who needed items, including a pillow
owns land nearby, told me about for the baby to lie on
it. He suggested that I contact This continued until several
Miss Johnnie Hornbeak of Union days later when the Indian father
City who, he said, could give me of the baby appeared at the
all the details Here is the story Hornbeak home and told the
as it was related to me by Miss liornbeaks the infant had died.
Hornbeak. He asked their permission to
Around 1900, the Hornbeak bury the child on the Hornbeak
family lived on the Hornbeak- farmland, on which the family
Troy road. Miss Hornbeak's had camped
father operated -a- business The plight of the Indians had
establishment in the town. The been discussed in the town and.
old road is located somewhat east instead of burying the child on the
of the present blacktop road now farm, the citizens of Hornbeak
connecting the two towns and suggested that the child be buried
Miss Hornbeak relates that it was in the Hornbeak Town Cemetery
a quite heavily traveled road in This was done.
those days. Miss Hornbeak relates that the
Traveling in our part of the Indian family returned to visit
world in 1900 was a slow thing and the tiny grave several times.
many travelers, especially those Once, in the spring when peach
who were going long distances, trees were blooming. Miss
commonly pitched camp by the Hornbeak's younger brother and
roadside when nightfall came. sister had decorated the grave
One day. an Indian woman with peach blossoms and per-
came to the Hornbeak home, suaded her to go and look While
at the site, the Inman parents
arrived and were very moved by
this act of kindness by the Horn-
beak children. During this visit.
the Indians planted two 'small
cedar trees, one at each end of
the tiny grave, as a memorial to
their dead child.
It was thosn two cedars that
people in Hornbeak worried
about after the storm went
through the area. The two trees,
now very large cedars, survived
that storm as they have other
storms since being set out some
70 years ago.
One of the other cedars which
did not survive the storm,
provided a sort of curiosity. When
the stump was sawed off near the
ground, it was found that par-
ticular cedar had grown around
an approximately six-inch wide
concrete curb bordering a
cemetery plot. It is not easy to
figure out how this managed to
happen -- but it did
AUCTIONEERS and
B. N. LeDuke & Son, REAL ESTATE BROKERS
INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRlNDS 
TO ANOTHER
Public Sale
OF VALUABLE REAL ESTATE
and 24 Head of Purebred Angus Cattle
94 — Acre Farm — 94
Located on the Brewer Road, 2 miles north of Reelfoot Creek, 51 2 miles south of
 Hickman,
Ky., 72 miles northwest of Union City, Tenn. 31,:i miles south of Barnett's 
Grocery, 4 miles
northwest of L. C. Vaught Grocery at Crystal. Selling on tlie premises.
Saturday, June 17, 1972
SALE TIME 10 A.M. — RAIN OR SHINE — LUNCH AVAILABLE
This fine livestock farm consisting of 94 acres (more or less) has good house and 2
 barns.
All under good Red Brand wire fence (hog proof). The black top highway 
(Brewer road)
separates the farm.
Tract No. I - Consisting of house and barn and 17 acres (more or less) are 
fenced and
located on school bus and mail route.
Tract No. 2 - Consisting of n acres (more or less) with barn, running water (year around)
all under real fence (hog proof).
90 acres are cleared with 53 acres sown down in Fescue, Jap and 
clover. A real pasture.
THIS FARM WILL BE SOLD IN 2 TRACTS, THEN OFFERED AS A 
WHOLE. YOU MAY PUR-
CHASE EITHER TRACT OR THE ENTIRE FARM. The buyer will 
receive $300 rent check -
8400 grain program checl- $210 cotton program check and 
will also receive crop rent
check of soya beans. ALSO SELLING 24 PURE BRED ANGUS CATTLE
These fine pure bred Angus consisting of 12 co
ws with 12
calves by side (extra good). They are tested, dean
 and can be
carried anywhere. Come and purchase some of the 
best WHILE
STOCK PRICES ARE HIGH, WOULDN'T IT BE WISE TO
 PURCHASE
THIS FINE LIVESTOCK FARM? REMEMBER, IT IS 
UNDER HOG-
PROOF FENCE.
You and your friends are cordially invited to come and look over 
this fine farm and choice Angus cattle any
tit. before day of sale Pen any additional information, ploase
 contact Mr. Chester (Buck) Craddock, owner,
R. 2, Hickmon, Ky., phone 236-24152, or B. N. LeDuke and Son. 
Auctioneers and Real ENate Brokers, phort•
253-6526 or 253-7616, TiptenvIlle, Tennessee.
TERMS OF SALE - Cash on livestock - 10% on farm 
on day of sale - balance within
30 days or upon transfer of deed. PLEASE REMEMBE
R! IT IS NOT WHAT YOU BUY, IT IS
WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY THAT COUNTSI 
We sincerely hope to have you
in our crowd Saturday June 17, at this big sale.
WE ARE NOT PIESPONSIBlE IN CASE OP ACCIDENTS
Chester (Buck) C raddock, Owner
ROUTE 2 -- HICKMAN, KY.
AUCTIONEERS IL REAL ESTATE
BROKERS License Na. 45 & 46
TIPTONVILLE. TENNESSEE - "Our Service Doesn't Cost - I
t Pays"
Awards Judge
'rhe National Council of
Teachers of English announces
the appointment of Mrs. Mildred
Y. Payne of The University of
Tennessee at Martin, as a




competition, now in its fifteenth
year, cites high school seniors for
excellence in English and
recommends them to colleges
and universities for admission
and financial aid.
The NCTE also honors teachers
and schools that have par-
ticipated in the training of these




by Snider of Fulton City High
School has announced the selec-
tion of the school's students who
have been chosen as members
of The Society of Outstanding
American High School Students,
the country's leading high school
honorary.
The students are Anita Cash,
Mike Morgan, Mark Owens, Bob
Engel, and Kent Smith, mem-
bers of the 1972 graduating
class, and David Thompson and
Gigi Brock, 1973 class members.
Given 40-Year Term
In Murder Of Mother
By BILL KING
Brushing aside a plea of insanity, a 12-man Obion County
Circuit Court jury Thursday afternoon returned a verdict of first
degree murder against an Obion County man indicted on a
Jiarge of slaying his mother.
The jury then recommended that Leslie 'Bud' Covey. 46, be
confined to the state penitentiary for a period of 40 years and one
day. The sentence was formally pronounced by Judge Phil
Harris.
Defense attorneys Bruce Conley and John Warner asked for
and were granted 30days in which to prepare a motion for a new
trial.
The jury's verdict climaxed a series of events which began the
morning of Jan. 10, 1972 when Covey, his mother, Mrs. Gladys
Stegall Covey Collis, 68. and his stepfather, Malcolm A. Collis,
86, residents of the Old Rives Road, awakened and Mrs Canis
prepared breakfast.
The morning activities were routine -- Mrs Callis was con-
cerned with her housework and Covey, her son by a previous
marriage, performed chores around the farm.
When dinnertime arrived, Covey was not present and Mr and
Mrs. Callis sat down to their meal in the kitchen.
Then Covey entered the house, walked through an adjoining
room to the kitchen and stood at the kitchen door. Mr. Collis
looked up and saw a 38 caliber pistol in Covey's hand. The gun
discharged four times. Mrs. Callis fell, struck three times and
mortally wounded. Mr. Collis was bleecFng from a single gun-
shot wound in the arm.
Testifying at the trial Thursday, Mr. Callis said Covey did not
utter a word during the bloody outburst
After the shooting. Covey got a towel and wrapped it around
his stepfather's arm. He then led the elderly man into another
room and telephoned Obion County Sheriff T.C. McCullough.
told him there were two people shot and asked the sheriff to call
a doctor.
A short time later, Mr. Callis was undergoing treatment for
his wound, which was not to prove serious, and Covey was being
questioned by Sheriff McCullough and Jack Charlton, agent for
the Tennessee Bureau of Criminal Identification.
"I don't know why I did it," Covey said, according to
testimony' by Sheriff McCullough.
"He said he got his gun to show it to them," testified Mr.
Charlton
Covey did not take the stand in his own defen,n.
Testimony in the case showed that Covey had live times been
a mental patient at Western State Hospital in Bolivar. But a
member of the staff at Central State Psychiatric Hospital at
Nashville, where Covey was sent for psychiatric evaluation a
few weeks after the shooting, testified the hospital staff found
him sane and capable of advising with counsel in his own
defense.
District Attorney' General Fleming Hodges, in his closing
arguments, insisted on a first degree murder conviction
although he did not press for the death penalty.








ther in white) black
and brown. lift" and
2" widths. 28 to 42.
shooting but pointed to Covey's unhappy history as evidence of
insanity.
The case went to the Jury at 4:30 p.m. and the verdict came 30
minutes later. Covey greeted the verdict stoically and displayed
no emotion as he faced the judge and jury and heard his sen-
tence pronounced.
Judge Harris, following the sentencing, revealed that
the defense attorneys, Mr. Conley and Mr. Warner, had
been appointed by the court ana served without pay.
"There has been so much bad publicity about the legal
profession, about the failure to adequately defend the rights of
those accused of crimes, that I want to place in this record my
appreciation of what these two lawyers have done,"
Sunday, June 18th . . . the day
to make dad, KING FOR A











• Palatable and Nutritious
• Safe and Easy to Feed
• Convenient and Economical
•SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
"Put an end to pesky horn and lace flies and at
the same time let your cattle pick up extra daily
gains of up to 2/3 lb. per head per day."
Order a supply of STOCKADE Fly Control now.
Browder Milling Co.; Inc.
Fulton. Ky. Dial 472-1300








Regular or tapered styles in
stripes, solids and novelty prints.
65% Dacron* polyester-35% cot-
ton fabric is so easy to care for
. . . never needs ironing. long
point and spread collars . . . short
sleeves. White, blue, gold and












made of quality ma-
terials for good fit






values to $3.99 Now
Tapered styles with spread
or long point collars. 65% Da-
cron* polyester - 35% cotton
fabric needs no ironing. Solid
colors or novelty patterns







Solids, stripes and novelty




100% polyester double knit slacks at
on unbelievable price Choose from
towed and flare leg styles in solids,
small designs and novelty textures.
Contin•rital styles Of convientionot
styles with wide beit loops. Weoftrn
and dress style pockets Ban-roll
waistband. Navy, brown, green, ton.
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Ibl• knit slacks oi
Choosia horn





:r2°wn' 4g"..•n. ton,O to 2
101W. State Lhie
I. MOS w PS. 4764141
(Pakshirr Parr
Mobile Home Sales
nma East Reelfoot Ave.
Union City, Tommie*
Bettor Homes • Better Prices
Batter Service
prusurirArAgamorAri
- Free Delivery S
- Free Set-Up
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ON PRGET EVERY ME
BIDAUTTFUL black male toy "How to earn at home as a
'poodle, housebroken and has commission mailer and ad-
had all shots. $5500 Ann Cov- dresser. 'Rash 25c with selfad-
ington, 479-2229, dressed, stamped envelope for
details." Specialty Services
Itearr elcha4rt crutches P. 0. Box 1080C16 'Peoria,
aad other rooyaleseent, aids at 61601.
CM SUPER DRUG 400 Lake
Ram Kg,
SARFNG HAS SPIR1U0G! The
weather's great - so get out of
the house, start earning money
as Ian Avon Representative.
Discover how easy it is to sell
Avon products to friendly peo-
ple. Call: 8136.3706 or write-
Mrs. Margaret Taylor, Box
1022, Paducah, Ky. 42001
FUR SALE: FA'RMALL A
with cultivators $660.00. Phone
479-2570.
"LOSE UP TO 4 INCHES FN
90 MINUTES Secret formula
used for years in expensive sa-
lons available for home use.
Really works. Instructions $4.05.
LOSE 5-10-35 pounds or more
Fast with amazing, satisfying
Delta Diet. $3.00 Money back
guarantee. Both - Complete
Program $7.00."
Specialty Services P. 0. Box




I Wheels Balanced 1•
WHEELS ALIGNED
DRAPERIES MADE FREE
when you purchase your ma-
terial from our wide selection
of choice patterns, colors and
weaves. P. N. Hirsch & Com-
pany, South Fulton.
FOR SALE: Tiny Toy male
poodle; only one left. Extra.
small. Ann Covington, 479-2229.
SALESMAN OR
SAL ESWOMAN
I am looking for 2 Men or
women who want to earn $120.00
to $150.00 per week now with
opportunity for excellent fu-
ture. Must have car and pleas-
ant personality. This is not just
an ordinary job. Send short




Parents of young children have
been urged to be especially
aware of dog tick bites and
warned to take precautions
themselves when removing the
ticks during the summer months.
"The summer months are
when most children are around
dogs and the most likely time for
the ticks to bite them," Dr. David
L Freeman, assistant state
epidemiologist, said.
"A Memphis hospital has
reported one case of Rocky
Mountain Spotted Fever
already," he said.
There were three deaths
City Tire co. reported in the state last year
from Rocky Mountain Spotted
Fever. A total of 33 cases were
reported. Of these. 24 were
persons under 20 years of age. In
1970 there were 22 cases reported
with two deaths.
"It is Imperative that parents
l'eporf the•MMoskre to- (Kittle
attending physicians if the child
shows symptoms of the disease,"
Freeman noted. He listed the
symptoms as severe headache,
fever to 104 degrees. muscle
aches arid a rash which typically
begin on the wrists, palms and
ankles and then spreads to other
parts of the body. "This disease
ioust be treated quickly or death
call result," Freeman said.
Parents were urged to check
children arid dogs daily for ticks
during the summer months.
Particular attention should be
paid to the child's scalp area.
"Once.the tick is found either
on the dog or child, it should be
removed with tweezers. It is
important that the body of the
tick not be squeezed so that the
internal matter be exposed either
to the child or person removing
the tick," he said.
Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever
is caused by a micro-organism
which lives in the tick and is
transmitted to humans by the
bite or when the tick is crushed.(r)akehirr V[art The route of infection is through
'abrasions or cuts in the skin or
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Yardley Cologne
For Men Onl  1.99
Onyx For Men
After Shave Cologne. $8.00 Value 2.99
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Faberge For Men
$6.00 List  Onl 3.95
5-Pc. Set Oriental Jade n
Set For Men L.77
Nine Flags Cologne 2• 99For Men List $6.00 
ZEBCO Rod & Reel Set 4.99
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New Book About Stamps
On Sale At Post Office
"Stamps and Stories, The Ex-
citing Saga of U.S. History Told
In Stamps," has been published
by the United States Postal Serv-
ice and is on sale at all post of-
fices here and other first class
post offices in the area.
Postmaster James Clark said
this is the first U.S. Postal Serv-
ice book to fully illustrate U.S.
stamps In color and to list the
values on each issue from 1847
through mid-1972. The book was
prepared by the editors of Scott
Publishing Co., the nation 's
oldest printer of stamp catalogs.
"While pertinent philatelic in-
formation such as Scott identi-
fication numbers is included, the
book extends far beyond the
range of a catalog. 'Stamps and
Stories. . contains illustrated
stories covering many-highlights
in history that have been por-
trayed on stamps," Postmaster
Clark said.
The history as told by the
stamp itself has been expanded
by the book text to provide in-
sights into the person or event
portrayed. There are 114 stones
to augment the stamp. About 2,-
000 stamps are reproduced.
As in no other U.S. Postal
Service publication, the book
points up the American heritage
and should enhance the fascina-
tion of stamp collecting.
One chapter is titled "How to
Be A Happy Stamp Collector."
There is a glossary of philatelic
terms, for those who are not
quite sure what "tetebeche" or
"laid paper" means.
Stamps issued by the Confed-
erate States of America are re-
produced as are those of the
United Nations and a sampling
of stamps from many countries.
The book has 224 pages is
pocket size 41/2 by 71/2 inches.
It's available in a paperback
edition for $2.
A cloth-bound book in the
same size also is available in a
limited number of post offices
which have philatelic operations
and from the Philatelic Sales
Unit, Washington, D.C. 20036.
The price is $5.95 plus 50 cents




• MURRAY, Ky.-"The Impact
of Murray State University on
the Jackson Purchase" will be
discussed by Dr. Robert L.
Burke at the summer meeting
of the Jackson Purchase His-
torical Society in the Murray
State Student Union Ballroom
June 17 at 630 p.m.
Robert B. Ligon, Mayfield,
businessman and president of
the Historians, said the dinner
meeting will be in honor of the
Fiftieth Anniversary of Murray
State. Dr. Burke, associate pro-
fessor of History at MSU, has




Mrs. Marie Wright, city judge
for South Fulton, is scheduled to
participate in a one-day
workshop for Tennessee city
judges and city recorders to be
offered June 72 at the Jackson
Community College, sponsored
by the University of Tennessee
Institute for Public Service,
through its Center for Govern-
ment Traininv
No Rate Change
The TVA Board of Direc-
tors has conducted its quar-
terly review of the agency's
power program finances and
has determined that no rate
adjustment will be necessary
for the July-September quarter.
The quarterly review of
power revenues and costs, to
Indicate whether a change in
rates is necessary, is designed
to make it possible to hold
electric rates to the lowest
levels that will sustain a fin-
ancially sound operation.
The buffet-banquet will be
held in the Harry Lee Waterfield Ad, leas
Student Union Building. Dr
Ray Mofield, chairman of the
Communications Department at
MSU, will be installed as the
new president of the Jackson
Purchase Historical Society. Dr.
L. J. Martin, director of Jour-
nalism, will conduct the instal-
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SHOPPER 5,377 plus NEWS 1600
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lation of the new president. Miss
Margaret Heath, Benton, has
been reelected secretary-treas-
urer.
In "saluting Murray State on
its fiftieth anniversary," the
society members will have the
opportunity of seeing an exhibit
of photographs and historical
materials depicting the growth
of the university. M. C. Gar-
rott, director of public relations,
will have charge of this exhibit
Plans for the annual" fall bus
tour will be outlined by Dr.
Hunter Hancock, chairman of
the Department of Biological
Sciences.
The membership of the So-
ciety Includes more than a hurl/
died persons from Calloway,
Marshall, McCracken, Graves,








At first glance, Mr. Harrison's
will seemed plain enough. It left
his entire estate to his "children,"
a word that obviously included
his own three daughters. But did
it also include his stepdaughter,
the child of his second wife?
After a court hearing, the judge
decided that the stepdaughter was
just out of luck. He said the word
"children" did not include step-
children unless the will expressly
or impliedly said so.
This ruling illustrates that even
today, in traditional areas of the
law, our Cinderellas may still be
,Ire4ted like under-privileged mem-
bers of the family.
"Although it may appear un-
just," commented one court, "we
must take the law as we find it."
This applies not only to the
right of inheritance but also to
the right of support. In most
states, the mere fact that a step
child joins the family circle does
not impose upon the stepfather
any legal obligation to pay the
upkeep.
As a practical matter, however,
stepfathers generally do support
their stepchildren-and may, of
course, go through a formal adop-
tion ceremony.
Furthermore, especially in the
newer fields of law, them, is a
growing tendency-sometimes by
specific statutory enactment-to
place stepchildren on an equal




























CITY LIMITS, HIGHWAY 51 NORTH
JUNE 24, 1972





gliensral Chairman - Robby illgroley
Judea Jack Warren, Spring MU, TOM
Announcer Jimmy
Organist - Mrs. L. C. Logan, Fulton, Ky.
Veterinarian - Drs. Creswell end Davis, Union City
Farrier - J. C. Bynum, Benton, Ky.
- Small, Benton, Ky.
Rine Master - Raymond Stalling, Fulton, Ky.
ES (Trophies, Prises and Ribbons)
lit Did fed 4th 5th Ent
Fee
1. Two Year Old Walking Maros  TR&R a
$40.00 $30.00 $20.00 $10.00 $ 5.00 5.00
2. Pony Class (Fulton and adjoining Counties) TES R
No Set Tails, Pony 48" and under. $10.00 $ 7.50 3.50 $ 2.50 $1.50 2.03
Rider 12 yrs, and under.
3. Pleasure Walking Class, No Set Tails, Boots or Pack (p•rmitted)TR&R
English Equipment Only.
4. Two Year Old Walking Stallions & Geldings TR&R
$10.00 7.50 $5.00 $ 2.50 3.00
$40.00 $30.00 $20.00 $10.00 $ 5.00 5.00
S. Fine Harness Pony Class  TR&R $301200
$20.00 $10.00 $ 5.00 S.
6. Country Pleasure (Fulton and adjoining Counties)
Western or English Equipment, No Set Tails. 
. . .. TR&R 
$10.00 $ 7.95 $ 5.00 $ 3.50 $1.50 200
7. Juvenile Class Walking Mares or Geldings TR&R
To be ridden by 111 yr. olds or under. $40.00 $30.00 $20.00 $10.00 $ 5.00 5.00
O. Ladies Class (19 years or over) Amateurs riding TRAP
Walking Horses, Mare or Gelding Only. $40.00 $30.00 $20.00 510.00 $ 5.00 5.00
9. 3-Viper-Old WaJleing Horse
$40.00
$30700
$30.00 $20.00 $10.00 $ 5.00 5.00
10. Men's Amateur Walking Class, Entries In this Class NM TEAR
Eligible for Class 13. To be shown by amateur riders only. $
aitoo $30700
$20.00 $10.00 $ 5.00 500
11. Roadster Pony SO" and Under Stable Colors  TR&R 
$
e $30B00
$20.00 $10.00 $ 5.00 500
12. 4-Year-Old Walking Horse  TR&R
$40.00 $30.00 $20.00 $10.00 $ 5 00 $00
TRAP
13. Open Walking Class  $75.00 $50.00 $30.00 $20.00 $10.00 a SO
HEALTH CERT1nCATE REQUIRED FOR OUT OF STATE HORSF.S
A factory worker was killed in
an industrial accident. When his
family put in a claim for work-
men's compensation, the company
readily agreed to pay the victim's
widow and young son. But it re-
fused to pay anything to his step-
daughter, even though she had
been living for years as a regular
member of the family.
However, when the matter was
tested in court, the judge took
note of the humanitarian purpose
of the modern workmen's com-
pensation system.
"Compensation is not inheri-
tance," he said. "Its purpose is to
give relief to dependents of one
killed in industry."
Thereupon the court ordered
the company to pay a full share
of compensation to the step-
daughter, since she I) did indeed
need relief and 2) was indeed a
dependent.
An American Bar Association





A. Beach says strip mining in
Eastem Kentucky is on a
two-year probation. He told
the annual Coal Conference in
Lexington that the 1979
General Assembly could take
the matter out of our hands,"
if there is not a "marked
improvement" in the next two
years.
Wendell Ford
announced a joint agreement
among Kentucky, Indiana and
the federal government to
build a highway bndge over
Markland Darn on the Ohio
River near Warsaw. The U.S.
government will be responsible
for construction while the two
states finance approach roads













COME AS U AR
7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Git - n' - Go







WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES






GM CHARCOAL Quart Can _ 39c
=JOY
ININ FROZEN














COME IN NOW AND REGISTI1







Bath Size Bar _ 10c CHUCK STEAK Lb. Ilk AMICK
SALAD BOWL MINUTE











MORTON SLICED SMOKED STREAK 00I SAMS SIMMS
DIAMOND MISS LIBERTY SANDWICH 
ARMOUR SKINLESS PORK L0111
FOIL 4 - 25' Rolls $1.00 BREAD 3 - 24-oz. Loaves $1.00 FRANKS 12-oz. Pkg. --- Sig I BOUT















cans 890 Large 3 doz. $1 Wholeor lb.19t
Mponetie 3 2silz/e2 s1 STEAKOUCHES
MOKS3000:30:369:%S:SComisle
 'COW 














BACKS & NECKS Lb. 13c am
LIVER Lb. 89c GIZZARDS Lb. at
0.11.•••
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
Swiss  lb. 8 90ARM
L & M 
MARGARINE I FRESH LIBERTY
in PEANUT BUTTER 12-oz. Jar 39c PARKAY 1 Lb. Pkg. 3 For $1.00 PORK CUTLETS Lb. 79c PIMENTO & CHEESE ___ Lb. ft an
Ian TOTEM 
TOP KICK COUNTRY STYLE OLD FASHIONED


























NECK BONES Lb. 25c
TRADEWINDS FRESH






















:: .CAICE MIX 4 -19-oz. Pkga. 79c
Save 41c
With This Coupon and $5.00 Additional Pur-
chase. Tob. & Dairy Products Excluded.
Void After June 20, 1972
LIBERTY COUPON
Giant
CHEER 49-oz. Size 69c
, With this coupon no other
• purchase necessary.




With this Coupon and v.00 additional pur-
chase Tob. & Dairy Products Excluded.
Void After Juno 20, 1972
ADAMS FROZEN ORANGE
JUICE














POLE BEANS  
CALIFORNIA
HOME GROWN




RED PLUMS  _ _ Lb. 39c  GNI
SUNKIST
LEMONS Dozen -__ 35c jr7li
LIBERTY COUPON
Pillsbury
FLOUR 5 lb. bag 39c
Save 36c
With this coupon no other pur-
chase necessary.




DOWNY 64-oz. Size 99c
Save 50c
With this coupon nc other
purchase necessary.
Void After Juno 20
LIBERTY COUPON
Top
JOB 28-oz. Size 49c
Save 26c
With this coupon no othor
purchase necessary.
Void After June 20
LIBERTY COUPON
Bath
SAFEGUARD 2 Bars 29c
Save 25c
With this coupon no other
purchase necessary.
Void After June 20
LIBERTY COUPON
Instant
NESTEA 3-oz. Size 89c
,Bave 50c
With this coupon no other
purchase necessary.




IISU Is Site For Camp
MURRAY, Ky.-Murray State
University will be the site for
"Heart of Dixie" camps for
cheerleaders, twirlers, major-
ettes, drum majors and preci-
sion groups beginning June 25.
The camp for cheerleaders-
to include instruction for song
leaders, pep squads, drill teams,
dance teams and porn -porn
corps-is one of 15 during the
summer in nine states.
A total of 21 camps for twir-
lers, majorettes, drum majors
and precision groups are
planned during the summer in
the same states, many of them
running concurrently with the
cheerleading camps.
Both camps at Murray State
are being planned under the di-
rection of Shirley Ross, a for-
mer featured twirler with the
Ole Miss Rebel Band and now a
nationally known judge and
teacher and authority on twir-
ling.
Fees are $47 for the camp for
cheerleaders a n d $52 for the
camp for twirlers, majorettes,
drum majors and precision
groups. Both figures cover the
costs of meals, dormitory lodg-
ing and instruction.
PUBLIC SALE
Antiques - Curios - Primitives - Collectibles
JUNE 17, 1972 — 9:00 A. M. to 3:00 P. M.
Selling at the home of Mr. & Mrs. Roy Webb
Turn south off Hwy 124 between Greenfield and McKenzie,
Tenn. Crowley Road., Proceed approximately 1V2 mil* to sale.
Watch for this large auction sign.
Reason for Selling, Our Collections Have
Overflowed our Storage Space
Terms: Cash or personalized check
Plenty of Shade — Lunch Available
For further information contact —
MR. or MRS. ROY WEBB, Owners
Greenfield, Tenn., Phone 235-3392
Sale Conducted by
Ainley's Auction Service - Dukedom, Tenn.
Col. Ruben t Ainley, Auctioneer: Lic. No. 6
Phone 822-3593, 472-1371 Dukedom, Tenn..
Real Estate For Sale
COUNTRY CLUB COURTS, three bedroom brick,
Air, Bath and Excellent neighborhood. VACANT.
THIRD STREET, 6 bedrooms, if needed, full
basement, a beautiful living room and one of the
top locations in Fulton. VACANT.
LARGE OLDER HOME, Ideal for two families
or can be used as a DUPLEX, upstairs, full basement,
two beautiful fireplaces. HAS LOAN THAT CAN BE
ASSUMED BY PAYING OWNER'S EQUITY. WILL
TRADE OR CONSIDER YOUR CAR, BOAT OR WHAT
HAVE YOU IN ON DOWN PAYMENT. VACANT.
WALK OUT YOUR BACK DOOR TO ONE OF
FOUR CHURCHES. Good brick home, located on
Eddings Street. Call us for more details on this one.
TWO BEDROOM TRAILER, located in Chap
Taylor's Trailer Park. Completely furnished including
dishes and Television. This is a 12 by 50 unit one
year old. Ideal for anyone needing instant living
with everything included.
C.WICK SMITH, REAL ESTATE BROKER
Night or day — 472-1292
KNOW HOW AND HUSTLE SOLVES
MOST REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS!
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, June 15, 1972 Page 6
revs **At
• el.
GRAVE MARKERS- These two giant cedars grow in Hornbeak
Cemetery, one at either end of the grave of an Indian child. The
child died about 1900 while traveling the old Hornbeak-Troy road
with its family. The parents later returned and planted the two
trees to mark the burial spot.
Trees Mark Gravesite
Of Tiny Indian Babe
By HAROI.D J. NORRID
Early this spring, near tornadic winds struck parts of Obion
County. The damage I heard about from the storm winds at that time
included some 10 to 15 old cedar trees which were blown down in the
Hornbeak Cemetery.
Like most Obion Countians, I didn't think too much about that
particular incident: Citizens of Hornbeak, however, were concerned
about two particular cedar trees an the cemetery --and therein is our
story.
There is an Indian grave in the
Hornbeak Cemetery that I had
never heard of before a few days
ago when Bruce Cashon, who
owns land nearby, told me about
it. He suggested that I contact
Miss Johnnie Hornbeak of Union
City who, he said, could give me
all the details. Here is the story
as it was related to me by Miss
Hornbeak.
Around 1900, the Hornbeak
family lived on the Hornbeak
Troy road. Miss Hornbeak's
father operated a business
establishment in the town. The
old road is located somewhat east
of the present blacktop road now
connecting the two towns and
Miss Hornbeak relates that it was
a quite heavily traveled road in
those days.
Traveling in our part of the
world in 1900 was a slow thing and
many travelers, especially those
who were going long distances,
commonly pitched camp by the
roadside when nightfall came.
One day. an Indian woman
came to the Hornbeak home,
B. N. LeDuke &
AUCTIONEERS and
Son, REAL ESTATE BROKERS 4"-‘
INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRtaNDS 
TO ANOTHER
Public Sale
OF VALUABLE REAL ESTATE
and 24 Head of Purebred Angus Cattle
94 — Acre Farm — 94
Located on the Brewer Road, 2 miles north of Reelfoot Creek, 51 2 miles south of 
Hickman,
Ky., !2 miles northwest of Union City, Tenn. 31,•• miles south of Barnett's 
Grocery, 4 miles
northwest of L C. Vaught Grocery at Crystal. Selling on the premises.
Saturday, June 17, 1972
SASS TM 15 A.M. — RAIN OR SHINE — LUNCH AVAILABLE
Illmia Elm Ilvasiadi form consisting of 94 acres (more or less) has good house and
 2 barns.
rarador good Red Brand wire fence (hog proof). The black top highway 
(Brewer road)
aapalmass the %nu.
kart Ilia 1 — Coneistiag of house and barn and 17 acres (more or less) are fe
nced and
WOW ea wheal bus and mail route.
Two Ns. 2 — Coneisting of 77 acres (more or less) with barn, running water (yea
r around)
amir seal fence (hog proof).
OR aim are doonal with 53 acres sown down in Fescue, Jap and 
clover. A real pasture.
MIS MAAS WILL BE SOLD IN 2 TRACTS, THEN OFFERED AS A 
WHOLE. YOU MAY PUR-
CHASE EITHER TRACT OR THE ENTIRE FARM. The buyer will recei
ve $300 rent check —
$400 groin program chea--  $210 cotton program check and will 
also receive crop rent
chock al soya boons. ALSO SELLING 24 PURE BRED ANGUS CATTLE
These fine pure bred Angus consisting of 12 cows with 12
calves by side (extra good). They are tested, dean and can be
carried anywhere. Come and purchase some of the best WHILE
STOCK PRICES ARE HIGH, WOULDN'T IT BE WISE TO PURCHASE
THIS FINE LIVESTOCK FARM? REMEMBER, IT IS UNDER 
HOG-
PROOF FENCE.
You end your friends are cordially Invited to came and 
look over this fine farm and choice Angus cattle any
Haw before day of wile Per ony additional information,
 please contact Mr. Chester (Ruck) Crorldock, 
owner,
2, Ifkkwan, Ky., phone 236-2651, or B N. LeDulc• an
d Son, Auctioneers and Real Estate Brokers, plum*
2534526 or 253-7646, Tiptern41Ie, Tennessee.
TERMS OF SALE — Cash on livestock — 10`,'10 on farm o
n day of sale — balance within
30 days or upon transfer of deed. PLEASE REMEMBER! 
IT IS NOT WHAT YOU BUY, IT IS
WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY THAT COUNTS! 
We sincerely hope to have you
in our crowd Saturday June 17, at this big sale.
WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE IN CASE OP ACODENTS
Chester (Buck) C raddock, Owner
ROUTE 2   HICKMAN, KY
B. N. LeDuke & Son,
AUCTIONEERS & REAL ESTATE
BROKERS License No. 45 & 46
TIPTONVILLE. TENNESSEE — "Our Service Doesn't Cost — It Pays"
crying and asking for help for her
sick baby. Mrs. Hornbeak was
touched and furnished the Indian
family with milk and other
needed items, including a pillow
for the baby to lie on.
This continued until several
days later when the Indian father
of the baby appeared at the
Hornbeak home and told the
Hornbeaks the infant had died.
He asked their permission to
bury the child on the Hornbeak
farmland, on which the family
had camped.
The plight of the Indians had
been discussed in the town and.
instead of burying the child on the
Farm. the citizens of Hornbeak
suggested that the child be buried
in the Hornbeak Town Cemetery.
This was done.
Miss Hornbeak relates that the
Indian family returned to visit
the tiny grave several times.
Once, in the spring when peach
trees were blooming, Miss
liornbeak's younger brother and
sister had decorated the grave
with peach blossoms and per-
suaded her to go and look While
at the site, the hunan parents
arrived and were very moved by
this act of kindness by the Horn-
beak children. During this visit.
the Indians planted two 'small
cedar trees, one at each end of
the tiny grave, as a memorial to
their dead child.
It was those two cedars that
people in Hornbeak worried
about after the storm went
through the area. The two trees,
now very large cedars, survived
that storm as they have other
storms since being set out some
70 years ago.
One of the other cedars which
did not survive the storm,
provided a sort of curiosity. When
the stump was sawed off near the
ground, it was found that par-
ticular cedar had grown around
an approximately six-inch wide
concrete curb bordering a
cemetery plot. It is not easy to
figure out how this managed to
happen -- but it did
Awards Judge
The National Council of
Teachers of English announces
the appointment of Mrs. Mildred
Y. Payne of The University of
Tennessee at Martin, as a




competition, now in its fifteenth
year, cites high school seniors for
excellence in English and
recommends them to colleges
and universities for admission
and financial aid
The NCTE also honors teachers
and schools that have par-
ticipated in the training of these




by Snider of Fulton City High
School has announced the selec-
tion of the school's students who
have been chosen as members
of The Society of Outstanding
American High School Students,
the country's leading high school
honorary.
The students are Anita Cash,
Mike Morgan, Mark Owens, Bob
Engel, and Kent Smith. mem-
bers of t h e 1972' graduating
class, and David Thompson and
Gigi Brock, 1973 class members.
Given 40-Year Term
In Murder Of Mother
By BILL KING
Brushing aside a plea of insanity, a 12-man Obion County
Circuit Court jury Thursday afternoon returned a verdict of first
degree murder against an Obion County man indicted on a
diarge of slaying his mother.
The jury then recommended that Leslie 'Bud' Covey, 46. be
confined to the state penitentiary for a period of 40 years and one
day. The sentence was formally pronounced by Judge Phil
Harris.
Defense attorneys Bruce Conley and John Warner asked for
and were granted 30 days in which to prepare a motion for a new
trial.
The jury's verdict climaxed a series of events which began the
morning of Jan. 10. 1972 when Covey, his mother, Mrs. Gladys
Stegall Covey Callis, 68, and his stepfather, Malcolm A. Callis.
86, residents of the Old Rives Road, awakened and Mrs Callis
prepared breakfast.
The morning activities were routine -- Mrs Collis was con-
cerned with her housework and Covey, her son by a previous
marriage, performed chores around the farm.
When dinnertime arrived, Covey was not present and Mr and
Mrs. Canis sat clown to their meal in the kitchen.
Then Covey entered the house, walked through an adjoining
room to the kitchen and stood at the kitchen door. Mr. Callis
looked up and saw a 38 caliber pistol in Covey's hand. The gun
discharged four times. Mrs. Canis fell, struck three times and
mortally wounded. Mr. Callis was bleeding from a single gun-
shot wound in the arm.
Testifying at the trial Thursday. Mr. Collis said Covey did not
utter a word during the bloody outburst.
After the shooting. Covey got a towel and wrapped it around
his stepfather's arm. He then led the elderly man into another
room and telephoned Obion County Sheriff T.C. McCullough.
told him there were two people shot and asked the sheriff to call
a doctor.
A short time later, Mr. Callis was undergoing treatment for
his wound, which was not to prove serious, and Covey was being
questioned by Sheriff McCullough and Jack Charlton, agent for
the Tennessee Bureau of Criminal Identification.
"I don't know why I did it," Covey said, according to
testimony by Sheriff McCullough.
"He said he got his gun to show it to them," testified Mr.
Charlton
Covey did not take the stand in his own defense.
Testimony in the case showed that Covey had lice times been
a mental patient at Western State Hospital in Bolivar. But a
member of the staff at Central State Psychiatric Hospital at
Nashville, where Covey was sent for psychiatric evaluation a
few weeks after the shooting, testified the hospital staff found
him sane and capable of advising with counsel in his own
defense.
District Attagney General Fleming Hodges, in his closing
arguments, insisted on a first degree murder conviction
although he did not press for the death penalty.
The defense attorneys did not attempt to deny the facts of the
shooting but pointed to Covey's unhappy history as evidence of
insanity.
The case went to the jury at 4:30 p.m. and the verdict came 30
minutes later. Covey greeted the verdict stoically and displayed
no emotion as he faced the judge and jury and heard his sen-
tence pronounced.
Judge Harris, following the sentencing, revealed that
the defense attorneys, Mr. Conley and Mr. Warner, had
been appointed by the court aria served without pay.
"There has been so much bad publicity about the legal
profession, about the failure to adequately defend the rights of
those accused of crimes, that I want to place in this record my











• Palatable and Nutritious
• Safe and Easy to Feed
• Convenient and Economical
'SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
"Put an end to pesky horn and face flies and at
the same time let your cattle pick up extra daily
gains of up to 2/3 lb. per head per day."
Order a supply of STOCKADE Fly Control now.
Browder Milling Co.; Inc.
Fukon, Ky. Dial 472-1300
Your STOCKADE Hedthalarters
Ct.d;k
01°11/4 Sunday, June 113th . . the d
ay
to make dad, KING FOR A
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Regular or tapered styles in
stripes, solids and novelty prints.
65% Dacron* polyester-35% cot-
ton fabric is so easy to care for
. . . never needs ironing. Long
point and spread Conan . . . short
sleeves. White, blue, gold and






mode of quality 'no
terials for good fit






values to $3.99 Now
2$for
Tapered styles with spread
or long point collars. 65% Da-
cron* polyester - 35% cotton
fabric needs no Ironing. Solid
colors or novelty patterns








Solids, stripes and novelty
patterns In assorted colors.
.14;;.9vv„, 2 o ••• Cf# rite






































100% polyester double knit slacks at
on unbelievable price. Choose from
tapered end flans leg styles in solids,
small designs and novelty textures.
Conlin•ntal ctylor or c nnnnn lion&
styles with wide belt loops. Western
and dress style pockets. flooroll
waistband. Navy, brown, green, ton,
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ON PIRGET EVERY ME
BEAUTIFUL black male toy
'poodle, housebroken and has
had all shots. $55.00 Ann Cov-
ington, 479-2229.
IIENT 1818•01cha4ra, crutches
and other eaavalesoent, skis at
crrir SUPER DRUG 406 Lake
t. Fulton. Kw
SPOL3NG IIAS SPRUNG! The
weather's great - so get out of
the house, start earning money
as Ian Avon Representative.
Discover how easy it is to sell
Avon products to friendly peo-
ple. Call: 81362705 or write-
Mrs. Margaret Taylor, Box
1022, Paducah, Ky. 40003..
FOR SALE: FAHMiALL A
with cultivators $650.00. Phone
479-1973.
"LOSE UP TO 4 INCHES VN
90 MINUTES Secret formula
used for years in expensive sa-
lons available for home use.
Really works. Instructions $4.95.
LOSE 5-10-25 pounds or more
Fast with amazing, satisfying
Delta Diet. p.00 Money bacit
guarantee. Both - Complete
Program $7.00."
Specialty Services F. 0 Box
1008G15 Peoria, Ill. 01601
WANTED!






ill W. State Line
I SOM. • Pb. 4764741
"How to earn at home as a
commission mailer and ad-
dresser. *Rush 25c with selfad-
dressed, stamped envelope for
details." Specialty Services
P. 0. Box 1000C15 'Peoria, Ill.
61601,
DRAPERIES MADE FREE
%%hen you purchase your ma-
terial from our wide selection
of choice patterns, colors and
weaves. P. N. Hirsch & Com-
pany, South Fulton.
..11•••••
FOR SALE: Tiny Toy male
poodle; only one left. Extra.
small. Ann Covington, 479-2229.
SALESMAN OR
SALESWOMAN
I am looking for 2 men or
women who want to earn $120.00
to $150.00 per week now with
opportunity for excellent fu-
ture. Must have car and pleas-
ant personality. This is not just
an ordinary job. Send short




28117 East Reelfoot Ave.
Union City, Tannassoo
Bettor Homes • Batter Prices
Bohm Sane iris
pinennerAgensrArAri
; - Free Delivery t
- Free Set-Up














Parents of young children have
been urged to be especially
aware of dog tick bites and
warned to take precautions
themselves when removing the
ticks during the summer months.
"The summer months are
when most children are around
dogs and the most likely time for
the ticks to bite them," Dr. David
L. Freeman, assistant state
epidemiologist, said.
"A Memphis hospital has
reported one case of Rocky
Mountain Spotted Fever
already," he said.
There were three deaths
reported in the state last year
from Rocky Mountain Spotted
Fever. A total of 33 cases were
reported. Of these, 24 were
persons under 20 years of age. In
1970 there were 22 cases reported
with two deaths.
"It is imperative that parents
eeporf the' egiloisilite t Mend
attending physicians if the child
shows symptoms of the disease,"
Freeman noted. He listed the
symptoms as severe headache,
fever to 104 degrees, muscle
aches and a rash which typically
begin on the wrists, palms and
ankles and then spreads to other
parts of the body. "This disease
must be treated quickly or death
call result," Freeman said.
Parents were urged to check
children arid dogs daily for ticks
during the summer months.
Particular attention should be
paid to the child's scalp area.
"Once.the tick is found either
on the dog or child, it should be
removed with tweezers. It is
important that the body of the
tick not be squeezed so that the
internal matter be exposed either
to the child or person removing
the tick," he said.
Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever
is caused by a micro-organism
which lives in the tick and is
transmitted to humans by the
bite or when the tick is crushed.
The route of infection is through
abrasions or cuts in the skin or
,the opening left by the tick bite.
New Book About Stamps
On Sale At Post Office
"Stamps and Stories, The Ex-
citing Saga of U.S. History Told
in Stamps," has been published
by the United States Postal Serv-
ice and is on sale at all post of-
fices here and other first class
post offices in the area.
Postmaster James Clark said
this is the first U.S. Postal Serv-
ice book to fully illustrate U.S.
stamps in color and to list the
values on each issue from 1847
through mid-1972. The book was
prepared by the editors of Scott
Publishing Co., the nati on 's
oldest printer of stamp catalogs.
"While pertinent philatelic in-
formation such as Scott identi-
fication numbers is included, the
book extends far beyond the
range of a catalog. 'Stamps and
Stories. . contains. illustrated
stories covering many-highlights
in history that have been por-
trayed on stamps," Postmaster
Clark said.
The history as told by the
stamp itself has been expanded
by the book text to provide in-
sights into the person or event
14 - Pc. Heavy Duty lone
Industrial Tool Set I 0 .95
Yardley Cologne 1.99For Men Only _
Onyx For Men
After Shave Cologne. $8.00 Value 2.99
Talc and Cologne
Faberge For Men
$6.00 List  Only 3.95
5- Pc. Set Oriental Jade n nn
Set For Men L., '1
Nine Flags Cologne
For Men List $6.00 2.99
ZEBCO Rod & Reel Set 4,99
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT T LL 8 PM *
*
DIXIE PRODUCTS
'I DOUR 10 CONNLR S IN UNION
ir 41(
) (4 ( 0 KS PHUIO INC
portrayed. There are 114 stories
to augment the stamp. About 2,-
000 stamps are reproduced.
As in no other U.S. Postal
Service publication, the book
points up the American heritage
and should enhance the fascina-
tion of stamp collecting.
One chapter is titled "How to
Be A Happy Stamp Collector."
There is a glossary of philatelic
terms, for those who are not
quite sure what "tetebeche" or
"laid paper" means.
Stamps issued by the Confed-
erate States of America are re-
produced as are those of the
United Nations and a sampling
of stamps from many countries.
The book has 224 pages is
pocket size 41/2 by 71/2 inches.
It's available in a paperback
edition for $2.
A cloth-bound book in the
same size also is available in a
limited number of post offices
which have philatelic operations
and from the Philatelic Sales
Unit, Washington, D.C. 20036.
The price is $5.95 plus 50 cents





of Murray State University on
the Jackson Purchase" will be
discussed by Dr. Robert L.
Burke at the summer meeting
of the Jackson Purchase His-
torical Society in the Murray
State Student Union Ballroom
June 17 at 6:30 p.m.
Robert B. Ligon, Mayfield,
businessman and president of
the Historians. said the dinner
meeting will be in honor of the
Fiftieth Anniversary of Murray
State. Dr. Burke, associate pro-
fessor of History at MSU, has




Mrs. Marie Wright, city judge
for South Fulton, is scheduled to
participate in a one-day
workshop for Tennessee city
judges and city recorders to be
offered June 22 at the Jackson
Community College, sponsored
by the University of Tennessee
Institute for Public Service,
through its Center for Govern-
ment Trainino
No Rate Change
The TVA Board of Direc-
tors has conducted Its quar-
terly review of the agency's
power program finances and
has determined that no rate
adjustment will be necessary
for the July-September quarter.
The quarterly review of
power revenues and costs, to
Indicate whether a change in
rates is necessary, is designed
to make it possible to hold
electric rates to the lowest
levels that will sustain a fin-
ancially sound operation.
The buffet-banquet will be
held in the Harry Lee Waterfield
Student Union Building. Dr.
Ray Mofield, chairman of the
Communications Department at
MSU, will be installed as the
new president of the Jackson
Purchase Historical Society. Dr.
L. J. Hortin, director of Jour-
nalism, will conduct the instal-
lation of the new president. Miss
Margaret Heath, Benton, has
been reelected secretary-tress-
LAST WEEK- THIS WEEK-Every Week of the year I (We'll show you the receipts)
NO SKIMPING ON OUR COVERAGE!
SHOPPER 5,377 plus NEWS 1600
CIRCULATION THIS SECTION
E-V-E-R-Y WEEK.
(That's why our advertisers get such good results).
--equals OVER 6,900
POST OPFICE DEPARTMINT k,...00i001.1%
STATEMENT OF MAILING MATTER WITH PERMIT IMPRINTS









RECEIPT NO. SACKS CARTONS OUTSIDE
ININGLIS
mi 1st-Letters. 1111 2nd-Newspapers cl 3rd-Circulars and 0 3rd-Books or cata- El 41h-Parcel post. books
•""-' other printed matter. logs of 21 pages .--' rnershandose. prInted
as merchandise less or more, seeds, matter. 16 ins, or
mail. than 16 ass. etc. less than 16 on. .101e
waren Tatter, and magaaines
post cards, entered
second-class






TEL/PHONE NO. MI Check here when mailing is by authorised non-profit organization
(Sections 134.5 P.M.)
Mailer (other than authorized nonprofit organization) must
0 us check here whether his total mailings made at bulk third-
jci Ho class aaaaa at all post offices, under any name, for the cur-
rent calendar year, exceed 250,000 pieces.
Weight of a single piece. 2.62 
ozs.
Number of pieces in a pound. (Foe third-clans
natter walled at bulk rates.) VE 6.1siorta e i awt mouwa on AGENT
,_': Total number of PIECES in mailing.
5 377
A . .,
NAME AND AGM OP INGIVIGUAL 02 ORGANIZATION FOR WHICH MAK•




Total number of POUNDS in mailing.
881
Rate chargeable on each (cheek oar)
PlEa is 5NI POUND 3E1
TOTAL COMPUTED POSTAGE $ 268 .85 •
urer.
In "saluting Murray State on
its fiftieth anniversary," the
society members will have the
opportunity of seeing an exhibit
of photographs and historical
materials depicting the growth
of the university. M. C. Gar-
rott, director of public relations,
will have charge of this exhibit.
Plans for the annual fall bus
toot will be outlined by Dr.
Hunter Hancock, chairman of
the Department of Biological
Sciences.
The membership of the So-
ciety Includes Snore than a hunk'
dred persons from Calloway,
Marshall, McCracken, Graves,









At first glance, Mr. Harrison's
will seemed plain enough. It left
his entire estate to his "children,"
a word that obviously included
his own three daughters. But did
it also include his stepdaughter,
the child of his second wife?
After a court hearing, the judge
decided that the stepdaughter was
just out of luck. He said the word
"children" did not include step-
children unless the will expressly
or impliedly said so.
This ruling illustrates that even
today, in traditional areas of the
law, our Cinderellas may still be
, „treated like under-privileged mem-
bers of the family.
"Although it may appear un-
just," commented one court, "we
must take the law as we find it."
This applies not only to the
right of inheritance but also to
the right of support. In most
states, the mere fact that a step
child joins the family circle does
not impose upon the stepfather
any legal obligation to pay the
upkeep.
As a practical matter, however,
stepfathers generally do support
their stepchildren-and may, of
course, go through a formal adop-
tion ceremony.
Furthermore, especially in the
newer fields of law, there is a
growing tendency-sometimes by
specific statutory enactment-to
place stepchildren on an equal
























Tenth Annual NEW SHOW GROUNDS NATIONAL
CITY LIMITS, HIGHWAY 51 NORTH
YNBC FFI
JUNE 24. 1972 
,,, V
HORSE L JSHOW TIME 7:30 P. M. D.S.T.
S HOW COMMISSION
HORSE SHOW OFFICIALS
borterel Chairman - Robby Barclay
Mt,- Jack Warren, Spring Hill, Tunes,
Announcer - Jimmy Small, Benton, Ky.
Organist - Mrs. L. C. Logan, Fulton, Ky.
V•torinarian - Drs. Croswell and Davis, Union City
Ring Master - Raymond Stallins, Fulton, Ky. Farrier •-• J. C. Bynum, Benton, Ky.
1st Ind 3rd 4th 5th Ent
CLASSES (Trophies, Prises and Ribbons) Fee
1, Two Tsar Old Walking Maros TRAR R R R a
$40.00 $30.00 $20.00 $10.00 S 5.00 5.00
2. Pony Class (Fulton and adjoining Counties) TRAP R R R R
No Set Tails, Pony 48" and under. $10.00 $ 7.50 $ 3.50 $ 2.50 51.50 2.00
Rider 12 yrs. and under.
3. Pleasure Walking Class, No Set Tails, Boots or Pads (permitted)TRAR R R R R
English Equipment Only. $15.00 $10.00 $ 7.50 WOO $ 2.50 3.011
4. Two Year Old Walking Stallions & Geldings TR&R R R R R
•
$40.00 $30.00 $20.00 $10.00 $ 5.00 5.00
S. Fine Harness Pony Class TRAP R R R R
$40.00 $30.00 $20.00 $10.00 S 5.00 •
6. Country Pleasure (Fulton and adjoining Counties) TR&R R R R R
Western or English Equipment, No Sat Tans. $10.00 $ 7.50 $ 5.00 $ 3.5,0 $1.50 2.00
7. Juvenile Class Walking Mares or Geldings TRAP R R R R
To b• ridden by 18 yr. olds or under. $40.00 $30.00 $20.00 $10.00 $ 5.00 5.00
8. Ladies Class (19 years or over) Amateurs riding TRAP R R R R
Walking Horses, Mare or Golding Only. $40.00 $30.00 $20.00 $10.00 $ 5.00 5.00
9. 3-Yagr-Old Walking Norm  TRAP R R R R
$40.00 $30.00 $20.00 $10.00 S 5.00 5.00
10. /Aon's Amateur Walking Class, Entries in this Class NO  TRAP R R R R
Eligible for Class 13. To be shown by amateur riders only. $411.011 $30.00 520.00 $10.00 $ 5.00 5.00
U. Roadster Party HI" and Under Stable Color.. TRAP R R R R
$40.00 $30.00 $20.00 $1000 S 5.00 5 00
12, 4-Yoar-Old Walking Homo  TSAR R R R R
$40.00 $30.00 $20.00 $10.00 $ 5.00 S.00
TRAP R R R R
13. Open Walking Clan ............ ........ . .. . $75.110 $50.00 $30.00 $20.00 510.00 8.50
HEALTH CERTIFICATE REQUIRED FOR OUT OF STATE HORSES
A factory worker was killed in
an industrial accident. When his
family put in a claim for work-
men's compensation, the company
readily agreed to pay the victim's
widow and young son. But it re-
fused to pay anything to his step-
daughter, even though she had
been living for years as a regular
member of the family.
However, when the matter was
tested in court, the judge took
note of the humanitarian purpose
of the modern workmen's com-
pensation system.
"Compensation is not inheri-
tance," he said. "Its purpose is to
give relief to dependents of one
killed in industry."
Thereupon the court ordered
the company to pay a full share
of compensation to the step-
daughter, since she 1) did indeed
need relief and 2) was indeed a
dependent.
An American Bar Association




A. Beach says strip mining :in
Eastern Kentucky is on a
two-year probation. He told
the annual Coal Conference in
Lexington that the 1974
General Assembly could take
the matter out of our hands,"
if there is not a "marked
improvement" in the next two
years.
BRIptlE.-•Uov. Wendell Ford
announced a joint agreement
among Kentucky, Indiana and
the federal government to
build a highway bridge over
Markland Dam on the Ohio
River near Warsaw. The U.S.
government will be responsible
for construction while the two
states finance approach roads







12 pac cans $1.89






7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Git - n' - Go
Harvey & Mary Jeffrey
Phone 412-1821
e
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
BRYAN ALL MEAT WOODBURY
VIE VIENNAS 4- 4-oz. Cans _ _ $1.00 SOAP Bath Si
ENERGINE LIGHTER SALAD BOWL
GM CHARCOAL Quart Can _ 39c SALAD DRESSING
GIVE FROZEN
FRENCH FRIES 3 - 2 Lb. Bags $1.
DIAMOND








COME IN NOW AND REGISTER
FOR WEEK NUMBER 5
MINUTE
1 STEAK Lb.• $1.19
-







STREAK OF LEAN SLICED
 Lb. 45c SALT MEAT 
MISS LIBERTY SANDWICH ARMOUR SKINLESS PORK LOIN
Pillsbury
GRADE 'A'
I. & M MARGARINE
SOUTHERN BELLE SEMI-BONELESS
FRESH
wE PEANUT BUTTER 12-oz. Jar 39c PARKAY 1 Lb. Pkg. 3 For $1.00 PORK CUTLETS
ovi TOTEMTRASH BAGS _10 Pkg. _ __ 69c DOG FOOD 16-oz. Can 12 for $1.00 SAUSAGE




BACKS & NECKS Lb. 15c
LIVER Lb. 89c GIZZARDS Lb. 39c
LIBERTY
Lb. 79c PIMENTO 8r CHEESE ___ Lb. 99c 1131.
OLD FASHIONED




EN PIT FRESH FROZENFRESH
TREET 12-oz. Can 59c [BAR-B-QUE SAUCE 3 18-oz. hot. $1. CATFISH Lb. 99c NECK BONES
DEL MONTE PAPER TRADEWINDS FRESH
TOMATO SAUCE 8-oz. Can __ 10cd PLATES 100ct. Pkg. ____ 59c SHRIMP Breaded 10-oz. ____  99c BACK BONES
'JELLY





CAKE MIX 4- 19-oz. Pkgs. 79c
Save 41c
With This Coupon and $5.00 Additional Pur-
chase. Tob. & Dairy Products Excluded.
LIBERTY COUPON
E Giant
CHEER 49-oz. Size _ 69c




With this Coupon and b.00 additional pur-
chase Tob. & Dairy Products Excluded.
LIBERTY COUPON
Pillsbury
FLOUR 5 lb. bag
Save 36c
With this coupon no other pur-
chase necessary.
Void After June 20
LIBERTY COUPON
Fabric Softener
DOWNY 64-oz. Size 99c
Save 50c




FRESH GREEN 2 
KENTUCKY WONDER
POLE BEANS 
N 10 N S bunches CALIFORNIARED PLUMS _
HOME GROWN SUNKIST
FOB 28-oz. Size _ 49c
Save 26c





SAFEGUARD 2 Bars 29c
Save 25c




NESTEA 3-oz. Size 89c
Save 50c
With this.coupon no other
purchase necessary.
Void Aftitylno 20































is. coupon no other
necessary.
Supplement to Fulton County News
TAYLOR CHEVROLET-BUICK, INC.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
"Where the Best Deals are Taylor Made"
nerds another reason to
see the USA in a Chevrolet
other than its comfort,
safety fOtures and
traditionally high resale value.






All prices shown are based on a comparison o Manufacturer's Suggested Rata,' Poces for 1972 Chevrolets poor to 12/11 and whet the Manufacturer's
Suggested Rebid ',noes are today These prices onclude dealer new verucle preparabon charge Destmetion charge, state nd local lanes are addit.onal
When the government eliminated the Federal Excise Tax on new cars, the price of every
new Chevrolet and any extra you might add was reduced.
It all happened back in mid-December. The Federal Excise Tax was dropped and that in turn
dropped the price of every new Chevrolet and every extra from white stripe tires to air conditioning.
So you can see the USA this summer at reduced prices.
An Impala would be nice.
It's the most popular car there is, you know, because so much is included in the price.
You get power steering, power front disc brakes and Turbo Hydra-matic transmission. All
standard and all large contributors to Impala's high resale value.
Impale Custom Cbupe at the London Bridge, brought over and rebuilt at Lake Havasu in the noddle of an Arizona desert
You get thick foam-cushioned seats covered with luxurious pattern cloth and vinyl, a fan-
operated ventilation system so you can ride in quiet with all the windows closed.
You get a double-panel acoustical ceiling to block out wind and road noise.
You get solid steel guard beams in the doors to protect you against side impact and a steel
cargo guard that walls off the passenger compartment from the luggage in the trunk.
And included in the reduced price shown above for an Impala Custom Coupe, you get all these
popular options: a vinyl roof cover, white stripe tires, wheel covers, rear fender skirts and tinted glass.
Now that's the way to travel. In comfort. In quiet. In a brand-new Chevrolet at a reduced price.
It could all be beautiful.










The dependable Nova. It's the Chevrolet that doesn't change much outside, because most Nova
owners like it just the way it is. So we concentrate on making what's inside better and better.
The reduced price shown above for the six-cylinder Nova Coupe includes these four options:
exterior decor package, wheel covers, white stripe tires and tinted glass.
You'll find Nova a great way to see a lot more of the U.S.A. and a lot less of mechanics and
repair shops.












Even before the reduced price, Camaro was one of America's great bargains. For one thing, Concours
Road and Track magazine put it on their list of the 10 best cars made in the world. And it was far And the tail
and away the lowest priced of the 10. simply walk
You get Camaro's looks, Camaro's handling, Camaro's room for four, along with two options— It was an
*heel covers and white stripe tires—all at the reduced price shown above. And now
above is equi
window air d
Chevelle is the Chevrolet that fits more families, more budgets Sedan of 1972."
(especially now) and more vacations. The reduced price shown above for the six-cylinder Malibu
And it, too, has been recently honored by the readers of Car Sport Coupe ("The Best Intermediate," that is) includes two
and Driver magazine. They named it "The Best Intermediate popular options: white stripe tires and wheel covers.






Monte Carlo has always been a bargain in personal luxury
cars. And you can thank Uncle Sam for making it an even better
buy. The reduced price shown above includes all these options:





ns. For one thing,
rid. And it was far
with two options—
in personal luxury
*ng it an even better
es all these options:
*nyl roof cover, rear






Concours Estate is one of our mid-size wagons. In three-seat models, the third seat faces the rear.
And the tailgate is two-way. It drops down for cargo or opens like a door for people, so you can
simply walk right in and sit right down.
It was an excellent buy at the original price.
And now the price has been reduced by over $168. The Concours Estate 3-Seat Wagon shown
above is equipped with five favorite options: a luggage rack, white stripe tires, wheel covers, rear






Did you know that in 1971, Vega outsold every other little car made in America?
And did you know that the readers of Car and Driver magazine just chose Vega "The Best
Economy Sedae for the second straight year?
Two years in production, two "Bests" in a row and now at a reduced price. How can you lose?
The .gptions included in the price shown above for the Vega Hatchback Coupe are the custom
exterior package, white stripe tires and wheel trim rings.






fender skirts and door-edge guards. Kingswood Estate is one of our wagons with the vanishing
The luxury you get is equaled only by the ease with which tailgate, the popular forward-facing third seat, the load space
Monte Carlo handles. Give it the supreme test at your Chevrolet behind the third seat and, in our opinion, it's the nicest, smooth-
dealer's, eat riding wagon we've ever put together.
The reduced price shown above for the Kingswood Estate
3-Seat Wagon includes these popular options: white stripe tires,
tinted glass and a luggage rack. That way, when you go away,
you won't leave the comforts of home, home.
There's so much to see, make sure you're around to see it. Buckle up.
We'd never ask you to part with
your old car unless we
could offer something better.
Like any one of these new Chevrolets
at a reduced price.
Caprice Coupe V8
was $4189.00 now $4025.90
111111194ip
Caprice Sport Sedan V8
was $4241.00 now $4075.90
Impala Custom Coupe V8
was $3937.00 now $3786.90
Impala Sport Coupe V8
was $3867.00 now $3719.90
Impala Sport Sedan V8
was $3920.00 now $3770.90
Impala Convertible V8
was $413900 now $3978 90
Impala 4-Door Sedan V8
was $3850.00 now $3703.90
Bel it 4-Door Sedan V8
was $3675.00 now $3537.90
Malibu 4-Door Sedan 6
was $2921 00 now $2800 70
Chevelle Sport Cows.
was $2782.00 now $2668.111
Cheve e 4-Door Sedan 6
was $2747.00 now $2635.70
Chevelle SS Sport Coupe V8
was $3578.10 now $3426.75
Chevelle SS Convertible V8
was $3857.10 now $1094,75.
Heavy evy Coupe V8
was $3022.35 now $2896.70
Monte Carlo Coupe V8
was $3513.00 now $3361.90
onte Carlo Custom V8
was $3737.35 now $3575.35
4 1iW
Camaro Sport Coupe 6
was $2852.00 now $2729.70
Nova Coupe 6
was $2452.00 now $2350.70
Nova 4-Door Sedan 6
was $2481.00 now $2378.70
Nova SS Coupe V8
was $2883.00 now $2760.55
Rally Nova 6
was $1553.65 now $2447.20
Corvette tingray Coupe V8
was $5672.00 now $5472 40
Corvette Stingray Convertible Vs
was $5434.00 now $5246.40
Kingswood Estate 2-Seat Wagon V8
was $4491.00 now $4314.40
Kingswood 2-Seat Wagon V8
was $4219.00 now $4056.40
4.;
alibu Sport Coupe 6
was $2955.00 now $2832.70
Malibu Sport Sedan V8
was $3122.00 now $2990.70
Camaro Rally Sport 6
was $2976.30 now $2847.70
Camaro SS V8
was $3268.25 now $3126.20
Townsman 2-Seat Wagon V8
was $4128.00 now $3969.40
Brookwood 2-Seat Wagon V8
was $4036.00 now $3882.40
Malibu Convertible V8 Camaro Z28 V8 Concours Estate 2-Seat Wagon VA
was $3329.00 now $3186.70 was $3753.80 now $3588.75 was $3586.00 now $3431.45
Chevrolet. Building a better way to see the USA.
Concours 2-Seat Wagon V
was $3389.00 now $3244.45
Greenbrier 2-Seat Wagon V8
was $3279.00 now $3140.45
Nomad 2-Seat Wagon 6
was $3053.00 now $2926.45
Vega atchback Coupe
was $2250.00 now $2159.90
Vega 2- iour Sidon
was $2144.00 now $2059.90
Vega Kamm ck
was $2382.00 now $2284.90
Vega Panel Express
was $2218.00 now $2078.90
El Camino 6
was $2979.00 now $2790.70
Blazer Utility 6
was $2719.00 now $2587.25
Suburban Carryall 6
was $3667.00 now $3494.90
Sportvan 6
was $3584.00 now $3408.45 GM
MARK 04 11C1.14.1IIKI
